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1Introduction
The present work covers two very distinct fields that illustrate the vastness of chem-
istry. These two domains are Vibrational Circular Dichroism (VCD) and momentum
(p) space. Both are probed experimentally using spectroscopic techniques. The for-
mer (VCD), however, relies on the absorption of circularly polarized infrared radiation,
which stimulates vibrational excitations in the sample, while the latter (p space) is
studied either with Compton scattering of high energetic photons or electrons, or with
high energy electron-impact ionization reactions ((e,2e)-spectroscopy). Of course, these
fields serve entirely diÄerent purposes. VCD is used for the stereospecific characteri-
zation of the molecular geometry. Momentum space, on the other hand, relates to -
as its name indicates - the velocity or rather the momentum of electrons in chemical
compounds. Combining these two fields in one single work seems a non-trivial task,
yet there is one topic that is regarded useful in both areas and will be applied in sev-
eral parts of the present thesis, namely: similarity. The main objective in both VCD
and momentum space is to study measured and/or computed spectra or profiles. Nat-
urally, such distributions are compared among one another in order to reveal trends
that provide deeper insight in the underlying chemistry. Visual eye-comparison, how-
ever, is labor-intensive, time-consuming and therefore not cost-eÄective. Moreover, the
agreement between two functions can be biased by personal interpretation. As a result,
similarity calculations can be performed with the aim to quantify the agreement nu-
merically. The latter represents the general scope of the present thesis. Even though
the concept of similarity evaluations is not new, it will be employed in innovative ways.
Moreover, there are several methods to quantify similarity. These approaches will be
3
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analyzed in order to identify the most suitable one (in the field of VCD in particular).
Logically, VCD and p space have an independent history and therefore introducing
them simultaneously would be confusing. As a result the introduction is written for
both fields separately in Sections 1.1 and 1.2.
1.1 Introduction to vibrational circular dichroism
1.1.1 Chirality
Chirality emerges in many fields within science as it is a geometrical property and,
thus, applies to objects ranging from subatomic particles up to vast galaxies. The
name ’Chiral’ descends from the Greek word: ‰‘ÿﬂ (kheir), which means ’handedness’
and refers to the most familiar chiral object to man. In the present work chirality
will be illustrated as a molecular property: when a molecule cannot be superimposed
by its mirror image, it is called chiral. Molecules who lack this property are called
achiral. For a chiral molecule, its mirror image is referred to as the enantiomer of
the original structure. Due to the identical connectivity between atoms, enantiomers
have many things in common: boiling/melting point, hardness, solubility (in achiral
solvents), infrared (IR) spectrum, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectrum ... A
crucial diÄerence, however, is the chemical reactivity of enantiomers with other chiral
molecules. This is similar to the diÄerence in comfort when using your right hand to
shake a person’s left and right hand. The fact that this holds at the molecular level as
well, can be noticed in everyday life. The smell of lemons and oranges, for example,
is caused by the same molecule limonene, yet diÄerent enantiomers (Figure 1.1). The
olfactory receptors in our nose are chiral and therefore interact diÄerently with these
enantiomers, allowing us to distinguish between them using our sense of smell.
Chiral compounds are highly abundant in all animal and plant life (including hu-
mans). This has severe consequences when intervening chemically in processes occurring
inside the human body, which is one of the main aims of medicine: to prevent or cure
diseases by means of drug treatment. Compared to achiral medicines, chiral drugs are
able to interact more specifically with target molecules, increasing their eÄectiveness.1
Within a chiral environment, the enantiomers may have an entirely unrelated activ-
ity and, hence, while one enantiomer is responsible for the desired pharmacological
4
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Figure 1.1: Limonene - the S-enantiomer smells of lemons, the R-enantiomer of oranges.
response, the other can be less active, inactive or even toxic. The latter poses restric-
tions on the fabrication process and the commercial form a drug may take: single-
enantiomeric or racemic. A racemic mixture consists of a 1:1 ratio of both enantiomers.
When only one of the enantiomers has the desired eÄect, however, half of the racemic
drug corresponds to impurities (unless if in-vivo a chirality switch occurs, rendering
their separation superfluous). Single-enantiomeric drugs thus have the advantage that
they allow to use a smaller dosage. In addition, the analysis of basic pharmacologic,
therapeutic and toxic eÄects is simplified as a result of the easier interpretation when
only a single enantiomer is present.
Due to the danger that inadequate stereochemical characterization may pose to
public health, regulatory agencies strictly control pharmaceutical companies. To quote
the policy statement the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) made in 1992 with
respect to the development of new stereoisomeric drugs:2,3
The stereoisomeric composition of a drug with a chiral center should be known and
the quantitative isomeric composition of the material used in pharmacologic, toxicologic,
and clinical studies known. Specifications for the final product should assure identity;
strength, quality, and purity from a stereochemical viewpoint.
An analogous statement is made by the European Medicines Agency (EMA) for reg-
ulations inside Europe.4 The demand for enantiopure agents, however, is not only in-
creasing in the pharmaceutical industries. In food and agricultural chemistry they are
more frequently employed as well.5,6
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With the importance of the chemical concept of chirality explained, we will now
address some technical aspects on stereochemical characterization. First, we will explain
the nomenclature used for the identification of enantiomers. Next, we will discuss the
available techniques to perform a stereoisomeric characterization in order to further
elaborate on vibrational circular dichroism.
1.1.2 Absolute Configuration
Stereochemical characterization embodies the determination of the absolute configu-
ration (AC). The AC is in fact a naming convention for which diÄerent systems are
available. The R/S system, however, is most important within the chemical community.
In case of point chirality – the most common form of chirality – the chiral center is
usually an atom (mostly carbon) that is bound to 4 diÄerent substituents. The AC of
the chiral center or stereocenter can be derived by assigning numbered labels (1 - 4) to
the substituents using the Cahn Ingold Prelog (CIP) priority rules:7
1. The four substituents of a tetrahedral chirality center are ranked in order of
decreasing atomic number of the atoms directly bonded to the chirality center.
Isotopes of the same chemical elements are listed in order of decreasing atomic
mass.
2. Where two or more atoms bonded to the chirality center have the same atomic
number, the second atoms are used to rank the substituents. If the second atoms
are also the same, the third are used, and so on.
3. Multiple bonds are counted as the corresponding number of single bonds. A
double-bonded atom is counted twice, a triple-bonded atom three times, and
so on.
Once the four substituents have been labeled, one may orient the chiral center in such
manner that the lowest priority (4) points away from the viewer. From the same per-
spective, the labels of the three remaining substituents (1 - 3) can increase either in
a clockwise or in a counterclockwise fashion. In the former case, the AC of the chiral
center is assigned R (for Rectus), in the latter the AC becomes S (for Sinister).
With respect to a real chiral sample, however, the R/S-system cannot be applied
prior to structural elucidation. In practice, they are often labeled using a fundamental
6
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property of enantiomers: optical activity. This signifies that they rotate a plane of
polarized light in opposite directions. When the rotation is clockwise the enantiomer
is labeled (+), its mirror image (for which the rotation is counterclockwise) attains
the (≠)-label. Note that the R/S and (+)/(≠) systems are unrelated and that an AC
determination comes down to verifying whether (+) corresponds to R or S and vice
versa for (≠).
1.1.3 AC determination techniques
Given the combination of the rapidly growing market for chiral drugs and the gen-
eral necessity to determine AC’s of chiral molecules, there is evidently a need for tools
that allow routine AC determination. Several methods are presented in Table 1.1 to-
gether with a few advantages and disadvantages inherent to each technique.8 The most
frequently used method is single-crystal X-ray diÄraction (XRD).9,10 The technique
requires high-quality single crystals. Moreover, the latter should allow anomalous scat-
tering, which is realized in standard XRD experiments by introducing heavy atoms. In
practice, this is not always achievable, which limits the general applicability of XRD
for the AC determination of chiral molecules. Another method, NMR, requires chiral
solvents or chiral shift-reagents in order to form diastereomers and therefore eliminat-
ing the enantiomeric degeneracy.11,12 A third technique, optical rotation (OR)13,14 -
which is used for the (+)/(≠) AC nomenclature system in the previous section - is very
well-known, yet in order to elucidate the AC of the sample very demanding calcula-
tions are required. In addition, the calculation yields only a single quantity and hence
little comparison with respect to experiment can be done in order to evaluate the qual-
ity of the computations. Another methodology used for AC elucidation is Electronic
Circular Dichroism (ECD).15,16 It relies on the measurement of left and right circular
polarized UV-VIS radiation. In order to absorb at these high frequencies specific func-
tionalities called UV-chromophores are introduced, adding additional synthetic steps.
Retro-synthesis can also be used to identify the AC of a chiral product. The latter is
unfortunately very labor-intensive.
A final method in this context is Vibrational Circular Dichroism (VCD). It is a
relatively new technique that combines the structural specificity of IR spectroscopy
with the sterochemical sensitivity of circular dichroism (CD). The main advantage of
this method is that measurements can be performed in the solution phase and for a large
7
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variety of molecules including peptides, proteins, nucleic acids, carbohydrates, natural
products and pharmaceutical molecules.17–20 The technique will be briefly summarized
in the following section. More detail can be found in the following chapters.
Figure 1.2: Annual VCD related publications - the annual number of VCD studies
according to SciFinder. Year 2013 is incomplete and therefore colored in red.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1.4 Vibrational circular dichroism
The principle of VCD relies on the diÄerent absorption between left (L) and right (R)
circular polarized light (CPL) of chiral molecules (Figure 1.3).21 The term ’vibrational’
refers to the fact that the infrared (IR) range of frequencies from the electromagnetic
spectrum is employed, which induces vibrational transitions. Hence, VCD absorption
occurs at the same wavelengths as in ordinary IR spectra. Unlike IR, however, VCD is a
diÄerential spectroscopy, which means that intensities can be negative as well. Whereas
two enantiomers have identical IR spectra, their VCD intensities have an opposite sign.
A measured VCD spectrum, hence, merely reflects the chiral nature of the sample and
no direct information on the underlying AC. In order to identify the AC of the sample,
a theoretical spectrum needs to be derived to serve as reference. When both calculated
and experimental VCD spectra have the same signs for their intensities, then the AC
of the sample is identical to the calculated one. When the signs are opposite, so are the
ACs.
The lack of a theory that could accurately predict VCD intensities initially inhibited
the technique from breaking through in the scientific community. This changed in the
mid 1980s when Stephens derived the Magnetic Field Perturbation theory.22,23 The
theory was first implemented in Hartree-Fock (HF) methods yielding unsatisfactory
results. With the introduction of post-HF methods such as MP2, improvements were
observed. A major drawback was the computational cost inherent to this approach.24
The development of Density Functional Theory (DFT) and the introduction of hybrid
functionals in the early 1990s eventually allowed ab initio VCD calculations that were
computationally feasible within an acceptable time frame.25 These advances are visible
in the annual number of VCD-related publications in Figure 1.2, but are masked by
experimental developments as well.
In general, the calculation of a theoretical VCD spectrum includes the following
steps. First a conformational analysis (CA) is performed for a chiral molecule with a
specific AC at the cheap molecular mechanics (MM) level of theory. Next, the MM-
derived conformational geometries are optimized at the DFT level of theory and the
individual conformer VCD spectra are subsequently computed. Based on the confor-
mational energies, Boltzmann weights are calculated, which are used to superimpose
the conformer spectra to form a single total VCD spectrum. When an experimental
10
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VCD measurement has been done, the AC of the sample can be determined based on
the agreement with the calculated VCD spectrum. The procedure of AC identification
using VCD can, thus, be summarized as follows:
• Experimental VCD spectrum measurement
• Theoretical VCD spectrum calculation
1. Conformational Analysis (CA) at MM-level
2. Conformer VCD spectra calculation at DFT-level
3. Boltzmann weighted superposition to yield a total VCD spectrum
• AC assignment based on the agreement between theory and experiment
Figure 1.3: Principle of VCD - DiÄerential absorption arising from the diÄerence be-
tween left and right circular polarized light absorbance. The light green dashed line repre-
sents the ordinary IR intensity without circular polarization.
11
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1.2 Introduction to momentum space
Much of chemistry concerns the rearrangement of electrons around positively charged
atoms resulting in the breaking and formation of bonds. For most chemists, the key
to understanding chemical reactions is to analyze the probability distribution of where
electrons are located in the molecular space. Specifically, this space is the familiar po-
sition or configuration space in which we percept reality visually. Quantum mechanics,
however, can be formulated in either configuration (r) space or momentum (p) space,
yielding the equivalent position-time and momentum-time representations.26 The wave-
function, which is the central property in quantum mechanics as it contains all infor-
mation about the system and hence allows to determine all molecular properties, can
be obtained in either space. Both r and p space wavefunctions are equivalent and
are related by a Fourier transformation.27 Although p space wavefunctions have been
discussed as early as in 1929,28 the vast majority of chemical applications of quan-
tum mechanics uses solely the wavefunction in configuration space. A first reason is
the fact that the Hamiltonian in p space is often more complicated as it involves the
Fourier transform of the potential energy. As a consequence the direct solution of the
Schro¨dinger equation in momentum space is much more diÖcult. An alternative to the
direct solution of the Schro¨dinger equation in p space is to first (approximately) solve
the Schro¨dinger equation in configuration space and then obtain the wavefunction in
momentum space through the Fourier transform as mentioned above.27 Despite this
possibility, the main reason for the limited interest by chemists is that most of chem-
istry and especially the majority of so-called chemical concepts are intimately related
to the configuration of the nuclei in the molecular structure. This is not surprising, con-
sidering the fact that the electron density ﬂ(r) in configuration space exhibits maxima
wherever a dense nuclear core is located. The graphic representation of molecules as
geometric entities characterized by a specific connectivity between its atoms can hence
be recognized in ﬂ(r) in a straightforward fashion. As a consequence, one naturally
arrives at chemical concepts such as the atom-in-the-molecule (AIM).
The p space counterpart of the electron charge density is the electron momentum
density Î(p) and is far more elusive, complicating the definition of chemical concepts
from a momentum space point of view. The Î(p) distribution is monocentric and ex-
hibits an inversion center at its origin.29 Therefore, Î(p) is highly symmetric and at
12
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first glance a rather simple distribution. The latter made many chemists misbelieve that
hardly any chemical information can be retrieved from a momentum density. The lack of
a nuclear centered framework, which renders the molecule unrecognizable when dispos-
ing only of Î(p), merely seems to support such conclusions. Moreover, the combination
of the inversion center and monocentricity has important implications with respect
to chirality: the Î(p)-distributions of two enantiomers are superimposable when their
geometries are related by an inversion operation as in Figure 1.4. This explains the
title of the present thesis. The field of VCD is entirely based on the concept of chiral-
ity, whereas in momentum space this concept is absent rendering the latter an achiral
world.
Figure 1.4: Relative orientations of enantiomers yielding identical Î(p)-
distributions
The Î(p) distribution has two strong virtues that make the exploration of the mo-
mentum representation worthwhile. First of all, as a result of the Fourier transform
relationship, the position and momentum space wavefunctions emphasize inverse re-
gions of the respective spaces.30 As a consequence, atomic orbitals that are contracted
to the nucleus will appear diÄuse in momentum space. DiÄuse valence orbitals, on the
other hand, will be sharply peaked in p space. The Î(p) distribution is thus domi-
nated by contributions from the outer valence electrons, which determine most of the
chemical properties in a compound. This is in a high contrast with ﬂ(r), which is domi-
nated by the nuclear cores as mentioned previously. Important regions from a chemical
perspective are therefore located at low ﬂ(r) densities, far away from the nuclei. A sec-
ond virtue stimulating the further study of the momentum representation is the fact
that several experimental techniques exist to probe electron momentum distributions,
oÄering valuable possibilities to compare theory with experiment:
13
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• Compton Scattering
• Binary (e,2e) or electron momentum spectroscopy
• Positron annihilation
1.2.1 History
Until the 1920s physicists and chemists investigated atoms and molecules based on the
position representation. This changed with the development of the Dirac-Jordan statis-
tical transformation theory in 1927, showing how wavefunctions expressed in diÄerent
quantum mechanical representations are related by a Fourier transform.27,31 In 1929,
Podolsky and Pauling28 published the very first study on momentum distributions for
hydrogen-like atoms. That same year, Du Mond32 described the investigation of ex-
perimental Compton line shapes based on computed momentum distributions. In the
1940s, Coulson and Duncanson33–39 recognized the possibility that the momentum den-
sity viewpoint may provide additional chemical insights. They were the first to address
the reciprocal behavior between the r and p space densities in the sense that the valence
region is located at large distances |r| and small momenta |p|, while the nuclear cores
correspond to small |r| and high |p|. A renewed interest arose with the publications by
Epstein40,41 in the early ’70s, putting particular emphasis on how and what kind of
chemical information can be retrieved from Compton profiles. Figure 1.5 clearly shows
how these studies caught the attention of the chemical community (green columns). In
1977, Epstein and Tanner outlined several principles to analyze momentum densities
that became widely known and discussed.30 The most enigmatic of them was without
doubt, the Bond Directionality Principle or BDP, which in its original version states:
“The momentum of an electron in a chemical bond is more likely to be directed
perpendicular to than along the bond axis.”
Even though the formulation was merely intended as a qualitative guideline, it was
received quite literary. Not surprisingly, many violations were discovered,42 eventually
urging Tanner to revise the principle later in 1988. In its revised form the principle
states:43
14
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“In a chemical bond in a bound molecule in its equilibrium configuration, there are
values pm of momentum which are more probable, i.e, which correspond to local maxima
of Î(p). Those values are determined by both the geometric and electronic symmetries
of the molecule. For momenta, p = pm+ dp, near a maximum it is more likely that dp
is perpendicular rather than parallel to the bond axis.”
Again, it was stressed that the principle was merely qualitative, which Tanner illus-
trated with a few violations himself. By the end of the ’70s there were also considerable
advances being made on how to compute momentum distributions theoretically. Conve-
nient expressions are gathered in the work by Lindner44 and by Kaijser and Smith.29,45
There were of course also many studies on solving the Schro¨dinger equation in momen-
tum space. The H and He atoms are solvable in this context,46,47 but also polyatomic
one-electron systems.48,49 In 1981, Henderson50 even proved that a density functional
theory (DFT) can be constructed in momentum space, yet suÄers the disadvantage
compared to DFT in r space that the energy functional depends on the molecular
system and is therefore not universal. Since computational techniques are much more
advanced in r space, however, the most common technique for obtaining momentum
densities still relies on the Fourier transform of the r space wavefunction or density
matrix ﬂ(r, r’).
Starting from the 1980s, p space researchers devoted themselves to a more thorough
analysis of the chemical bond. Bond formation was studied by several groups among
which Ramirez51 and also Cooper and co-workers.52–55 The most in-depth studies on the
chemical bond from a momentum space point of view probably belong to Rozendaal
and Baerends.56,57 The chemical bond was often investigated by means of electron
momentum density diÄerence plots (see e.g. Anchell and Harriman58). Specifically, this
means that the diÄerence is taken between the total molecular Î(p)-distribution and
those from the free constituting atoms, revealing only the changes caused by chemical
bonding.
In the ’80s, (e,2e) spectroscopy gained popularity as well (see red columns, Fig-
ure 1.5). As a consequence, several review articles appeared discussing the momentum
densities of Dyson orbitals.59–62
Momentum distributions were studied yet from another angle by Kulkarni and
Gadre in the early ’90s. In a few publications they discussed the symmetry proper-
15
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Figure 1.5: Annual momentum space related publications - The annual number
of p space studies obtained with SciFinder. A distinction is made for electron momentum
distributions (EMD), Compton profile (CP) and electron momentum spectroscopy (EMS).
The classes were made mutually exclusive. Year 2013 is incomplete.
ties and the topology of molecular electron momentum densities.63–65 Their research
group further explored subjects such as chemical reactions, ring strain and atoms-in-
molecules in p space as well.66–69 Based on the topologic characteristics, they showed
that the qualitative features (the critical structure) of molecular Î(p)-distributions may
change depending on the basis set used.70 The cause of these significant basis set ef-
fects is the improper asymptotic behaviour of Gaussian type orbitals, which due to the
reciprocal relationship between r and p space becomes more prominent in the latter.71
It is therefore recommended to use basis sets such as 6-311++G** or larger in order to
describe the topology of momentum densities faithfully.
In the 1990s, momentum space entered a new domain, namely Quantum Similarity.
Pioneers in this field are Cooper and Allan, who started studying molecular similarity
based on Î(p)-distributions.72–76 Momentum distributions have proven very useful in
this area of research because of 2 major advantages compared to using r space densities.
The first, as mentioned previously, is the fact that Î(p) is dominated by the valence
region in contrast to ﬂ(r). Electron momentum densities are hence more appropriate
in case one is interested in how similar two molecules are regarding to their chem-
ical reactivity. Another advantage is the monocentricity of Î(p)-distributions. Even
16
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though the single center renders momentum densities abstract for interpretation, it can
be convenient from a computational point of view. Since quantum similarity measures
relate to the overlap of molecular distributions, it becomes clear that these distribu-
tions should be aligned. In position space, the alignment is performed over 6 degrees of
freedom: 3 translational and 3 rotational. Electron charge densities exhibit quite many
critical points, because nuclear cores represent high-density regions separated in the
configuration space. The six-dimensional similarity surface is consequently punctured
by many local maxima, representing many optimal alignments. When choosing a partic-
ular alignment that makes some center measure coincide in both molecules, this choice
thus becomes highly important. Considering momentum distributions, on the other
hand, the choice of alignment is less vital.77 The reason for this is the smooth character
of the momentum density, exhibiting only few critical points. This is attributable to
the monocentricity of the distribution. The similarity surface for momentum distribu-
tions is only 3-dimensional, corresponding to the 3 rotational degrees of freedom, which
exhibits far less optimal points compared to r space. Acknowledging that momentum
distributions also have inversion symmetry, an optimal similarity in fact corresponds to
4 alignments in configuration space simultaneously (although likely one will be chem-
ically useful). In addition to this peculiarity, p space similarities can yield diÄerent
results than their r space counterparts. Cooper and Allan,72 for example, have studied
a case where momentum space quantum similarity measures are in agreement with the
biological activity results obtained from drug design, while r space measures are not.
By the end of the ’90s, these same authors introduced momentum space descriptors in
quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR) studies, showing potential benefits
compared to using solely r space descriptors.78–83
Electron correlation eÄects have been studied for a wide range of momentum space
properties: the zero-momentum critical point, moments of momentum, Compton pro-
files, and spherically averaged and non-averaged Î(p)-distributions.70,84–90 Recent p
space studies address the performance of DFT. Due to significant advances in exper-
imental techniques, directional Compton profiles for solid state systems can now be
measured with suÖcient accuracy.91 Compton profile anisotropies are obtained from
the diÄerence of directional Compton profiles and hence reflect the anisotropy of Î(p).
In order to simulate these distributions, attention quickly turns to DFT because it
17
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oÄers inexpensive quantum chemical computations including electron correlation. Un-
fortunately, Pisani and co-workers91 have shown in 2011 that DFT has a lower predictive
power than Hartree-Fock. These observations are in agreement with a study by Hart
and Thakkar88 on moments of momentum and with a study by Miguel and de la Vega
on radial momentum distributions.89
Of course, only a part of the complete momentum space history was outlined here.
For a more detailed bibliography on certain topics, the reader is referred to an excellent
review by Thakkar92 who has dedicated much of his research to momentum space.
Even though studies in momentum space have a long history, they are still rela-
tively rare with respect to r space studies. The main cause is of course the diÖcult
interpretation of p space distributions. Moreover, the field has known a few setbacks,
e.g. the disappointment in the bond directionality principle described above, or the
basis set eÄects that were ignored for a long period of time rendering the value of old
results sometimes questionable. Many chemists also argue that all momentum distri-
butions tend to look the same, namely a smooth featureless blob from which no useful
information can be extracted. Even though, the latter has been contradicted many
times, it may take time to turn this image. Fortunately, p space studies can ride along
the wave of experimental developments, increasing their importance. Therefore, even
though chemical explorations in momentum space are happening at a slow rate, it is
certain that the field will eventually evolve to take on a crucial role for understanding
the fundamentals of chemistry.
1.3 Scope
Vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) is the focus of Part II in the present work. It
has become a powerful technique for stereochemical characterization thanks to signif-
icant advances in both computational methods (see Chapter 2) and instrumentation
(see Chapter 3). Several software packages and spectrometers are presently available,
making VCD a more and more common technique within the chemical community
(see annual number of VCD publications, Figure 1.2). Nowadays, in between 30 and
40 research groups around the world employ VCD on a regular basis. There is some
caution, however, since absolute configuration determination of chiral molecules using
VCD is in general not straightforward. Computational modeling of a VCD spectrum
18
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has important limitations that lead to inescapable diÄerences with respect to the ex-
periment. One should therefore be aware of the fact that the human brain suÄers to
some extent from what is called patternicity : “the tendency to find meaningful patterns
in both meaningful and meaningless data.”93 When the discrepancy between experi-
ment and theory increases, the risk of assigning the absolute configuration (AC) of
a molecule incorrectly grows and can have severe consequences. As a result, a trend
appeared over the past decade to quantify the spectral agreement numerically using
similarity measures. By making use of these measures, a researcher has the means of
staying objective when assigning a chiral molecule. Several similarity indices can be
found in literature, each having diÄerent properties. Chapter 4 contains a discussion
on what index is considered most appropriate for quantifying the agreement of VCD
spectra. There is nonetheless still a gap between having a similarity value and the ro-
bustness of the AC assignment. Whereas very high (close to 100%) and very low (close
to 0%) similarity values straightforwardly allow to state that the AC is, and is not,
confidently determined, intermediate values are much harder to interpret. How good is
a 50% agreement if one desires to know the AC? Depending on the part of the spectrum
considered this could be a good or perhaps a bad result. In Chapter 5 a new method is
presented addressing this issue. The approach will be tested on a set of rigid molecules.
Chapter 6 further validates the approach for conformationally flexible compounds.
As the title of this work suggests, several momentum space topics will be explored
as well. These are gathered in Part III. In order to acquaint the reader with this
alternative world, Chapter 7 provides a terminology explaining electron momentum
densities, Compton profiles, moments of momentum etc. and how these are obtained
computationally.
As shown in Section 1.2.1, there is a growing demand for computationally cheap
methods that are able to simulate electron correlated momentum distributions. In this
respect, Density Functional Theory (DFT) represents the best candidate. Unfortu-
nately, previous studies indicate that DFT fails to describe momentum space properties
adequately. This is not entirely unexpected, based on the fact that DFT functionals are
usually parametrized within position space. Nonetheless, there is a true zoology of DFT
methods available and since previous studies considered only a part of this wealth, it
is deemed worthwhile to identify the best performing functionals in momentum space.
The latter is particularly appropriate if one considers improving DFT functionals in
19
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order to obtain better momentum space results. A good starting point can then be
very useful. The performance of a total of 74 functionals will be addressed in Chap-
ter 8 using p space quantum similarity measures. This is in contrast with previous
studies examining coarse representations of the molecular momentum density, such as
moments of momentum or radial momentum densities. Moreover, the eÄect of neglect-
ing the full anisotropy of molecular electron momentum densities will be analyzed in
order to determine to what extent it alters the perception of the relative performance
of computational methods.
In Chapter 9, the chemical concept of the atom-in-the-molecule is explored from
a momentum space point of view. A previous study by Balanarayan and co-workers68
employs a Hirshfeld partitioning of the Î(p) distribution yielding alternative, yet sensi-
ble atomic charges compared to a similar approach on the ﬂ(r) density. By introducing
an iterative procedure into the partitioning scheme, similar to Hirshfeld-I in r space, a
doubt arises whether Hirshfeld procedures in momentum space are adequate after all.
Chapter 10 contains an innovative application of momentum space quantum simi-
larity measures, namely by showing that for the interpretation of electron momentum
spectroscopy results, thermally induced nuclear motions should be properly taken into
account. Finally, in Chapter 11 a summary of the present work is presented.
20
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Vibrational Circular Dichroism
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2VCD Theory
The main objective of this chapter is to describe in a semi-classical way how circularly
polarized light interacts with molecular systems. The electromagnetic radiation will not
be considered as consisting of photons, yet as a classical transverse wave with perpen-
dicular electric and magnetic field components. As will be explained below, the VCD
intensity is proportional to a property called the rotational strength. The latter embod-
ies the imaginary part of the inner product between the electric and magnetic dipole
transition moments for a vibrational transition. The electric dipole transition moment
(EDTM) is given by a sum of linear oscillations of electronic charges. The magnetic
dipole transition moment (MDTM), on the other hand, is related to the sum of circu-
lations of electronic charge in a plane.21 Combined, these movements of charge create
a chiral helical motion. Since the VCD intensity is the diÄerence in absorption between
left and right circular polarized light, the sign of the VCD absorption depends on the
handedness of the net helical motion of charge within the molecule upon excitation.
Incident circular polarized radiation has a (rather small) preference to cause transitions
resulting in a net motion of charge with the same handedness. When the molecule is
achiral, this motion averages out because the molecule can have any orientation in the
liquid phase. Therefore, no diÄerence is observed between the absorption of left or right
circularly polarized light. If the molecule is chiral, a net motion is preserved upon av-
eraging over all orientations and leads to a unequal absorption of light with diÄerent
circular polarization.
First, we describe the wavefunctions from which the molecular data is commonly
extracted. Then, the algorithm is described, allowing to evaluate the components that
23
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are necessary for the computation of VCD intensities. Finally, we will give a more
detailed explanation on how the fundamental VCD equation arises.
2.1 Adiabatic wavefunctions
Quantum mechanics states that all molecular properties can be derived from a single
function called the molecular wavefunction. For the time-independent case it can be
obtained by solving the Schro¨dinger equation:
Hˆ |Ôm (x,R)Í = Em |Ôm (x,R)Í (2.1)
where |Ôm (x,R)Í is the molecular wavefunction in state m corresponding with an
energy Em. x and R represent short notations for:
x = {x1,x2 . . .xN} (2.2)
R = {R1,R2 . . .RN⁄} (2.3)
with xk the space-spin coordinates {rk,Êk} for electron k and R¸ the Cartesian coor-
dinates of atom ¸. The total number of electrons is denoted by N and the number of
atoms is N⁄.
The Hamiltonian operator Hˆ is the quantum mechanical analogue of the total energy
of the molecular system. It consists of kinetic and potential energy contributions:
Hˆ = TˆE + TˆN + VˆEE + VˆEN + VˆNN = HˆE + TˆN (2.4)
where TˆE and TˆN represent the electronic and nuclear kinetic energy. VˆEE , VˆEN and
VˆNN represent the electron-electron repulsion, electron-nuclear attraction and nuclear-
nuclear repulsion, respectively. The electronic parts are gathered in the electronic
Hamiltonian HˆE .
2.1.1 The Born-Oppenheimer approximation: the adiabatic wavefunc-
tion
The Schro¨dinger equation (Eq. (2.1)) can only be solved exactly for very simple systems
(e.g. H+2 ).
94 Generally, the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation is applied to sim-
plify the problem. The latter yields an inexact - but usually close - solution. It relies on
the fact that the electrons are much lighter than nuclei and can be considered to adapt
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instantaneously to changes in nuclear configuration. As a consequence, the electronic
and nuclear motion are independent of one another, allowing to write the wavefunction
as:
|ÔAev (x ;R)Í = |ÂAe (x ;R)Í . |„ev (R)Í (2.5)
where (x ;R) denotes that there is only a parametrical dependence on R. The super-
script A is added to indicate the adiabatic nature of the above wavefunction, which
signifies that it changes gradually and reversibly as a function of the nuclear coordi-
nates. The quantum numbers e and v represent the electronic and vibrational state of
the system, which are described by the electronic wavefunction |ÂAe (x ;R)Í and the
nuclear wavefunction |„ev (R)Í, respectively.
The electronic wavefunction can be obtained by solving the electronic Schro¨dinger
equation:
HˆE
---ÂAe (x ;R)f =WAe (R) ---ÂAe (x ;R)f (2.6)
where ÂAe , and consequently also the electronic energyWAe , depends only parametrically
on the nuclear coordinates R. In order to ease notation, the dependence on R will not
be written explicitly for WAe from this point onward.
In addition, the BO approximation states that the nuclear kinetic energy operator does
not act on the electronic wavefunction. By combining Eqs. (2.1) and (2.5), one may
therefore write:
---ÂAe (x ;R)f ËTˆN +WAe È |„ev (R)Í = EAev ---ÂAe (x ;R)f |„ev (R)Í
…
Ë
TˆN +WAe
È
|„ev (R)Í = EAev |„ev (R)Í (2.7)
which is referred to as the nuclear Schro¨dinger equation. In summary, the calculation
of the adiabatic BO wavefunction involves solving the electronic Schro¨dinger equation
(Eq. (2.6)) for a set of nuclear coordinates. The latter provides the electronic wave-
function ÂAe (x ;R) and the corresponding electronic energy WAe . These results allow
solving the nuclear Schro¨dinger equation (Eq. (2.7)), from which the nuclear wavefunc-
tion „ev (R) and the adiabatic BO energy EAev is obtained. In a final step, the product of
the electronic and nuclear wavefunctions yields the total BO wavefunction |ÔAev (x ;R)Í
(Eq. (2.5)).
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2.1.2 Beyond the Born-Oppenheimer approximation: the complete
adiabatic wavefunction
It will become clear in the following sections that the calculation of VCD intensities
requires a wavefunction that supports dynamic coupling. More specifically, the elec-
tronic wavefunction should depend on the nuclear velocities as well. As can be seen in
Eq. (2.5), the BO approximation fails to incorporate this feature. It can be adequately
introduced, however, using the Complete Adiabatic (CA) approximation.21
The nuclear dependence of the electronic wavefunction can be written as a Taylor
expansion around the equilibrium coordinates:
---ÂAe (x ;R)f = ---Â0e (x)f+ÿ
J,–
-----
A
ˆÂAe
ˆRJ,–
B
0
L
RJ,– + . . . (2.8)
which is virtually identical to the Herzberg-Teller expansion.95 The summation indices
refer to the atom J and the Cartesian component – = {x, y, z}.
Since only the electronic wavefunction is altered, electronic and nuclear motion are
still separated and the above expression is also referred to as the adiabatic expansion.
For future convenience, we introduce the closure or completeness relation involving a
summation over all electronic states:26
1ˆ =
ÿ
s
---Â0s (x)feÂ0s (x)--- (2.9)
Truncated after the first term, the above equation can then be written as:
---ÂAe (x ;R)f = ---Â0e (x)f+ÿ
s ”=e
ÿ
J,–
RJ,–
---Â0s (x)f
K
Â0s
-----
A
ˆÂAe
ˆRJ,–
B
0
L
(2.10)
In the summation s = e can be omitted because of the orthogonality between the
electronic wavefunction and its first derivative.
In a next step, we make use of the BO non-adiabatic expansion.21 In contrary to the
previous section, we do not omit the action of the nuclear kinetic energy operator on
the electronic wavefunction. This operator can be written explicitly as:
TˆN = ≠
ÿ
J,–
~2
2MJ
CA
ˆ2
ˆR2J,–
B
elec
+
A
ˆ2
ˆR2J,–
B
nucl
+ 2
A
ˆ
ˆRJ,–
B
elec
A
ˆ
ˆRJ,–
B
nucl
D
(2.11)
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where the subscripts indicate whether the derivative acts on the electronic or the nu-
clear wavefunction. MJ is the mass of atom J .
Upon inspection of Eq. (2.4), the TˆN -operator can be regarded to function as a pertur-
bation on the electronic Hamiltonian. Restraining Eq. (2.11) to first order terms, only
the cross term remains and the perturbation Hamiltonian becomes:
Tˆ (1) = ≠ÿ
J,–
~2
MJ
A
ˆ
ˆRJ,–
B
elec
A
ˆ
ˆRJ,–
B
nucl
(2.12)
From first order perturbation theory it is known that the perturbed wavefunction can
be written as:26
---ÔNAev (x ;R)f = |ÔAev (x ;R)Í ≠ ÿ
su ”=ev
e
ÔAsu
--- Tˆ (1) ---ÔAevf
EAsu ≠ EAev
|ÔAsu (x ;R)Í (2.13)
which upon insertion of Eqs. (2.5) and (2.12) yields:
---ÔNAev (x ;R)f = |ÂAe (x ;R)Í |„ev (R)Í
+
ÿ
su ”=ev
ÿ
J,–
A
~2
MJ
B e
ÂAs
--- ˆˆRJ,– ---ÂAe fe„Asu --- ˆˆRJ,– ---„Aevf
EAsu ≠ EAev
◊ |ÂAs (x ;R)Í |„su (R)Í
(2.14)
The above wavefunction is clearly non-separable and therefore non-adiabatic (NA).
Considering the nuclear velocity as an adiabatic variable96 and in the light of Ehrenfest
theorem,97 we may convert the quantum mechanical operator in È„Asu|ˆ/ˆRJ,–|„AevÍ to
a classical variable:
R˙J,– = ≠ i~
MJ
ˆ
ˆRJ,–
(2.15)
In this way, we introduce a parametrical dependency of the wavefunction on the nuclear
velocities:---ÔNA’ev 1x ;R, R˙2f = |ÂAe (x ;R)Í |„ev (R)Í
+ i~
ÿ
su ”=ev
e
ÂAs
--- ˆ/ˆRJ,– ---ÂAe f È„su |„evÍ R˙J,–
EAsu ≠ EAev
|ÂAs (x ;R)Í |„su (R)Í
(2.16)
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If we next assume that the energy spacing between vibrational states is much smaller
than between electronic states, we may introduce the approximation that the energy
diÄerence between the vibronic states is entirely attributable to the energy diÄerence
of the electronic states:
EAsu ≠ EAev ¥WAs ≠WAe (2.17)
and when the vibronic detail of the excited state is neglected (
q
su ”=ev ¥
q
s ”=e,u), the
vibrational states can be brought to closure. These approximations yield the complete
adiabatic wavefunction:---ÔCAev 1x ;R, R˙2f =
C
|ÂAe (x ;R)Í
+ i~
ÿ
s ”=e
ÿ
J,–
e
ÂAs
--- ˆ/ˆRJ,– ---ÂAe f R˙J,–
WAs ≠WAe
|ÂAs (x ;R)Í
D
|„ev (R)Í (2.18)
Within the above summation, we now introduce the Condon approximation.26 It states
that since the electrons move much faster than the nuclei, electronic transitions can be
considered to take place in a stationary nuclear framework. This implies that when the
electronic wavefunctions are expanded in a Taylor series (Eq. (2.8)), only the zero’th
order terms remain. We have:
---ÔCAev 1x ;R, R˙2f =
SWU|ÂAe (x ;R)Í+ i~ÿ
s ”=e
ÿ
J,–
e
Â0s
--- 1 ˆÂAeˆRJ,–20f
W0s ≠W0e
R˙J,– |Â0s (x)Í
TXV |„ev (R)Í
(2.19)
In a last step we insert the Herzberg-Teller expansion (Eq. (2.10)) from which we finally
obtain a compact expression for the CA wavefunction:
---ÔCAev 1x ;R, R˙2f =
C---Â0e (x)f
+
ÿ
s ”=e
ÿ
J,–
K
Â0s
-----
A
ˆÂAe
ˆRJ,–
B
0
LA
RJ,– + i
R˙J,–
Ê0se
B ---Â0s (x)f
D
|„ev (R)Í
(2.20)
where
Ê0se =
W0s ≠W0e
~ (2.21)
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Since the electronic CA wavefunction is only parametrically dependent on the equi-
librium nuclear coordinates, solving the Schro¨dinger equation is again possible in two
stages as was the case for the BO approximation (see previous section).
2.1.3 The harmonic approximation and normal modes of vibration
Regarding to nuclear motion, a molecule with N⁄ atoms has 3N⁄ degrees of freedom,
corresponding with 3 Cartesian directions for each atom. In case of a non-linear molecule
3 of them correspond with translational and 3 with rotational freedom. Consequently,
there are 3N⁄ ≠ 6 independent normal modes of vibrational motion for which the
center of mass remains unchanged during the synchronous nuclear displacements. These
normal modes represent a basis in which any nuclear displacement can be expressed and
will appear useful for solving the nuclear Schro¨dinger equation (Eq. (2.7)). We’ll start
by expanding the ground state electronic energy WAe around the equilibrium geometry
using a Taylor series:
WAg (R) =W
A
g (R0) +
ÿ
J,–
A
ˆWAg
ˆRJ,–
B
R=R0
ÂRJ,–
+
1
2
ÿ
J,–
ÿ
K,—
A
ˆ2WAg
ˆRJ,–ˆRK,—
B
R=R0
ÂRJ,–ÂRK,— + · · · (2.22)
whereÂRJ,– is the displacement with respect to the equilibrium position RJ,–≠(RJ,–)0.
These nuclear displacements can be gathered in a column vector as follows:
ÂR =
SWWWWWWWWU
R1,x
R1,y
R1,z
R2,x
...
RN,z
TXXXXXXXXV
≠
SWWWWWWWWU
R1,x
R1,y
R1,z
R2,x
...
RN,z
TXXXXXXXXV
R=R0
=
SWWWWWWWWU
ÂR1,x
ÂR1,y
ÂR1,z
ÂR2,x
...
ÂRN,z
TXXXXXXXXV
(2.23)
The first term on the right hand side in Eq. (2.22) represents the energy of the equi-
librium geometry and can be set to zero for the vibrational problem. The second term
is zero because the gradient is evaluated at equilibrium. The second order derivatives
in the third term are the force constants corresponding to harmonic nuclear motion.
These form a symmetric (3N⁄ ◊ 3N⁄)-matrix, which is formally known as the Hes-
sian. The higher order terms in Eq. (2.22), which represent anharmonic corrections,
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are neglected. Under this harmonic approximation the nuclear Schro¨dinger equation
(Eq. (2.7)) becomes:SUÿ
J,–
1
2
MJ R˙
2
J,– +
1
2
ÿ
J–
ÿ
K—
A
ˆ2WAg
ˆRJ,–ˆRK,—
B
R=R0
ÂRJ,–ÂRK,—
TV |„ev (R)Í = EAev |„ev (R)Í
(2.24)
where the nuclear kinetic energy operator has been rewritten using Eq. (2.15). The
above eigenequation is a 3N⁄ dimensional problem. The solution can be obtained by
reducing its complexity to a set of 3N⁄ one-dimensional problems by transforming to
a diÄerent coordinate system, i.e. mass weighted normal coordinates Q:
ÂRJ,– =
3Nÿ
a
3
ˆRJ,–
ˆQa
4
Q=Q0
Qa (2.25)
The above expression transforms the 3N⁄-dimensional vector ÂR into a new 3N⁄-
dimensional vector Q. The element Qa describes the amount to which the normal
(translational, rotational or vibrational) mode a contributes to the nuclear displacement
vector ÂR. Introducing Eq. (2.25) in Eq. (2.24), we obtain:
1
2
SU3N⁄ÿ
a
Q˙2a +
3N⁄ÿ
a
A
ˆ2WAg
ˆQ2a
B
Q=Q0
Q2a
TV |„gv (Q)Í = EAev |„gv (Q)Í (2.26)
The above eigenproblem reduces to a set of 3N⁄ seperate wave equations:
1
2
SUQ˙2a +
A
ˆ2WAg
ˆQ2a
B
Q=Q0
Q2a
TV ---„agv (Qa)f = EA,aev ---„agv (Qa)f (2.27)
The eigenvalues EA,aev of the translational and rotational normal modes, however, are
zero because the energy of the molecular systems remains unchanged during these
motions. As a consequence, the complexity of the problem is even further reduced since
only 3N⁄ ≠ 6 = Nvib wave equations need to be solved. The nuclear wavefunction and
total molecular adiabatic energy are then obtained as:
„gv (Q) =
NvibŸ
a
„agv (Qa) and E
A
ev =
Nvibÿ
a
EA,aev (2.28)
For future convenience, the S-matrix is defined as the transformation matrix between
Cartesian and mass weighted normal coordinates:
SJ–,a =
A
ˆRJ,–
ˆQa
B
Q=Q0
=
A
ˆR˙J,–
ˆQ˙a
B
Q=Q0
(2.29)
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where we also included the equivalent transformation between the nuclear Cartesian
and normal mode velocities.
2.2 IR and VCD spectral intensities
In this section the general expressions necessary for the calculation of IR and VCD
intensities will be derived. Note that both IR and VCD intensities result from absorption
in the IR-region of the electromagnetic spectrum.
2.2.1 Infrared vibrational absorption: dipole strength
Experimental IR absorbance intensities are described by the empirical Lambert-Beer
law:
A(‹) = ≠ log I(‹)
I0(‹)
= ‘(‹)bC (2.30)
where I0 (‹) and I (‹) are the intensity of the beam before and after passing through
the sample, respectively. C is the molecular concentration and b is the pathlength.
The molar absorptivity ‘(‹) is a molecular property, independent of the experimental
set-up. Naturally, the latter is used for comparison with computational results. For a
fundamental transition between two vibrational levels ev and evÕ of an electronic state
e, the absorption and therefore the molar absorptivity can be regarded as a sum of
contributions of each normal mode a with an own frequency and bandshape:
‘(‹) =
8ﬁ3NA‹
3h c ln(10)
ÿ
a
DaevÕ,evfa(‹) (2.31)
where NA, h and c are the familiar constants: the Avogadro number, the Planck’s
constant and the speed of light. The normalized Lorentzian lineshape fa is given by:
fa(‹) =
“a/ﬁ
(‹a ≠ ‹)2 + “2a
(2.32)
with “a the half width at half maximum of the absorption band. This is usually set to
an empirical value.
In Eq. (2.31), DaevÕ,ev represents the dipole strength in electrostatic units (esu
2 cm2).
The dipole strength is the key property for the calculation of IR intensities, and is
defined as:
DaevÕ,ev =
---eÔAevÕ (x ;Qa) --- µˆ ---ÔAev (x ;Qa)f---2 (2.33)
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Note that the above expression can be evaluated within the adiabatic BO approxima-
tion. The electric-dipole transition moment (EDTM) is defined as:
(µ)aevÕ,ev =
e
ÔAevÕ (x, Qa)
--- µˆ ---ÔAev (x, Qa)f (2.34)
with the electric dipole moment operator µ consisting of electronic and nuclear contri-
butions:
µˆ = µˆE + µˆN = ≠
ÿ
j
e rj +
ÿ
J
ZJeRJ (2.35)
Here e represents the elementary charge and ZJ the atomic number.
2.2.2 Infrared diÄerential vibrational absorption: rotational strength
Even though the vibrational absorption occurs at the same incident radiation frequen-
cies as for IR absorption in the previous section, some modifications are necessary for
the description of VCD intensities. VCD intensity is defined as the diÄerence in absorp-
tion between left and right circularly polarized light. When we consider the transition
between the vibrational states ev and evÕ, we can write the contribution of the vibra-
tional normal mode a as:
(ÂA)aevÕ,ev = (AL)
a
evÕ,ev ≠ (AR)aevÕ,ev (2.36)
For diÄerential spectroscopy, the Lambert-Beer law (Eq. (2.30)) becomes:
ÂA(‹) = (ee)Â‘(‹)bC (2.37)
where (ee) represents the enantiomeric excess of the sample:
(ee) =
---C(+) ≠ C(≠)---
C(+) + C(≠)
=
---C(+) ≠ C(≠)---
C
(2.38)
The concentrations of both enantiomers are given by C(+) and C(≠). The superscripts
(+) and (≠) are in fact arbitrary, but can relate to the direction in which the enantiomer
rotates a plane of polarized light.
The diÄerential molar absorptivity for the ev to evÕ vibrational transition is given by:
Â‘(‹) =
32ﬁ3NA‹
3h c ln(10)
ÿ
a
RaevÕ,evfa(‹) (2.39)
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The rotational strength RaevÕ,ev for the a’th normal mode is defined by the Rosenfeld
equation:98,99
RaevÕ,ev = Im [ÈÔaev | µˆ |ÔaevÕÍ · ÈÔaevÕ | mˆ |ÔaevÍ] (2.40)
Whether the adiabatic BO or the CA wavefunction should be used will not be spec-
ified here, since the calculation of the rotational strength can be split up in diÄerent
components for which the used wavefunction will diÄer. The EDTM reappears as in
Eq. (2.33). The magnetic dipole transition moment (MDTM) is defined as:
(m)aevÕ,ev = ÈÔaevÕ | mˆ |ÔaevÍ (2.41)
Similar to the electric dipole moment operator (Eq. (2.35)), the magnetic dipole moment
operator contains electronic and nuclear contributions. The —’th Cartesian component
is written as
mˆ— = mˆE— + mˆ
N
— = ≠
Nÿ
j
ÿ
“ ”=”
e
2mec
‘—“”rj“pj” +
N⁄ÿ
J
ÿ
“ ”=”
ZJe
2MJc
‘—“”RJ“PJ” (2.42)
me, e, r and p are the electron mass, charge, position and momentum. As usual MJ ,
RJ and PJ are the atomic mass, position and momentum. ‘—“” is the Levi-Civita tensor
given by:
‘—“” =
(— ≠ “)(“ ≠ ”)(” ≠ —)
2
(2.43)
Analogous to summation index – in Eq. (2.8), the Greek letters —, “ and ” represent
Cartesian components {x, y, z}.
2.3 Vibrational dipole transition moments and atomic ten-
sors
We will now derive expressions for the EDTM and MDTM that are readily imple-
mentable for computational routines. This is made possible due to the introduction of
atomic tensors, which will be defined below. We assume that the vibrational transition
gvÕ Ω gv occurs within the ground electronic state g and that the excited state vÕ is
not degenerate.
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2.3.1 Electric dipole transition moment: the atomic polar tensor
By introducing Eq. (2.5) and Eq. (2.35) in Eq. (2.34) and considering a vibrational
excitation vÕ Ω v within the ground electronic state (e = g), we obtain:
(µ)agvÕ,gv =
e
ÂAg (x ;Qa)„
a
gvÕ (Qa)
--- µˆE + µˆN ---ÂAg (x ;Qa)„agv (Qa)f (2.44)
=
e
„agvÕ (Qa)
--- eÂAg (x ;Qa) --- µˆE ---ÂAg (x ;Qa)f+ µˆN ---„agv (Qa)f (2.45)
= (µE)
a
gvÕ,gv + (µN )
a
gvÕ,gv (2.46)
where we made use of the fact that the nuclear electric dipole transition moment
operator µˆN does not act on the normalized electronic wavefunction. The nested
braket-notation, therefore, implies that the inner braket is evaluated over the electronic
position-spin coordinate space (x = {r,Ê}). The outer braket, on the other hand, rep-
resents the expectation value over the nuclear position coordinate space (R). We will
now evaluate the electronic and nuclear contributions.
In order to determine the electronic contribution to the EDTM, we invoke a trun-
cated Taylor expansion of the electronic wavefunction around the equilibrium normal
coordinates (analogous to Eq. (2.8)):
ÂAg (x ;Qa) = Â
A
g (x, 0) +
A
ˆÂAg (x ;Qa)
ˆQa
B
0
Qa (2.47)
The electronic contribution to the EDTM then becomes:
(µE)
a
gvÕ,gv =
e
„agvÕ
--- eÂAg (x ;Qa) |µˆE |ÂAg (x ;Qa)f ---„agvf (2.48)
=
Ce
ÂAg (x ; 0)
--- µˆE --- 1ˆÂAg (x ;Qa) /ˆQa20f
+
e1
ˆÂAg (x, Qa) /ˆQa
2
0
--- µˆE ---ÂAg (x, 0)f
D e
„agvÕ
---Qa ---„agvf (2.49)
=
Qaˆ
e
ÂAg (x ;Qa) |µˆE |ÂAg (x ;Qa)
f
ˆQa
Rb
0
e
„agvÕ
---Qa ---„agvf (2.50)
where second derivatives have been omitted. Note that the zero’th order term vanishes
because of the orthogonality of vibrational wavefunctions corresponding to the same
electronic state: e
„agvÕ
---„agvf = ”vÕ,v = 0 (2.51)
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The nuclear contribution to the EDTM is obtained by expanding the nuclear electric
dipole transition moment operator around the equilibrium coordinates and retaining
only the first term:
µˆN = (µˆN )0 +
ÿ
a
3
ˆµˆN
ˆQa
4
0
Qa (2.52)
The nuclear contribution then becomes:
(µN )
a
gvÕ,gv =
e
„agvÕ
--- µˆN ---„agvf = 3ˆµˆNˆQa
4
0
e
„agvÕ
---Qa ---„agvf (2.53)
where we again made use of the property that vibrational wavefunctions corresponding
to the same electronic state are orthogonal (Eq. (2.51)).
By recognizing the common factor in the electronic and nuclear contributions to the
EDTM (Eq. (2.50) and Eq. (2.53)), we are able to write the total EDTM in Cartesian
components — as:
(µ)agvÕ,gv =
ÿ
—
e
ÔAgvÕ (x ;Qa)
--- µˆ— ---ÔAgv (x ;Qa)f (2.54)
=
ÿ
—
SUQaˆ
e
ÂAg (x ;Qa) |µˆE,— |ÂAg (x ;Qa)
f
ˆQa
Rb
0
+
A
ˆµˆN,—
ˆQa
B
0
TVe„agvÕ ---Qa ---„agvf
(2.55)
The terms between brackets are more conveniently expressed in terms of Cartesian
displacements. For the first term we obtain:Qaˆ
e
ÂAg (x ;Qa) |µˆE,— |ÂAg (x ;Qa)
f
ˆQa
Rb
0
=
ÿ
J–
Qaˆ
e
ÂAg (x ;R) |µˆE,— |ÂAg (x ;R)
f
ˆRJ–
Rb
0
SJ–,a
(2.56)
Applying the chain rule, the second term yields:3
ˆµˆN,—
ˆQa
4
0
=
ÿ
J–
3
ˆµˆN,—
ˆRJ–
4
0
3
ˆRJ–
ˆQa
4
0
=
ÿ
J–
3
ˆµˆN,—
ˆRJ–
4
0
SJ–,a (2.57)
We may now write the total EDTM as:
(µ)agvÕ,gv =
ÿ
J
ÿ
–,—
P J–—SJ–,a
e
„agvÕ
---Qa ---„agvf (2.58)
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where we have defined the atomic polar tensor (ATP) consisting of electronic and
nuclear contributions as:
P J–— = E
J
–— +N
J
–— (2.59)
with
EJ–— =
Qaˆ
e
ÂAg (x ;R) |µˆE,— |ÂAg (x ;R)
f
ˆRJ–
Rb
0
(2.60)
NJ–— =
3
ˆµˆN,—
ˆRJ–
4
0
(2.61)
2.3.2 Magnetic dipole transition moment: the atomic axial tensor
Similar to the previous section, we insert an arbitrary adiabatic wavefunction and the
MDTM operator (Eq. (2.42)) in Eq. (2.41):
(m)agvÕ,gv =
ÿ
—
e
Âag (x ;Qa)„
a
gvÕ (Qa)
--- mˆE— + mˆN— ---Âag (x ;Qa)„agv (Qa)f (2.62)
=
ÿ
—
e
„agvÕ (Qa)
--- eÂag (x ;Qa) --- mˆE— ---Âag (x ;Qa)f+ mˆN— ---„agv (Qa)f (2.63)
=
1
mE—
2a
gvÕ,gv
+
1
mN—
2a
gvÕ,gv
(2.64)
We start by evaluating the electronic contribution to the MDTM. Using the adiabatic
BO wavefunction, we obtain:1
mE—
2a,BO
gvÕ,gv
=
e
„agvÕ
--- eÂAg --- mˆE— ---ÂAg f ---„agvf (2.65)
In case the electronic wavefunctions are eigenfunctions of an unperturbed Hamiltonian
- as in the BO approximation - they can be chosen real.26 Acknowledging the fact that
mˆE— is a purely imaginary and hermitian operator, we can write:e
ÂAg
--- mˆE— ---ÂAg f = eÂAg --- mˆE— ---ÂAg fú = ≠eÂAg --- mˆE— ---ÂAg f = 0 (2.66)
which implies that
1
mE—
2a,BO
gvÕ,gv
= 0. Clearly, the electronic contribution to the MDTM
cannot be determined using BO wavefunctions. Consequently, this component will be
evaluated using the CA approximation (Section 2.1.2). From Eq. (2.20) it can be verified
that the electronic CA wavefunction contains an imaginary part and as a result the
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equality Eq. (2.66) does not hold. The electronic contribution to the vibrational MDTM
for normal mode a using this wavefunction yields:1
mE—
2a,CA
gvÕ,gv
=
e
„agvÕ
--- eÂ0g --- mˆE— ---Â0gf ---„agvf
+ È„agvÕ |
SUÿ
s ”=g
ÿ
J–
ÈÂ0s |
1
ˆÂAg /ˆRJ,–
2
0
Í
e
Â0g
--- mˆE— ---Â0sf
A
RJ,– + i
R˙J,–
Ê0se
BTV |„agvÍ
+ È„agvÕ |
SUÿ
s ”=g
ÿ
J–
ÈÂ0s |
1
ˆÂAg /ˆRJ,–
2
0
Í
e
Â0s
--- mˆE— ---Â0gf
A
RJ,– ≠ i R˙J,–
Ê0se
BTV |„agvÍ
(2.67)
where the second-order
Ë
R2J,– + R˙
2
J,–/
!
Ê0se
"2È-term has been omitted. It is important to
keep in mind that Â0g and Â0s are electronic BO wavefunctions evaluated at equilibrium
coordinates (introduced using Hertzberg-Teller expansion - Eq. (2.10)). Therefore, the
arguments used in Eq. (2.66) are also valid here and we obtain the following equality:e
Â0s
--- mˆE— ---Â0gf = eÂ0g --- mˆE— ---Â0sfú = ≠eÂ0g --- mˆE— ---Â0sf (2.68)
Consequently, the first term in Eq. (2.67) disappears. In the two last terms, the RJ,–-
operation cancels. We then obtain:
1
mE—
2a,CA
gvÕ,gv
= 2i~
ÿ
s ”=g
ÿ
J–
e
Â0s
--- 1ˆÂAg /ˆRJ,–20feÂ0g --- mˆE— ---Â0sf
W0s ≠W0g
e
„agvÕ
--- R˙J,– ---„agvf (2.69)
where we have substituted Ê0se using Eq. (2.21).
The R˙J,– in the last expectation value in Eq. (2.69) needs to be transformed to normal
coordinates:e
„agvÕ
--- R˙J,– ---„agvf =ÿ
b
SJ–,b
e
„agvÕ
--- Q˙b ---„agvf = SJ–,a e„agvÕ --- Q˙a ---„agvf (2.70)
where we used the transformation in Eq. (2.29) and the orthogonality of vibrational
wavefunctions corresponding to the same electronic state. We may then conclude:
1
mE—
2a,CA
gvÕ,gv
=
ÿ
J–
SU2i~ÿ
s ”=g
e
Â0s
--- 1ˆÂAg /ˆRJ,–20feÂ0g --- mˆE— ---Â0sf
W0s ≠W0g
TVSJ–,a e„agvÕ --- Q˙a ---„agvf
(2.71)
The above equation shows that by including a dependency on the nuclear velocities
in the electronic wavefunction, we are able to obtain non-zero values for the electronic
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contribution to the vibrational MDTM.
An expression for the nuclear contribution to the MDTM is obtained by first expanding
the dependency on the nuclear velocities of the — Cartesian component of MDTM-
operator as a Taylor series and retaining only the first order term:
mˆN— =
1
mˆN—
2
0
+
ÿ
a
A
ˆmˆN—
ˆQ˙a
B
0
Q˙a (2.72)
Regardless of which electronic wavefunction (BO or CA) has been used, the expression
for the nuclear contribution to the MDTM becomes:1
mN—
2a
gvÕ,gv
=
A
ˆmˆN—
ˆQ˙a
B
0
e
„agvÕ
--- Q˙a ---„agvf =ÿ
J–
A
ˆmˆN—
ˆR˙J–
B
0
SJ–,a
e
„agvÕ
--- Q˙a ---„agvf (2.73)
Recognizing the common factor in Eqs. (2.71) and (2.73), we are able to write the total
vibrational MDTM for the a’th normal mode contribution to the gvÕ Ω gv transition
as:
(m—)
a
gvÕ,gv =
ÿ
J–
MJ–— SJ–,a
e
„agvÕ
--- Q˙a ---„agvf (2.74)
where MJ–— is the atomic axial tensor (AAT) consisting of electronic and nuclear con-
tributions:
MJ–— = I
J
–— + J
J
–— (2.75)
with
IJ–— = ≠2i~
KA
ˆÂAg
ˆRJ,–
B
0
------
ÿ
s ”=g
e
Â0s
--- mˆE— ---Â0gf
W0s ≠W0g
Â0s
L
(2.76)
JJ–— =
A
ˆmˆN—
ˆR˙J–
B
0
(2.77)
2.3.3 Magnetic field perturbation theory
Inspection of Eq. (2.76) reveals that in order to evaluate the electronic contribution
to the AAT, one needs to perform a summation over all excited electronic states. This
renders the computation of the AAT diÖcult because one is forced to apply a truncation,
hence the remaining accuracy is undetermined. Stephens,23 however, showed that it is
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possible to contract the summation over all excited states in a convenient way. It is
based on the application of a first-order magnetic field perturbation (MFP) to the
electronic wavefunction, which can be written as:
Hˆ(1) = ≠mˆE ·H (2.78)
where H represents the magnetic field. Note that this magnetic field is not actually
present during the experiment and therefore has no real physical meaning. The first
order corrected electronic wavefunction can then be written as:26
ÂHAg (x ;R,H) = Â
A
g (x ;R) +
ÿ
s ”=g
e
Â0s
--- mˆE ·H ---Â0gf
W0s ≠W0g
Â0s (2.79)
= ÂAg (x ;R) +
ÿ
s ”=g
e
Â0s
--- mˆE ---Â0gf
W0s ≠W0g
·H Â0s (2.80)
Taking the derivative with respect to the —-Cartesian component of the magnetic field
yields: A
ˆÂHAg
ˆH—
B
0
=
ÿ
s ”=g
e
Â0s
--- mˆE— ---Â0gf
W0s ≠W0g
Â0s (2.81)
Since the second term in Eq. (2.80) does not depend on nuclear coordinates we can also
write: A
ˆÂAg
ˆRJ,–
B
0
=
A
ˆÂHAg
ˆRJ,–
B
0
(2.82)
By introducing Eq. (2.81) in Eq. (2.76), we finally obtain:
IJ–— = ≠2i~
KA
ˆÂHAg
ˆRJ,–
B
0
-----
A
ˆÂHAg
ˆH—
B
0
L
(2.83)
where the sum over excited states has been circumvented. We note that since ÈÂ0s |mˆE— |Â0gÍ
is purely imaginary,
1
ˆÂHAg /ˆH—
2
0
must be as well (Eq. (2.81)). All atomic tensors are
therefore real quantities.
2.4 DiÄerential molar absorptivity derivation
In the present section we will theoretically derive Eq. (2.39). The molar absorptivity
corresponding with a vibrational transition from an initial state |iÍ (ev) to a final state
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|fÍ (evÕ), can be related to the Einstein coeÖcient of stimulated absorption Bfi:26
‘fi (‹) =
h‹
c ln (10)
NABfi (2.84)
where NA is the Avogadro constant, c the speed of light and ‹ the frequency. Bfi is
defined as the proportional constant relating the transition rate between two states |iÍ
and |fÍ and the energy density of radiation ﬂrad (‹fi) (the energy within a given volume
and frequency range divided by that volume and frequency range):26
Wfi = Bfi ﬂrad (‹fi) (2.85)
The area underneath a circular dichroism absorption band, however, is in fact the diÄer-
ence between left and right circularly polarized light absorption bands. The integrated
diÄerential absorption coeÖcient is then defined as:
Â‘fi = ‘
(+)
fi ≠ ‘(≠)fi =
h‹
c ln (10)
NA
1
B+fi ≠B≠fi
2
(2.86)
By inserting Eq. (2.85), Eq. (2.86) can be rewritten as:
Â‘fi =
hNA‹
c ln (10)
1
W+fi ≠W≠fi
2
ﬂrad (‹fi)
(2.87)
In the following section first order time-dependent perturbation theory will be used to
treat the interaction between light and matter. This will lead to a general expression
for the transition rate, which can then be used in Eq. (2.87).
2.4.1 Probability of populating the excited state
Here we consider a system with two states |iÍ and |fÍ of which initially the first is
populated and the second is empty. The transition rate is defined as the change in
probability Pf (t) of the system occupying the initially empty state |fÍ over time upon
excitations from state |iÍ:26
Wfi =
dPf (t)
dt
(2.88)
State |fÍ becomes populated upon absorption of electromagnetic radiation. The interac-
tion with light can therefore be considered as a time-dependent oscillating perturbation.
The following first order perturbation Hamiltonian can then be assumed:100
Hˆ(1) (t) = Aˆ
1
eiÓt + e≠iÓt
2
≠ Bˆ
1
eiÓt ≠ e≠iÓt
2
(2.89)
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The wavefunction of the system is obtained by solving the time-dependent Schro¨dinger
equation:
HˆÔ = i~ˆÔ
ˆt
(2.90)
where Hˆ = Hˆ(0) + Hˆ(1) (t). The state of the system can be written as a linear combi-
nation of time-dependent unperturbed states:
Ô (t) =
ÿ
n
an (t)Ô(0)n (t) =
ÿ
n
anÂ
(0)
n e
≠ i~E
(0)
n t (2.91)
where the time-dependency of the unperturbed states is written explicitly and where
Â(0)n are solutions to the unperturbed time-independent Schro¨dinger equation (Eq. (2.1)).
Under the approximation that the perturbation is weak and applied for a short time,
the coeÖcient of state |fÍ can be written:26
af (t) =
1
i~
⁄ t
0
H(1)fi (t) e
iÊfitdt (2.92)
where H(1)fi = Èf |Hˆ(1)|iÍ and Êfi = Efi~ the angular frequency (Efi being the energy
diÄerence between states |fÍ and |iÍ). By introducing Eq. (2.89) in Eq. (2.92) and
integrating over t, we obtain:
af (t) = ≠1~
SUef --- Aˆ≠ Bˆ --- if ei(Ê+Êfi)t ≠ 1
(Ê + Êfi)
≠
e
f
--- Aˆ+ Bˆ --- if e≠i(Ê≠Êfi)t ≠ 1
(Ê ≠ Êfi)
TV (2.93)
Since ei(Ê+Êfi)t ≠ 1 can be expressed in trigonometric functions, its magnitude is of
order 1, while (Ê + Êfi) ranges in magnitude from 106 for frequencies used in NMR, to
1015 in electronic spectroscopy.26 The second term can range up to significant values
when Ê ¥ Êfi. We may therefore neglect the first term in Eq. (2.93), which leads to:
af (t) =
Vfi
~
SUe≠i(Ê≠Êfi)t ≠ 1
(Ê ≠ Êfi)
TV (2.94)
where we defined:
Vfi =
e
f
--- Aˆ+ Bˆ --- if (2.95)
The probability of the system occupying state |fÍ equals |af (t)|2. The following is
obtained:
Pf (t) =
4 |Vfi|2
~2
sin2
1
1
2 (Ê ≠ Êfi) t
2
(Ê ≠ Êfi)2
(2.96)
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The probability Pf (t) needs to be determined more specifically for excitation under
the influence of circularly polarized light. Therefore, we need to derive Vfi under these
circumstances.
2.4.2 Transition rate for circularly polarized light absorption
The perturbation Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.89) allows us to calculate the polarization of
the medium under the influence of the electric and magnetic components of the electro-
magnetic radiation. The perturbation caused by the interaction can also be expressed
as:26
Hˆ(1) (t) = ≠µˆ ·E≠ mˆ ·B (2.97)
where the interaction between the electric and magnetic vectors (E and B) and the
molecular electric and magnetic dipole moments (µˆ and mˆ) is written explicitly. In
case of non-polarized radiation, the magnetic interaction in Eq. (2.97) is often omitted
because it is much smaller than the electric contribution.101 For circularly polarized
radiation, however, it is crucial to include the magnetic part. Circularly polarized light
can be described as a classical electromagnetic wave propagating in the z direction,
where a ﬁ2 phase-diÄerence has been induced between the electric and magnetic vector
components:26
E± (t) = 2E0 {cos (Ót) ex ± sin (Ót) ey} (2.98)
B± (t) = ≠2B0 {± sin (Ót) ex ≠ cos (Ót) ey} (2.99)
where Ót = Ê
!
t≠ zc
"
. The subscript index ± describes the handedness of the elec-
tromagnetic field, with + being left circularly polarized and ≠ being right circularly
polarized. E0 and B0 are the amplitudes of the electric and magnetic fields. z is a spa-
cial coordinate and Ê is the angular frequency. Using Eqs. (2.98) and (2.99), we may
rewrite Eq. (2.97) for both left and right circularly polarized light:
Hˆ(1)± (t) =≠ 2E0 [µˆx cosÓt± µˆy sinÓt] + 2B0 [±mˆx sinÓt≠ mˆy cosÓt]
=≠ [E0µˆx +B0mˆy]¸ ˚˙ ˝
A
1
eiÓt + e≠iÓt
2
±i [E0µˆy ≠B0mˆx]¸ ˚˙ ˝
≠B
1
eiÓt ≠ e≠iÓt
2
(2.100)
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where the following Euler formulae have been used:
cosÓt =
1
2
1
eiÓt + e≠iÓt
2
sinÓt = ≠ i
2
1
eiÓt ≠ e≠iÓt
2
and where due to the analogy between the expressions in Eq. (2.89) and Eq. (2.100),
we identified operators A and B. Inserting these operators in Eq. (2.95) yields:
V ±fi = Èf |≠ [E0µˆx +B0mˆy]û i [E0µˆy ≠B0mˆx] | iÍ
= ≠E0
!
µxfi
"≠B0!myfi"û iE0!µyfi"± iB0!mxfi" (2.101)
where we adapted the following notation:!
µkfi
"
= Èf | µˆk | iÍ (2.102)!
mkfi
"
= Èf | mˆk | iÍ (2.103)
with k œ {x, y}. As in the previous section, it is important to remark that |iÍ and |fÍ
may be taken as real, since they are eigenfunctions of the unperturbed Hamiltonian.26
Both µˆk and mˆk are Hermitian operators. On the other hand, while µˆk is a purely real
operator, mˆk is purely imaginary:!
µkfi
"
=
!
µkif
"ú = !µkif " (2.104)!
mkfi
"
=
!
mkif
"ú = ≠!mkif " (2.105)
The second equation is in fact identical to Eq. (2.68), but in a diÄerent notation. From
these identities, we can calculate the absolute square of V ±fi , which is necessary to
evaluate the probability Pf (t):---V ±fi ---2 = E20 5---!µxfi"---2 + ---!µyfi"---26+B20 5---!mxfi"---2 + ---!myfi"---26
û 2iE0B0
5!
µxif
"!
mxfi
"
+
!
µyif
"!
myfi
"6
(2.106)
Up to now we have not considered the isotropy of the sample. Averaging over all
orientations invokes the equalities:---!µkfi"---2 = 13
---µfi---2 (2.107)---!mkfi"---2 = 13
---mfi---2 (2.108)
µkifm
k
fi =
1
3
!
µif ·mfi
"
(2.109)
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with k œ {x, y, z}. Eq. (2.106) can then be written as:---V ±fi ---2 = 23
5
E20
---µfi---2 +B20 ---mfi---2 ± 2E0B0 Im 1µif ·mfi26 (2.110)
Using electromagnetic theory, the factors E20 , B
2
0 and E0B0 can be expressed as a
function of the energy density of the electromagnetic wave in vacuum. We will start
by evaluating the energetic flux passing through a unit surface in a unit time interval,
which is given by the Poynting vector S (Gaussian units):101
S =
c
4ﬁ
E± ◊B± = c
ﬁ
E0B0ez (2.111)
and is clearly not time-dependent. Consequently, its time-average is simply:
ÈSÍ = c
ﬁ
E0B0 (2.112)
When the radiation is traveling through a surface A during a time interval Ât, the
energy that passed through equals ÈSÍAÂt. Because the radiation travels at the speed
of light in a vacuum, the energy is contained in a volume of size cAÂt. The energy
density ﬂÕrad is defined as the energy per unit volume can then be calculated as:
ﬂÕrad =
ÈSÍAÂt
cAÂt
=
1
ﬁ
E0B0 (2.113)
Since the wave is traveling through a vacuum (a non-polarized and non-magnetic
medium), the electric and magnetic field strengths (Eq. (2.98) and Eq. (2.99)) are
related by the Maxwell-Faraday equation:26
Ò◊E± = ≠µ0ˆB±
ˆt
(2.114)
From which the following relation can be derived:
Ô
Á0E0 =
Ô
µ0B0 (2.115)
with Á0 and µ0 the permittivity and permeability in vacuum, respectively.
From Eqs. (2.113) and (2.115), and c = 1/
Ô
Á0µ0 it is straightforward to derive the
following relationships:
E20 =
ﬁ
c Á0
ﬂÕrad (2.116)
B20 =
ﬁ
c µ0
ﬂÕrad (2.117)
E0B0 = ﬁﬂÕrad (2.118)
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which upon introduction in Eq. (2.110) yields:---V ±fi ---2 = 2ﬁ3c ﬂÕrad
5
1
Á0
---µfi---2 + 1µ0 --mfi--2 ± 2c Im
1
µif ·mfi
26
¸ ˚˙ ˝
K±
(2.119)
For convenience we temporarily introduce the factor K±. At this point we are able to
express the probability of the excited state |fÍ being populated (Eq. (2.96)) under the
influence of circularly polarized light P±f (t):
P±f (t) =
8ﬁ
3 c ~2
sin2
1
1
2 (Ê ≠ Êfi) t
2
(Ê ≠ Êfi)2
K±ﬂÕrad (2.120)
The above expression holds for monochromatic light. Infrared spectroscopy uses poly-
chromatic radiation. As a consequence, we have to introduce the energy density of
electromagnetic radiation per unit volume and time interval and within a certain fre-
quency interval. The density ﬂÕrad has to be replaced by ﬂrad (‹) d‹ and we have to
integrate over the entire frequency range.101 It can then be written:
⁄
range
P±f (t) d‹ =
8ﬁ
3 c ~2K
±
⁄
range
sin2
1
1
2 (Ê ≠ Êfi) t
2
(Ê ≠ Êfi)2
ﬂrad (‹) d‹ (2.121)
=
2ﬁ
3 c ~2K
±
⁄
range
sin2 (ﬁ (‹ ≠ ‹fi) t)
ﬁ2 (‹ ≠ ‹fi)2
ﬂrad (‹) d‹ (2.122)
The integral can be evaluated using the following approximations.26 Since the integrand
is sharply peaked near ‹ = ‹fi, the density of radiation states can be evaluated at
‹fi and treated as a constant. A last simplification concerns the range of integration.
Because the integrand is so narrow, little error is expected by extending the limits to
infinity. Using a substitution, one obtains
s
sin2 x/x2dx = ﬁ. We finally find:⁄
range
P±f (t) d‹ =
2ﬁt
3 c ~2K
±ﬂrad (‹fi) (2.123)
Taking the derivative to time, at last we obtain an expression for the transition rate
under the influence of circularly polarized light:
W±fi =
8ﬁ3
3 c h2
5
1
Á0
---µfi---2 + 1µ0 --mfi--2 ± 2c Im
1
µif ·mfi
26
ﬂrad (‹fi) (2.124)
The above expression can be referred to as the Fermi golden rule26 for circularly polar-
ized light interaction.
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2.4.3 VCD intensity and rotational strength
By inserting Eq. (2.124) into Eq. (2.87) and making use of the Rosenfeld equation
(Eq. (2.40)), we obtain a simple expression for the VCD band intensity:
Â‘ afi(‹) =
32 ﬁ3
3 c h ln (10)
NA ‹ Im
1
µ aif ·m afi
2
=
32 ﬁ3
3 c h ln (10)
NA ‹ R
a
fi (2.125)
Where superscript a has been introduced to refer to the vibrational mode (or modes)
associated with the |fÍ Ω |iÍ vibrational transition.
Yet, there is one last thing that up to now was not taken into consideration. Eq. (2.120)
seems to suggest that for the |fÍ Ω |iÍ transition, the energy of the electromagnetic
wave should not correspond exactly with the energy diÄerence between the states.101
Consequently, the law of conservation of energy appears non-valid. This, however, is
because the uncertainty on the energy of the states |iÍ and |fÍ was not yet included.
This implies a line broadening of the spectrum in Eq. (2.125), which can be introduced
by multiplying Eq. (2.125) with the Lorentzian lineshape function (Eq. (2.32)).
Of course, since a non-linear molecule has 3N⁄ ≠ 6 vibrations (v) that can be excited
(vÕ), the intensity at a given wavenumber in the total VCD spectrum arises from a sum
of contributions from the broadened individual excitations (Eq. (2.32)):
Â‘(‹) =
32ﬁ3NA‹
3h c ln(10)
ÿ
a
Rafifa(‹) (2.126)
or converted into wavenumbers ‹¯ = 2ﬁ‹, which results in an identical formula:
Â‘(‹¯) =
32ﬁ3NA‹¯
3h c ln(10)
ÿ
a
Rafifa(‹¯) (2.127)
In L ·mol≠1 · cm≠1 units with Rafi in esu2 · cm2 the above equation becomes:
Â‘(‹¯) =
‹¯
2.296◊ 10≠39
ÿ
a
Rafifa(‹¯) (2.128)
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3.1 Introduction
The first publication on the recording of true solution-phase VCD spectra dates from
1974.102 These spectra, however, contained an extreme amount of noise. Further opti-
mization of the experimental technique paved the way for routine VCD spectrum mea-
surements over a wide wavenumber range. Higher quality instrumentation addressed
the signal to noise (S/N) ratio. Eventually, dispersive VCD spectrometers103 were re-
placed by FT-IR VCD spectrometers.104 In 1997, the joint venture Bomem-BioTools
brought the first VCD spectrometer on the market under the name ChiralIR. At present,
several manufacturers provide commercial VCD instrumentation: Jasco’s FVS-6000,105
Bruker’s PMA 50106 and finally BioTools’ ChiralIR-2X ,107 which has been used to
obtain the experimental data in the present work (see Figure 3.1). Unlike the other
instruments, the ChiralIR-2X includes dual-PEM technology,108 which allows unprece-
dented VCD quality measurements. How the spectrometer works will be summarized
in the following sections.21
3.2 VCD spectrometer: the ChiralIR-2X
In the VCD measurement setup (Figure 3.2), a Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spec-
trometer, precedes the polarization-modulation stage. Each wavelength ⁄ that leaves
the FT-IR spectrometer is encoded with a sinusoidal intensity modulation at the Fourier
frequency ÊF . A polarizer and a modulating quarter-wave plate are configured to cre-
ate left and right circularly polarized radiation. The modulating waveplate is a ZnSe
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Figure 3.1: ChiralIR-2X - A commercially available VCD spectrometer from BioTools.
The instrument was used for the present experimental data.
photo-elastic modulator (PEM) and operates between 35 and 60 kHz. When the infrared
beam has passed through the sample, and a second PEM to avoid baseline drifting, it
is focused on a liquid-nitrogen-cooled InSb or HgCdTe (MCT) detector, which is fast
enough to handle the high frequency of the polarization modulation. In the present
case of FT-VCD, signal processing involves a digitization, phase correction and Fourier
transformation, prior to spectral visualization. Some more detail will be given below.
3.2.1 Circular polarized light generation
Circular polarized light is created when a linear polarized light beam passes through
a birefringent material under the right conditions. The refractive index depends on
the polarization and propagation direction of the light passing through. When the
radiation enters the material, it is split into two orthogonal linearly polarized light
components. Due to the unequal polarization of the components, they are subject to
diÄerent refractive indices and thus travel at diÄerent speeds through the material. The
latter results in a relative phase-diÄerence, which is referred to as the retardation angle
–. Depending on the size of the phase-diÄerence for a given wavelength ⁄ either linear
(– = 0 or – = ﬁ), circular (|–| = ﬁ2 = ⁄4 ) or elliptic (all other values for –) polarized
light is obtained (Figure 3.3). When CPL with a fixed frequency is desired a quarter-
wavelength plate suÖces (Figure 3.4). For the current application, CPL is required
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Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of the ChiralIR-2X spectrometer - A
schematic representation of the experimental VCD setup
over the entire near IR range of frequencies. A flexible modulation of the polarization
at diÄerent radiation frequencies is obtained by using a photo-elastic modulator or
PEM.109 As the name indicates, the device is based on the photo-elastic eÄect. The
optical element - here a ZnSe crystal - exhibits birefringence that is proportional to an
applied mechanical stress. The latter is regulated using a piezoelectric transducer. The
electric field applied to the transducer generates a sinusoidal stress modulation, within
which the optical element is compressed and stretched with a frequency ÊM (the PEM
operating frequency - as mentioned above). The modulated retardation angle –M as a
function of time is then given by (Figure 3.3):
– (‹¯) = –¶M (‹¯) sin (ÊM t) (3.1)
where –¶M is the maximal value of the sine-wave retardation angle at a given wavenum-
ber ‹¯.
During compression or stretching the horizontal component of the split radiation
lags behind or leads the vertical component respectively, resulting in either a right- or
left-handed polarization. Note that the ChiralIR-2X spectrometer employs dual-PEM
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technology, which means that another PEM is included behind the sample in order to
eliminate baseline drift during measurement.21
Figure 3.3: Polarization modulation - The phase diÄerence as a function of time in
the optical element of the PEM
Figure 3.4: Quarter wave-plate action - Circularly polarized light originating from a
quarter-waveplate
3.2.2 CD intensity measurement and calibration
The dual modulation approach for VCD is the first method that allows to combine a
fast FT-IR scan with a lock-in amplifier (LIA) that generates an AC interferogram.
As illustrated in Figure 3.2, the IR intensity that arrives at the detector is separated
electronically by frequency range: high and low. The VCD spectrum is contained within
the high-frequency AC-path. The ordinary transmission spectrum of the sample is car-
ried by the low-frequency DC-path. Each lock-in-amplifier (LIA-1 and LIA-2) generates
an AC-interferogram (IAC≠1 (”) and IAC≠2 (”)) based on separate LIA reference sig-
nals. These interferograms are subtracted to yield a single AC-interferogram. Both the
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AC- and the DC-interferograms are Fourier transformed. The ratio of the resulting
transmission spectra (IAC (‹¯) and IDC (‹¯)) is proportional to the VCD spectrum:21
ÂA (‹¯) =
1
J1
#
–0M (‹¯)
$
ln (10)
IAC (‹¯)
IDC (‹¯)
(3.2)
where J1 represents a first-order Bessel function. To eliminate the dependency on J1 in
the above equation, a calibration measurement is required. For that purpose the sample
in Figure 3.2 is replaced by a birefringent plate (BP) and a polarization analyzer (A).
The BP is oriented with fast and slow axes parallel to the stress axes of the PEM (45¶
from vertical) and A is placed either horizontal or vertical. There are 4 configurations
that allow such set-up, yet for the calibration only two are necessary. Using the Stokes-
Mueller formalism, it is possible to derive the following equality for the CD intensity
of the calibration run:21---- IAC (‹¯)IDC (‹¯)
----
cal
=
----- 2J1 [–¶M (‹¯)] sin [–BP (‹¯)]1± J0 [–¶M (‹¯)] cos [–BP (‹¯)]
----- (3.3)
with –BP (‹¯) the retardation angle of the BP and J0 the zero-order Bessel function.
The retardation angles –¶M (‹¯) and –BP (‹¯) can be written as:
–¶M (‹¯) = VPEM‹¯ (3.4)
–BP (‹¯) = CBP‹¯ (3.5)
where VPEM is a function of the control voltage of the PEM and CBP is a constant
characterizing the BP. When VPEM is set to 1/765 then –¶M will be about 105¶. This
sine-wave overmodulation with respect to the desired ±90¶ allows J1 [–¶M ] to remain
close to this target retardation value for the longest average amount of time. When, in
addition, CBP is chosen as ﬁ/100 then the calibration measurement CD intensity can
be written as: ---- IAC (‹¯)IDC (‹¯)
----
cal
=
---- 2J1 (‹¯/765) sin (ﬁ‹¯/100)1± J0 (‹¯/765) cos (ﬁ‹¯/100)
---- (3.6)
These two functions are shown in Figure 3.5. The first-order Bessel function can be
retrieved from these signals whenever cos (ﬁ‹¯/100) = 0. The latter is equivalent to
drawing a smooth line through the cross points of both functions as illustrated in
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Figure 3.5 as well. By combining Eqs. (3.2) and (3.6), the experimental VCD spectrum
is finally obtained as:
ÂA (‹¯) =
2
ln (10)
5
IAC (‹¯)
IDC (‹¯)
6? ---- IAC (‹¯)IDC (‹¯)
----
cal,cos=0
(3.7)
Figure 3.5: Calibration curve - two CD intensity expressions (red and green) obtained
for the calibration measurements. The blue line connects the crossing points and represents
the required calibration curve
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assignment using VCD
In the present chapter we give a short but general overview on how the AC assignment
is commonly performed using VCD. More specifically, we focus on how in practice one
arrives at the conclusion that the theoretical and experimental spectra correspond to
the same molecular system and with the same AC. As explained in the previous chapter,
many approximations have been introduced. In this chapter it will be shown that these
will result in an unavoidable discrepancy between theory and experiment, which renders
the AC assignment using VCD non-trivial without some level of experience. First, we
provide some general information on how a theoretical spectrum is obtained by means of
several commercial software-packages combined with home-written routines. Then, we
discuss the manual VCD assignment, incorporating a visual alignment of theoretical and
experimental absorption bands. In the next section, we explain computational measures
for the similarity between two spectra and how these may aid the AC assignment using
VCD.
4.1 VCD spectrum calculation in practice
In order to calculate a spectrum, one needs to first take into account the conformational
flexibility of the molecule. One therefore explores the potential energy surface (PES).
Depending on the flexibility, several minima can be found on the PES: the energeti-
cally stable conformers in which the molecule during experiment supposedly resides.
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The search for these local minima is referred to as conformational analysis (CA). Gen-
erating a total PES for a molecule at a quantum chemical level of theory is generally
very time consuming and not cost-eÄective. Consequently, Molecular Mechanics (MM)
is employed, which relies on a semi-empirically parametrized and classical treatment of
the molecular energy for a specific set of coordinates. One then obtains a fairly good
and computationally cheap estimate of the stable conformers. Several MM software
packages are commercially available: HyperChem,110 Conflex,111–113 Spartan,114 Com-
puteVOA,115 etc. The geometries obtained are then used as starting points for a further
energy minimization at a quantum chemical level of theory (usually B3LYP/6-31G*)
using e.g. the Gaussian09116 software package. The same software allows computing the
IR and VCD spectra for each conformer using the methods described in Chapter 2. Us-
ing the standard enthalpy ÂH0i of each conformer i, Boltzmann weights are calculated,
representing the abundance of each of the conformers:
wA =
e≠ÂH0A/RTq
i e
≠ÂH0i /RT
(4.1)
with R the universal gas constant and T the temperature. Note that the standard
enthalpy is used and not the free energy ÂG0i = ÂH
0
i ≠ TÂS0i . Firstly this is because
the evaluation of the entropy diÄerence ÂS0i is not straightforward and secondly it was
found that ÂS0i is insensitive with respect to conformational freedom and can therefore
be treated as a constant.117 The weights are used to combine the conformer IR/VCD
spectra to a single Boltzmann weighted IR/VCD spectrum for the calculated chiral
molecule.
4.2 The disagreement between theory and experiment
Unfortunately, theoretical and experimental spectra are inherently diÄerent. Reasons
for this discrepancy are ample. On the theoretical side the main reasons are:
• the harmonic approximation tends to overestimate vibrational frequencies,
• approximate DFT is used with a finite basis set,
• solvent interactions are not or inadequately introduced,
• intermolecular interactions are generally ignored,
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• one (or more) stable conformers were not found in the CA,
• . . .
These are predominantly necessary for the time-eÄectiveness of the calculations (par-
ticularly when the conformational freedom is large). The conformers found using the
oversimplification (gas phase calculation) of the dissolved molecule in the experimental
sample cell and using approximate DFT, may diÄer to a certain extent from the actual
conformers. Consequently, the calculated IR and VCD spectra are diÄerent from real-
ity. In addition, the energies and therefore standard enthalpies calculated at DFT have
been found to be prone to error, hence, the Boltzmann weights are subject to a degree
of uncertainty as well.118,119 On the experimental side, there are also many factors that
may induce bad correlation between theory and experiment:
• small enantiomeric excess or too low concentration: low signal to noise ratio,
• contaminants may introduce additional peaks,
• a polar solvent interacts too strongly with the solute,
• experimental setup related issues e.g. a poor baseline,
• . . .
The use of a gas phase calculation is more representative when a non-interacting, non or
little polar solvent like CCl4 or CDCl3 is used. Yet, some molecules are undissolvable
in these media and require something more polar like deuterated dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO-d6). DMSO-d6, however, can interact with polarized functional groups in the
solute influencing the conformational geometries, energies, vibrational frequencies, . . .
When a polar medium is used, it is recommended to include solvent-interactions in the
calculations.
The elaborate explanation on the disagreement between theory and experiment may
give the impression that VCD is not an accurate tool for AC determination. The latter,
however, is of course not true. The agreement is usually good enough to enable an AC
determination.
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4.3 The manual AC assignment
A manual AC assignment is done by matching peaks or patterns in both the experimen-
tal and calculated VCD spectra. As explained in the previous section, the calculated
vibrational frequencies are overestimated rendering an alignment with respect to the
experiment necessary. The calculated frequencies are usually downscaled using a sim-
ple scale factor (see Section 4.5.1). Unfortunately, the latter is unable to perfectly align
all absorption bands. An additional shift of the matching bands is usually performed
visually, which introduces human bias because the alignment of peaks may rely on a
subjective choice. Pattern recognition is inherent to human nature93 and in case of
large disagreement between theory and experiment it may lead to a mismatch of ab-
sorption bands and – in the worst case – even a wrong AC conclusion. Mismatching
VCD bands can be partially avoided by using the fact that IR and VCD intensities
occur at the same frequencies. The calculated IR and VCD spectra are complementary
and, therefore, if one is able to align a pattern between the theoretical and experimental
VCD spectra, one should be able to align bands at the same frequencies between the
IR spectra as well. This procedure is generally very eÄective, but again when disagree-
ment is large, it is not necessarily fail-proof. A researcher is prone to perform an actual
AC determination because of the time and resources that were put in the calculations.
Staying objective during troublesome AC determinations can be quite hard for any re-
searcher. As a consequence, it may prove useful to have an independent non-biased way
to evaluate the similarity between theory and experiment. This will be the subject of
the next section, where we will introduce similarity indices to numerically describe the
resemblance of the spectra. As will become clear below, these measures cannot render
a manual assignment unnecessary and, hence, the latter remains an essential part of
the AC determination process.
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4.4 Similarity measures
4.4.1 General similarity indices
The total diÄerence between two functions (or spectra) f and g is obtained using the
Euclidean distance:
D(1)fg =
3⁄
range
[f(‹¯)≠ g(‹¯)]2 d‹¯
4 1
2
=
Ò
Iff + Igg ≠ 2Ifg (4.2)
where the self- and cross overlap terms are defined by:
Ifg =
⁄
range
f(‹¯)g(‹¯)d‹¯ (4.3)
Whereas the self-overlap terms Iff and Igg are always positive, the cross overlap Ifg
can be negative as well.
The Euclidean distance is a measure for the dissimilarity between f and g. It has
no upper limit and hence lies between zero - when f and g are identical - and infinity.
Note, however, that when these functions are not positive definite, another distance
can be calculated between f and the negated spectrum of g:
D(2)fg =
3⁄
range
[f(‹) + g(‹)]2 d‹
4 1
2
=
Ò
Iff + Igg + 2Ifg (4.4)
With respect to VCD, where f and g represent the calculated and experimental spectra,
Eqs. (4.2) and (4.4) measure whether the sample agrees more with the calculated AC
or with its enantiomer.
For most purposes, however, it is more convenient to have a single similarity measure
that lies between 0 and 1 (completely dissimilar and identical) when f and g represent
positive definite functions or non-diÄerential spectra (like IR). For non-positive-definite
functions or diÄerential spectra (like VCD), on the other hand, an interesting range of
similarity values is -1 to 1. Here, 1 indicates a perfect agreement between f and g and -1
represents a perfect agreement between f and ≠g. A similarity of 0 would then indicate
that the amount of overlap of equal sign is compensated by an overlap of unequal sign
in Eq. (4.3). In the latter case, the AC of the sample cannot be determined. There are
an infinite number of ways for obtaining similarity measures with these characteristics.
They usually employ the minimal distance between f and either g or ≠g as reference:
Dfg = min
Ë
D(1)fg , D
(2)
fg
È
=
Ò
Iff + Igg ≠ 2 |Ifg| (4.5)
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The following family of normalized similarity indices can then be constructed:
Xfg =
Ifg
–D2fg + |Ifg|
(4.6)
where – is a real positive number. When Dfg approaches zero, |Xfg| will tend to 1. The
smaller –, the less sensitive the index becomes with respect to the diÄerences between
f and g.
Very commonly used indices belong to this family. For – = 1, the Tanimoto index
Tfg is obtained:120–122
Tfg =
Ifg
Iff + Igg ≠ |Ifg| (4.7)
Using – = 12 , yields the Hodgkin-Richards similarity index Sfg:
123–125
Sfg =
2Ifg
Iff + Igg
(4.8)
which is less discriminating than the Tanimoto index (due to the lower value of –).
4.4.2 Similarity indices with emphasis on shape resemblance
For some purposes one may be interested in the resemblance in shape only, meaning
that an index is desired for which multiplication of one of the functions f or g with a
constant factor does not alter the index-value (unlike the indices above). For spectral
comparison this can be an asset, because they render the similarity optimization with
respect to linear scaling of the intensities unnecessary.
Emphasis on the resemblance in shape can be introduced in two ways. Both rely
on a multiplication of spectrum f with a constant value m yielding a new spectrum
„(‹¯) = mf(‹¯). In the first case, the factor m ensures that the self-overlap of spectrum
„ is identical to the one of spectrum g:
Igg = I„„ =
⁄
range
m2f2(‹¯)d‹¯ = m2Iff (4.9)
which implies m =
Ò
Igg/Iff . By evaluating the similarity between „ and g using
Eq. (4.6), one obtains the following shape dependent family of indices Y (1)fg :
Y (1)fg = X„g =
Ifg
2–

IffIgg + (1≠ 2–) |Ifg| (4.10)
=
Rfg
2–+ (1≠ 2–) |Rfg| (4.11)
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where
Rfg =
Ifg
IffIgg
(4.12)
is another well-known and commonly used normalized index, namely the Carbó sim-
ilarity.126,127 Here normalization is obtained with the geometric mean. The Hodgkin-
Richards index Sfg was obtained by setting – = 12 in Eq. (4.6). Under the same condi-
tions Y (1)fg equals the Carbó-index Rfg. As a consequence, Rfg can also be regarded as
the Hodgkin-Richards similarity value for the case where the self-overlap of the spectra
would be identical. We should note that, when f and g are “normalized” during prepro-
cessing (see Section 4.5.4), we may assume that Iff ¥ Igg. Under these circumstances,
it follows that: Sfg ¥ Rfg.
In a sense, the Y (1)fg -family of indices does not fully emphasize the shape-similarity,
since equalizing the amount of signal in the squared spectra does not mean that the
spectra are brought as close as possible. The latter can be achieved, however, by min-
imizing the Euclidean distance D„g (Eq. (4.5)) between „(‹¯) = mf(‹¯) and g(‹¯) with
respect to the multiplication factor m:
ˆD„g
ˆm
=
ˆ
ˆm
Ò
m2Iff + Igg ≠ 2m |Ifg| = 0 (4.13)
One straightforwardly obtains m = |Ifg| /Iff . Insertion in Eq. (4.6), yields a second
family of shape emphasizing indices Y (2)fg :
Y (2)fg = X„g =
I2fg
–IffIgg + (1≠ –) I2fg
(4.14)
=
R2fg
–+ (1≠ –)R2fg
(4.15)
For – = 1, we obtain the Carbó-index squared. This means that Rfg can also be
regarded as the square root of the Tanimoto-index Tfg for the case where the spectra
are brought as close as possible using linear intensity scaling. Due to this property,
the Rfg can be regarded more appropriate than Tfg for spectral similarity evaluations
that involve a comparison between theory and experiment. The reason is that Rfg is
less sensitive to experiment related issues (such as artifacts or an imperfect baseline),
yielding percentage-values that correspond more with the visual agreement.
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4.4.3 The enantiomeric similarity index or ESI
Another measure for diÄerential spectra is employed by the commercially available
software-package CompareVOA.128 It is obtained by first splitting the spectra in posi-
tive and negative parts as:
f (+) (‹¯) =
I
|f (‹¯)| for f (‹¯) ˇ 0
0 for f (‹¯) < 0
(4.16)
f (≠) (‹¯) =
I
|f (‹¯)| for f (‹¯) ˛ 0
0 for f (‹¯) > 0
(4.17)
and likewise for g(+) (‹¯) and g(≠) (‹¯). The enantiomeric similarity index or ESI is then
defined as:
(ESI)fg =
„(+)‰(+)R(++)fg + „
(≠)‰(≠)R(≠≠)fg
„(+)‰(+) + „(≠)‰(≠)
≠ „
(+)‰(≠)R(+≠)fg + „
(≠)‰(+)R(≠+)fg
„(+)‰(≠) + „(≠)‰(+)
(4.18)
where
„(±) =
⁄
range
f (±) (‹¯) d‹¯ (4.19)
‰(±) =
⁄
range
g(±) (‹¯) d‹¯ (4.20)
and
R(±±)fg =
If (±)g(±)Ò
If (±)f (±)Ig(±)g(±)
(4.21)
Just as for the other similarity indices, the ESI lies within [-1,1] (without neighborhood
weighting, see Section 4.5.2.2). Note that the ESI is intensity scale independent, just as
the Rfg-index. The aim of the ESI is to bypass the cancellation between positive and
negative overlap contributions in Eq. (4.3).128 There is, however, no profound reason
why this cancellation would be undesirable. The overlap of regions with opposite signs
merely enhances the similarity with the spectrum of the other enantiomer. As a con-
sequence, the resulting negative overlap contribution is meaningful and legit. It does
imply, however, that high absolute similarity values are less likely to occur for diÄeren-
tial spectra compared to non-diÄerential spectra where such negative contributions are
absent.
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Moreover, the ESI does not actually achieve its objective. This can be illustrated by
writing the Carbó-index (Eq. (4.12)) in terms of the partial similarities in Eq. (4.21).
This is done by regarding that Eqs. (4.16) and (4.17) imply:
f (‹¯) = f (+) (‹¯)≠ f (≠) (‹¯) (4.22)
g (‹¯) = g(+) (‹¯)≠ g(≠) (‹¯) (4.23)
Upon insertion in Eq. (4.3) one obtains:
Ifg =
⁄
range
1
f (+) ≠ f (≠)
2 1
g(+) ≠ g(≠)
2
d‹¯ (4.24)
= If (+)g(+) + If (≠)g(≠) ≠ If (+)g(≠) ≠ If (≠)g(+) (4.25)
and
Iff = If (+)f (+) + If (≠)f (≠) ≠ 2If (+)f (≠) (4.26)
Igg = Ig(+)g(+) + Ig(≠)g(≠) ≠ 2Ig(+)g(≠) (4.27)
Inserting these expressions in Eq. (4.12) allows to rewrite the Carbó-index as follows:
Rfg =
Ë(+)(+)R(++)fg + Ë
(≠)(≠)R(≠≠)fg ≠ Ë(+)(≠)R(+≠)fg ≠ Ë(≠)(+)R(≠+)fgÒ!
Ë(+) + Ë(≠) ≠ 2Ë(+≠)" !(+) + (≠) ≠ 2(+≠)" (4.28)
where
Ë(+) = I 1/2
f (+)f (+)
(+) = I 1/2
g(+)g(+)
Ë(≠) = I 1/2
f (≠)f (≠)
(≠) = I 1/2
g(≠)g(≠)
Ë(+≠) = I 1/2
f (+)f (≠)
(+≠) = I 1/2
g(+)g(≠)
(4.29)
Note that Ë(+≠) and (+≠) equal zero when no neighborhood weighting is performed
(see next section). By comparing Eqs. (4.18) and (4.28) we are able to draw the following
conclusions. Firstly, the preceding factors of the partial similarities (R(±±)fg ) in the
numerator(s), are alike in nature and are not considered to introduce a large diÄerence
between the ESI and the total Rfg. A second and more important diÄerence between
the two indices, however, is the fact that while the ESI contains two terms with diÄerent
denominators, the Rfg has all terms on a single denominator. In short, the formula of
the ESI is unbalanced because the size of the factors „(+)‰(+) and „(≠)‰(≠) are not
compared with respect to „(+)‰(≠) and „(≠)‰(+) (and vice versa). It thus appears that
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the ESI tends to approximate Rfg and the approximation becomes better when the two
denominators in Eq. (4.18) resemble one another. The latter implies that the amount
of positive and negative signal should be equal in both the f as the g spectrum in order
to have a good agreement with Rfg.
The ESI-index suÄers another drawback when spectra are neighborhood weighted.
This will be discussed in the following section.
4.5 Spectral preprocessing
An ideal similarity measure yields high values when the visual agreement is large. When
the agreement is lower, the index should support the analysis by avoiding human bias
during manual AC assignments. In order to obtain similarities that match with this
general sense of intuition, it is useful to perform a preprocessing of the two spectra
under comparison. The latter includes a frequency scaling, a neighborhood weighting
and an optional experimental baseline shift.
4.5.1 Frequency scaling
As mentioned in Section 4.2, the calculated vibrational frequencies are overestimated
due to the harmonic approximation. A partial correction is performed using downscal-
ing with a simple multiplication factor ‡. Several physical eÄects and eÄects originating
from artifacts due to the use of limited basis sets, limited treatment of electron correla-
tion, solvation etc. are then taken into account. A frequency scale-corrected calculated
spectrum f‡ is thus obtained as:
f‡ (‹¯) = f (‡‹¯) (4.30)
The size of the scale factor varies with the method and basis set used.129,130 For
B3LYP/6-31G*, for example ‡ ¥ 0.968. The scale factor, however, is also spectrum-
dependent and is therefore usually optimized in order to obtain a maximal similarity.
This is illustrated in Figure 4.1, where the similarity between theory f and experi-
ment g for (≠)-cytisine is evaluated using Eq. (4.12) for diÄerent scale factors for both
IR (RIRfg) and VCD (R
VCD
fg ). For sake of completeness, similarity values for weighted
spectra are given as well and will be discussed in the following section.
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In practice, RIRfg > R
VCD
fg , because VCD bands can be negative as well. In case
opposite signs overlap between theory and experiment (e.g. due to ineÄective scaling),
there will be a negative contribution to Ifg (Eq. (4.3)). For the same reason, RIRfg and
RVCDfg may lead to diÄerent optimal scale factors.
Figure 4.1: Scale plot - the scale factor dependency of the IR (blue) and VCD (red)
spectrum similarity for (≠)-cytisine. Full lines correspond with unweighted spectra, dotted
lines represent the similarity of triangularly weighted spectra (L = 25).
4.5.2 Neighborhood weighting
4.5.2.1 General: weighting methods
As explained earlier, linear frequency scaling is not suÖcient to align bands perfectly.
In order to compensate to some extent for the remaining discrepancy between scaled
calculated and experimental frequencies, a weight function is used to include the neigh-
borhood of the band into the similarity. The approach has been adapted from powder
diÄraction and NMR studies,131 but is in fact reminiscent of a low-pass filter employed
in signal and image processing. There, the weight function, which is referred to as the
response function, serves to smear out the sharp oscillations that are present in a sig-
nal, while leaving the broad features unchanged. Neighborhood weighted spectra are
obtained as:
fw (‹¯) =
⁄ ‹¯+L
‹¯≠L
w (‹¯0 ≠ ‹¯) f‡ (‹¯0) d‹¯0 (4.31)
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and vice versa for gw (‹¯). Where L denotes the one-sided wavenumber neighborhood.
For the weight function w (‹¯0 ≠ ‹¯), there are several possibilities. The triangular weight
function is defined as:131
w (‹¯0 ≠ ‹¯) =
I
1≠ |‹¯0≠‹¯|L for |‹¯0 ≠ ‹¯| < L
0 for |‹¯0 ≠ ‹¯| ˇ L (4.32)
Another possibility is the fold criterion by Karfunkel et al.:131,132
w (‹¯0 ≠ ‹¯) = 1
1 + – |‹¯0 ≠ ‹¯|—
(4.33)
with – and — real numbers.
Table 4.1 provides scale-optimized similarity values obtained for both weighting
methods for the VCD spectra of (≠)-cytisine. The maximal similarity for each method
is practically identical. Clearly, multiple sets of –- and —-values yield the same result.
The weight functions corresponding with the optimal similarity for both methods are
depicted in Figure 4.2. The weighted experimental spectra resulting from these weight
functions, are shown in Figure 4.3. Even though, the weight functions have a strik-
ingly diÄerent shape, the resulting weighted spectra are very alike. As a consequence,
even though the fold criterion is promising due to the higher emphasis on the closest
neighborhood, in practice there is no preference for a particular weighting method.
For sake of its simplicity, however, triangular weighting is most commonly applied.
By including the neighborhood of the bands, a significant similarity enhancement can
be obtained. This is clearly illustrated in Figure 4.1. Consistent with the optimal L
with respect to triangular weighting (Table 4.1), L was set to 25 cm≠1. In general, the
parameter L, however, is not optimized for a pair of spectra and is usually set to 15 or
20 cm≠1.128
A full fitting of the calculated spectrum with respect to experiment where bands are
actually shifted to increase the similarity is tedious because some bands may have been
interchanged. The latter is hard to detect and may result in falsely high similarities. Out
of precaution, spectrum fitting is limited to frequency scaling. This is also the reason
why similarity calculations cannot replace the manual AC assignment procedure.
4.5.2.2 Implications for similarity measures
At first glance it may seem that Rfg and ESI will lead to an entirely diÄerent result
because weighting can be applied before or after splitting the spectra (Eqs. (4.16)
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Table 4.1: Similarity of weighted VCD spectra of (≠)-cytisine - Scale-optimized
Carbó similarity between calculated and experimental VCD spectra of (≠)-cytisine as a
function of triangular weighting range (left) and as function of the fold criterion parameters
– and — (right).
L Rfg
(cm≠1) (%)
0 41.03
10 50.50
15 54.52
20 56.56
25 57.21
30 56.80
35 55.32
40 52.77
Rfg –
(%) 10≠4 10≠5 10≠6 10≠7
4.5 53.78
5.0 56.86 50.37
5.5 57.16 56.09 45.96
— 6.0 55.68 57.21 55.01 41.12
6.5 54.26 57.02 56.76 52.94
7.0 55.68 57.34 56.09
7.5 56.58 57.15
8.0 57.26
Figure 4.2: Weight functions - the triangular weight function for L = 25 (red) and the
fold criterion for – = 10≠6 and — = 7 (blue).
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Figure 4.3: Weighted spectra - a comparison between a triangularly weighted spectrum
(L = 25) and a weighted spectrum obtained with the fold criterion (– = 10≠6 and — = 7).
and (4.17)). Both approaches, however, are equivalent since Eq. (4.31) can be written
as:
fw (‹¯) =
⁄ ‹¯+L
‹¯≠L
w (‹¯0 ≠ ‹¯)
1
f (+) (‹¯0)≠ f (≠) (‹¯0)
2
d‹¯0 (4.34)
= f (+)w (‹¯)≠ f (≠)w (‹¯) (4.35)
where f (+)w (‹¯) and f
(≠)
w (‹¯) are the spectra obtained by weighting Eqs. (4.16) and (4.17).
As a result, Eqs. (4.18) and (4.28) are still valid upon replacing the spectra f and g
by their weighted counterparts. The latter implies that with respect to the Carbó-
index (Eq. (4.28)), the factors Ë(+≠) and (+≠) become non-zero because f (+)w and
f (≠)w are not mutually exclusive and, thus, overlap (and vice versa for g(+)w and g(≠)w ).
These terms allow the denominator in Eq. (4.28) to decrease and can, therefore, be
considered to emphasize the diÄerence between [Ë(+)(+)R(++)fg + Ë
(≠)(≠)R(≠≠)fg ] on
the one hand, and [Ë(+)(≠)R(+≠)fg +Ë
(≠)(+)R(≠+)fg ] on the other. It may, thus, serve to
compensate for the fact that upon weighting the neighborhood, all partial similarities
in the numerator of Eq. (4.28)
!
R(++)fg , R
(≠≠)
fg , R
(+≠)
fg and R
(≠+)
fg
"
have an automatic
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tendency to increase. As a consequence, the total similarity Rfg remains sensitive to
the diÄerent agreement between f and g on the one hand, and f and ≠g on the other.
An analogous mechanism is absent in the ESI since the partial similarity-preceding
factors „(±) and ‰(±) represent surfaces in Eq. (4.18) and not overlap integrals as for
Rfg. Hence, a correction for the inherent self-overlap caused by weighting cannot be
introduced by adding factors such as „(+)„(≠) or ‰(+)‰(≠) in the denominator. This has
a severe consequence rendering the ESI rather inadequate for neighborhoodly weighted
spectral comparison. Specifically, weighting introduces an incorrect index-limit for the
ESI, which can be illustrated as follows. From Eq. (4.18), the self-similarity of spectrum
f according to the ESI becomes:
(ESI)ff = 1≠R(+≠)ff (4.36)
The above equation implies that when f represents a weighted spectrum, the similarity
with itself does not equal 100%. In practice, the ESI will give an underestimation of
the similarity when f and g are very alike. The intuitive limits of the Rfg-index, on the
other hand, remain unchanged even when weighted spectra are used.
Another aspect to address is the eÄectiveness of a similarity index with respect
to the weighting procedure. More specifically, the question arises whether the peak
neighborhoods are adequately taken into account by the index. In order to analyze
this, the similarity is evaluated for 3 pairs of artificial spectra and for an increasing
neighborhood L. The results are shown in Figure 4.4. We start with an incorrectly
aligned feature comprising a positive and negative peak (upper level). A manual AC
assignment for these spectra would suggest a 100% agreement between f and g. We
would expect that for increasing L all similarity-indices would increase accordingly. As
can be seen on the left upper graph in Figure 4.4, the Rfg and Tfg indices correctly
reproduce this trend. The ESI, however, exhibits a maximum for L = 25 cm≠1 and
then decreases, which is inconsistent with the intuition of the manual assignment. This
behavior originates from the diÄerent denominators that were employed in Eq. (4.18).
The magnitude of the second negative term increases independently of the first and
poses an upper limit for the total similarity. Note that for this pair of spectra, the
amount of positive and negative signal is identical for both f and g. As mentioned
earlier, the ESI and Rfg are identical under these circumstances when no weighting is
applied (L = 0).
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Since a global frequency scale factor is usually able to align most features, an ad-
ditional perfectly aligned band is introduced for both f and g in the other two pairs
of spectra (middle and lower panel in Figure 4.4). We see that the well aligned band
is well represented by higher values for all indices. Compared to Rfg and Tfg, the ESI-
index appears dominated by the well aligned feature because there is barely an increase
noticeable with respect to L in the lower left panel. Here, it is clearly illustrated that
the ESI underestimates the similarity when the agreement is very high (as outlined
above).
As discussed in Section 4.4, Tfg is more discriminative in nature than the Rfg-
index. This is easily observed in Figure 4.4 since Rfg is larger for all 3 pairs of spectra
and for all values of L. Note that when L is not too large, the ESI remains in the
neighborhood of Rfg, which likely explains why the improper ESI characteristics have
not been discussed in literature so far.
In summary, the ESI suÄers from an incorrect self-similarity when the spectra are
neigborhoodly weighted and fails to fully recognize badly aligned features between
otherwise identical spectra upon weighting. The Rfg-index is indeed most in line with
the intuition based on manual AC-assignments and is the preferred similarity index of
choice for VCD analyses involving comparisons between theory and experiment.
4.5.3 Experimental baseline shift
When the baseline of the experimental VCD spectrum is significantly diÄerent from
zero or simply deviates from a flat line (due to contamination, a bad calibration or an
inadequate background correction), an optional shift can be used in order to obtain
more representative similarity values. In the present algorithm, the baseline is shifted
no more than 10% of the maximum peak in the spectral region of interest.
4.5.4 Normalization
Prior to similarity evaluation, both spectra f and g can be intensity scaled in order
to compare them accurately. Because these spectra contain both positive and negative
regions, surfaces are calculated for the absolute |f | and |g| spectra. One then obtains a
“normalized” spectrum as follows:
f (‹¯)Ω 1s
range |f (‹¯)| d‹¯
.f (‹¯) (4.37)
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Figure 4.4: Index eÄectiveness with respect to neighborhood weighting - The
performance of the ESI, Rfg and Tfg indices with respect to neighborhood weighting is
analyzed for 3 pairs of artificial spectra.
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and analogous for g. Note that this step is unnecessary when the Rfg-index is used
because it is intensity scale independent.
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5Statistical validation of absolute
configuration assignment in
Vibrational Optical Activity
Chiroptical spectroscopy usually requires theoretically computed spectra to assist in
the elucidation of the absolute configuration of samples for which experimental spectra
have been recorded. Due to the inherently diÄerent nature of these two types of spectra,
perfect agreement is quasi impossible. Several methods exist to quantify the degree of
similarity between the two spectra but rather limited work has been done to evaluate
the robustness of the similarity between theory and experiment. In this chapter, a novel
method is described to determine the statistical significance of the numerical degree of
similarity between experimental and calculated vibrational circular dichroism spectra
and to oÄer valuable support for performing absolute configuration assignments. The
approach is successfully applied to a number of quinolizidine alkaloids.
Reprinted (adapted) with permission from (Statistical validation of absolute configuration assign-
ment in Vibrational Optical Activity, J. Vandenbussche, P. Bultinck, A.K. Przyby≥, W.A. Herrebout,
Journal of Chemical Theory and Computation, 2013, http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/ct400843e). Copyright
(2013) American Chemical Society.
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5.1 Introduction
Often experimental data are used to validate new quantum chemical methods through
the comparison of computed data with experimental data. Despite usually inherent
shortcomings in the computational modeling such as limited inclusion of solvation ef-
fects, incomplete basis sets or treatment of electron correlation and many more, good
agreement with experiment is seen as evidence of the validity and applicability of the
new method. On the other hand, some experimental observations can only be inter-
preted by comparison with computed data because the experimental data cannot be
linked in a straightforward fashion to e.g., a molecular structure. Theory and experi-
ment thus more and more develop into a symbiotic duo.
A good example of such a symbiotic duo is chiroptical spectroscopy which relies on
the diÄerent response of diÄerent absolute configurations (AC) towards polarized light.
Such techniques include electronic circular dichroism (ECD),15,16 the polarized light
analog of UV-VIS spectroscopy, vibrational circular dichroism (VCD)133,134 as analog
of IR spectroscopy and Raman optical activity (ROA)135 as the polarized light extension
of Raman spectroscopy. Whereas for the non-polarized spectroscopies, the assignment
of spectra can be based on numerous datasets describing typical absorptions linked to
functional groups, the polarized counterparts are much harder to assign despite that
the absorption frequencies are the same. The problem lies in the fact that the polarized
counterparts are diÄerential spectroscopies and thus the absorption bands are charac-
terized by either positive or negative absorption diÄerences and simple rules of thumb
are problematic. Typically, quantum chemical simulations of the diÄerential absorption
are used to generate theoretical spectra. When these spectra match suÖciently well the
experimental ones, one concludes that the experimental sample has the same AC as
that used in the simulations. However, a key issue in this is how to define “suÖciently
well”. The risk of bias towards deciding suÖciently high agreement is often present.
The present chapter has the aim of checking the robustness of quantitative measures
expressing the agreement between theory and experiment. As correlation (similarity)
is diÄerent from causality, extra tests have to be performed to determine whether a
degree of similarity is truly robust.
The following focuses on VCD although the methods developed are in principle also
applicable to ROA, ECD and even dissymmetry factor spectra as in the recent ap-
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proach of Covington and Polavarapu.136 VCD has become a common technique for the
determination of the AC of chiral natural and pharmaceutical products in the solution
phase.21 It oÄers many advantages compared to alternative techniques,8 yet suÄers the
drawback that often-used quantum chemical methods have important limitations such
as the necessity to omit explicit solute-solute and solvent-solute interactions, to discard
anharmonicity eÄects etc., and to use limited basis sets and approximate treatments
of electron correlation. As a result, theoretically obtained spectra diÄer from experi-
ment both in band positions, intensities and in the worst cases even in sign. Erroneous
matching of VCD bands can partially be avoided by doing so in agreement with the IR
absorption bands as these occur at the same frequencies. Nonetheless, the identifica-
tion of equivalent absorption bands is not straightforward and requires a certain level
of experience.
In order to avoid human bias during manual peak-to-peak AC assignments, re-
searchers tend to quantify the agreement between theory and experiment numerically.
This was the basis of previously introduced similarity measures.122,128,136–141 Even
though these similarity measures provide an objective approach to describe the agree-
ment between theory and experiment, they do not necessarily lead to straightforward
conclusions with respect to AC assignments. The question may arise, for example,
whether a particular VCD similarity of +50% is suÖcient to ensure that the AC of a
molecule is correctly determined. As a result, there is a need for knowing how good
a similarity value is, or in other words knowing whether the obtained result is sta-
tistically significant. In literature several proposals have been formulated to address
this significance issue, although most often not with robust statistical techniques used
here. Some studies employ simple empirical rules, stating that the AC is confidently
determined when the similarity rises above a particular value.122 Such an approach,
however, does not take into account that an experimental VCD pattern consisting of
numerous positive and negative absorption bands is harder to reproduce than a pattern
containing only a few bands. A lower similarity for the former can still be statistically
more significant than a higher similarity for the latter. There may hence be a risk of
putting the agreement in a wrong perspective when applying simple rules of thumb in
order to determine the robustness of a similarity value.
Shen and co-workers137 recently addressed the robustness problem on a statistical
basis. Their study shows that the VCD spectra of the calculated conformations for
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a particular flexible molecule can be divided in two groups of which one shows high
similarity with experiment and the other does not. The similarity values of the latter
group of conformers form a normal distribution from which, for example, twice the
standard deviation allows to determine the 95% robustness level that a spectrum indeed
fits the experiment. The authors merely intended to statistically validate the previously
employed empirical robustness levels.122 As mentioned above, however, these levels are
unlikely transferable across diÄerent spectral regions or molecular systems and one
would therefore like to address the issue more directly. Unfortunately, the method
described by Shen and colleagues is not generally applicable because for molecules
having limited conformational flexibility the normal distribution cannot be adequately
determined.
Another method, also known under the commercial trade name CompareVOA,128
addressed the problem in a diÄerent way. It projects computed similarity values in a
database of independently validated good and bad VCD-based AC assignments yielding
a confidence level (CL). Even though the use of a database is a fundamentally correct
approach, in practice it can be less straightforward for several reasons. To function opti-
mally, the database size should be very large in order to represent the enormous variety
of chirality in molecules and diÄerent experimental conditions (solvents, instrumenta-
tion, etc.) and the independent validation of AC determination for molecules in the
database may be technically unachievable (for example, when no single crystals can be
obtained for XRD analysis). By the projection against the database, a user can assess
how good his assignment was with respect to earlier correct assignments. This serves a
diÄerent purpose than the present chapter. Up to now, there is no method that allows
to determine the robustness of the similarity between any pair of spectra individually
and it is this gap that the present chapter bridges. So it answers the question whether
a given similarity value is robust. It determines whether it is significantly better than
the degree of similarity that could be reached with simply a set of random spectra. In
this sense, testing the robustness can be a prior step in a CompareVOA analysis but it
also serves a purpose in itself. If, for example, the database is insuÖciently large or if
with respect to the database the confidence level is not among the best, reporting the
robustness still allows to assess whether the similarity is statistically meaningful.
In addition to formulating a solution for the robustness problem, we introduce a
visual representation of the agreement between calculated and observed VCD spec-
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tra which is reminiscent of a model validation approach employed in quantitative
structrure-activity relationship (QSAR) studies. Our method is illustrated for a set
of quinolizidine alkaloids with limited conformational flexibility. For this reason, they
are considered an ideal first test case for our new method. The aim is to address more
complicated molecular systems in the near future. The quinolizidine alkaloids that
were measured are as follows: (≠)-multiflorine (1), (≠)-lupanine (2), (+)-sparteine
(3), (≠)-cytisine (4), (≠)-3,5-dibromocytisine (5), (≠)-N -acetylcytisine (6), (≠)-N -
propionylcytisine (7), (≠)-N -benzylcytisine (8), (≠)-N -benzoylcytisine (9), (≠)-3-bromo-
N -acetylcytisine (10), (≠)-5-bromo-N -acetylcytisine (11) and (≠)-3,5-dibromo-N -acetylcytisine
(12). Their structures are shown in Figure 5.1. Except for sparteine,142,143 none of these
molecules had its AC assigned previously using VCD.
Figure 5.1: Alkaloid test set - the quinolizidine alkaloid test set of molecules used.
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5.2 Methodology
Throughout, the Carbó-similarity index is used to evaluate the similarity between two
spectra f and g over a wavenumber range [‹¯1, ‹¯2]:126,127,138,139
Rfg =
s ‹¯2
‹¯1
f(‹¯)g(‹¯)d‹¯1s ‹¯2
‹¯1
f2(‹¯)d‹¯
2 1
2
1s ‹¯2
‹¯1
g2(‹¯)d‹¯
2 1
2
(5.1)
Values lie in the interval [0, 1] for non-diÄerential spectra like IR. In case of diÄerential
spectra like VCD, the interval becomes [≠1, 1]. A value of 1 indicates a perfect match
between the spectra, while -1 represents an exact agreement when one of the spectra is
inverted. The latter result implies that sample and calculated structure are enantiomers.
Note that this means that contrary to our previous work, we no longer split the VCD
spectra in either regions with positive and negative semidefinite regions. As compared
to the previously used enantiomeric similarity index,128 the evaluation is much simpler
and thus meets the note by Simmen and co-workers144 that the former measure was
rather complicated. The Carbó-index has the advantage over the alternative Tanimoto-
index122 that it is independent of linear intensity scaling. Multiplying the intensity of
the f spectrum with a constant factor, for example, does not aÄect the similarity.
This is particularly useful when comparing calculated with experimental VCD spectra
because the concentration of the sample is usually not precisely determined. In the
present chapter, both spectra f and g have been neighborhood weighted according to:
f (‹¯)Ω
⁄ ‹¯+L
‹¯≠L
w (‹¯0 ≠ ‹¯) f (‹¯0) d‹¯0 (5.2)
and analogously for g (‹¯). L denotes the one-sided wavenumber neighborhood and was
set to 15 cm≠1. Here, the triangular weight function was employed:131
w (‹¯0 ≠ ‹¯) =
I
1≠ |‹¯0≠‹¯|L for |‹¯0 ≠ ‹¯| < L
0 for |‹¯0 ≠ ‹¯| ˇ L (5.3)
Suppose now that f corresponds to a calculated spectrum. This is a line spectrum
broadened using Lorentzian broadening (full width at half maximum of 10 cm≠1) and
frequency scaled with a global scale factor ‡:129,130
f (‹¯)Ω f (‡‹¯) (5.4)
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Because our method requires several similarity evaluations between diÄerent pairs of
spectra we introduce the following notation. In general, the similarity between an arbi-
trary spectrum x and the experimental spectrum will be denoted by R (IR)x,exp and R
(VCD)
x,exp
in case of IR and VCD spectra, respectively. The similarity between an arbitrary spec-
trum x and the computed spectrum, on the other hand, is denoted by R (IR)x,calc and
R (VCD)x,calc . Analogously, the direct similarity between the experimental and computed
spectrum will be indicated by R (IR)calc,exp and R
(VCD)
calc,exp.
Reported values for R (IR)calc,exp and R
(VCD)
calc,exp in the present chapter are obtained using
the global frequency scale factor ‡ (Eq. (5.4)) that yields a maximum R (IR)calc,exp-value
except for compounds 2 and 9. For the latter, IR based scaling was found inconsistent
with respect to the manual AC assignment and therefore the scale factor was used
that maximizes R (VCD)calc,exp. The search for the optimal ‡ occurs in a point-wise fashion
in the interval [0.960, 1.020] with increment 0.001. By using Eq. (5.4), several physical
eÄects and eÄects originating from artifacts due to the use of limited basis sets, limited
treatment of electron correlation, solvation etc. are taken into account.
Figure 5.2: Similarity evaluations - a scheme representing all similarity evaluations
within the algorithm. The Carbó-similarity is evaluated between pairs of VCD spectra. f
represents the calculated VCD spectrum, g is the experimental one. x is the collection of
computed random VCD spectra.
One of the key questions is whether the computed degree of similarity (R (VCD)calc,exp) is
significant. In order to establish whether it is, we introduce an approach conceptually
based on randomization tests.145–147 In QSAR one usually has a vector of experimental
observations for a set of molecules and a wide array of descriptors characterizing these
molecules. QSAR methods then rely on e.g., regression techniques to derive models al-
lowing to establish the formal link between the two to obtain values for the experimental
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observations for new molecules. Of main importance in QSAR is the validation of such
models. The risk of over-fitting is always present and a model can only be regarded
significant if it survives numerous tests such as leave many out tests, leverage tests and
also randomization tests.145–147 The latter are the basis of our new method. In ran-
domization tests, one randomly shuÜes the elements in the vector of experimental data
and attempts to construct a new model with the unshuÜed molecular descriptors. A
2-dimensional plot is made with on the ordinate the R2 value between the original vec-
tor of experimental data and the shuÜed one and on the abscissa the R2, and possibly
Q2 describing the regression between the experimental data and those predicted using
the new models (see for example reference148). In case of good models, every significant
shuÜing of the experimental data vector (low R2 on the abscissa) should lower strongly
the R2 value on the ordinate. Graphically, the real model should have R2 = 1.00 on
the abscissa and a high R2 value on the ordinate and all other models should lie like a
cloud near the origin of the plot. Such validation of a QSAR model is thus highly infor-
mative on the model quality. We now follow the same line of thinking for Vibrational
Optical Activity (VOA) techniques. Taking VCD as an example, we want to construct
a similar plot. There are, however, several reasons why one cannot simply proceed as
in QSAR. First of all, there is no descriptor space and thus no model to be built. We
have only experiment as a beacon. The computed spectrum is not simply a vector of
discrete observations but a true spectrum containing a continuous variable. This issue
is solved by rather looking at a spectrum in a deconvolutional way: a number of bands
is derived from the spectra and for these bands the intensities are used as parameters.
Random spectra can now be generated by simply putting the same number of, now
random, bands (random in the sense of random absorption frequency and intensity)
in the frequency range considered. The only user intervention is the decision of how
many bands to consider in the frequency range. The agreement with the experimental
spectrum and with the theoretical spectrum/model is then evaluated not by means of
the R2-value, but using the similarity measure in Eq. (5.1). All required similarity eval-
uations are summarized in Figure 5.2. A 2-D plot, reminiscent of that in QSAR, is then
made. Using the experimental spectrum and original computed spectrum as beacons,
on the abscissa the similarity (R (VCD)x,calc ) is plotted between a new random computa-
tional spectrum and the original computed spectrum and on the ordinate the similarity
(R (VCD)x,exp ) between the new random spectrum and the experimental spectrum. Whereas
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in QSAR, one hopes that for the established model the original one is characterized
by a high similarity between the experimental data and the predicted using the model
and that all other models for shuÜed experimental data have poor similarity, the 2-
D plot is somewhat less straightforward for VOA spectra. Obviously, the ideal model
has R2 = 1 between theory and experiment which translates to R (VCD)calc,exp = 1 when
VCD spectra are considered. This means that both spectra are the same. For every
new random spectrum that has a specific R (VCD)x,exp -value between the random spectrum
and original computed one, the same value is found for R (VCD)x,calc between the random
spectrum and the experimental one. So all points for all random spectra lie on a sin-
gle straight line with correlation coeÖcient 1, slope 1 and intercept zero. From the
moment that R (VCD)calc,exp ”= 1, there is a chance that some random spectrum may result
in higher similarity with experiment but if the original similarity between theory and
experiment is high enough, the chances of this should be fairly small or alternatively,
the raise in similarity should be modest. Not all points in the plot will lie on one line,
rendering an inspection of the shape of the data-cloud informative on the quality of the
AC assignment. In this respect, the calculation of a linear regression line is considered
useful:
R (VCD)x,exp = –+ —R
(VCD)
x,calc (5.5)
Ordinary least-squares has the disadvantage that either the residuals for R (VCD)x,exp or
R (VCD)x,calc can be minimized yielding two diÄerent (–, —)-solutions and hence two possible
regression lines. An alternative regression method is to search for the – and — values for
which the sum of squared perpendicular distances of the data points towards the line
is minimal. This least squares fitting using perpendicular oÄsets yields the following
unique solution:149,150
– = ÈR (VCD)x,exp Í ≠ — ÈR (VCD)x,calc Í (5.6)
— =
(Ÿ≠ ⁄) +
Ò
(Ÿ≠ ⁄)2 + 4µ2
2µ
(5.7)
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where
⁄ =
ÿ
x
1
R (VCD)x,calc ≠ ÈR (VCD)x,calc Í
22
(5.8)
Ÿ =
ÿ
x
1
R (VCD)x,exp ≠ ÈR (VCD)x,exp Í
22
(5.9)
µ =
ÿ
x
1
R (VCD)x,calc ≠ ÈR (VCD)x,calc Í
21
R (VCD)x,exp ≠ ÈR (VCD)x,exp Í
2
(5.10)
Using the standard deviation of the perpendicular distances two additional and parallel
lines can be added to the figure to contain 99% of all data points. This is illustrated
in Figures 5.4 and 5.7 of which the contents will be discussed in the Results and
Discussion. Based on the output of the regression analysis, several quantitative measures
can be considered to describe the plot. Examples are the slope and the regression
coeÖcient, but other measures such as the width between the lines containing e.g., 99%
of all points can be derived as well. As in QSAR, however, the emphasis lies on the
straightforward interpretation such plots have to oÄer and hence the development of
measures that quantify the agreement based on the appearance of these representations
is less essential.
More important is how to obtain the statistical significance of the similarity between
a pair of spectra. The robustness can be expressed as the probability that the observed---R (VCD)calc,exp----similarity cannot be improved by a random VCD spectrum. The lower this
probability of improvement, the more robust is the R (VCD)calc,exp-value. The similarity of
a random VCD spectrum x with respect to the experimental one thus represents a
stochastic variable R (VCD)x,exp from which significance levels can be calculated. Assum-
ing that R (VCD)x,exp is normally distributed with mean ÈR (VCD)x,exp Í and standard deviation
s (VCD)x,exp :
„
1
R (VCD)x,exp
2
=
11Ô
2ﬁ
2
s (VCD)x,exp
exp
SWU≠1
2
QaR (VCD)x,exp ≠
e
R (VCD)x,exp
f
s (VCD)x,exp
Rb2
TXV (5.11)
the robustness of
---R (VCD)calc,exp--- can be expressed by the probability P that a similarity of
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at least
---R (VCD)calc,exp--- cannot be obtained at random:
P = P
Ë
R (VCD)x,exp <
---R (VCD)calc,exp---È
= 1≠
SU⁄ ≠
---R (VCD)calc,exp---
≠Œ
„
1
R (VCD)x,exp
2
dR (VCD)x,exp +
⁄ +Œ---R (VCD)calc,exp--- „
1
R (VCD)x,exp
2
dR (VCD)x,exp
TV
(5.12)
This represents the unit surface of the bell shaped distribution from which the tails
with absolute similarities higher than
---R (VCD)calc,exp--- are subtracted. The integrals can be
expressed by error functions, allowing to rewrite the above equation as:
P =
1
2
SUerf
Qa
---R (VCD)calc,exp---≠ ÈR (VCD)x,exp ÍÔ
2s (VCD)x,exp
Rb≠ erf
Qa≠
---R (VCD)calc,exp---≠ ÈR (VCD)x,exp ÍÔ
2s (VCD)x,exp
RbTV (5.13)
Within the current algorithm, random VCD spectra are generated by randomly po-
sitioning K Lorentzian broadened absorption bands (full width at half maximum of
10 cm≠1) with a random sign and intensity within the wavenumber region of inter-
est. K is the number of bands in the spectrum. Random sampling is performed using
a uniform distribution. As the Carbó-index (Eq. (5.1)) is intensity-scale independent,
only relative intensities are important and the magnitude of the rotational strengths is
simply chosen within the interval [0, 1]. The only parameter not chosen at random is
the number of bands K which is extracted from the computed spectra after scaling the
absorption frequencies.
The higher the number of VCD spectra generated, the more accurately the R (VCD)x,exp -
distribution can be determined. The normality of the distribution can be verified by
constructing a histogram from the obtained R (VCD)x,exp -data. Experience has shown that
the tails of the distribution are well reproduced for a total of 25000 random spectra
and this number was hence used throughout.
5.3 Experimental and computational details
The isolation, derivatization and characterization of 1-12 have been described by
Przyby≥ and co-workers.151–156 IR and VCD were recorded on a BioTools dual-PEM
ChiralIR-2X spectrometer. The PEMs were optimized for 1400 cm≠1 and a resolution of
4 cm≠1 was used throughout. The path length of the cell equipped with BaF2 windows
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is 100 µm. Compounds 1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11 and 12 were investigated in solutions of ca.
7.2, 5.5, 9.9, 6.5, 8.3, 8.4, 7.9 and 7.5 mg in 0.1 mL CDCl3, respectively. The samples of
2, 3 and 9 were oils and their concentration could not be accurately determined. They
were diluted until the maximal IR absorbance was below 0.4 units in the spectral region
of interest. Due to the limited solubility in CDCl3 of compound 5, it was investigated
in a solution of 0.7 mg in 0.1 mL DMSO≠d6. Baseline corrections were accomplished
using the spectra of the solvent, except for 2 and 3 for which both enantiomers were
measured and a virtual racemate spectrum was used as blanco.
The conformational analysis was performed using the Spartan ’08114 and Con-
flex111–113 worksuites of programs and with the MMFF94157 and MMFF94S158 molec-
ular mechanics force fields. The resulting geometries were further optimized and the
Boltzmann weighted IR and VCD spectra were computed at the B3LYP/6-31G* level
of theory using Gaussian09.116
5.4 Results and discussion
A manual peak-to-peak AC assignment is performed for each molecule by matching
bands between theory and experiment. Since VCD absorption frequencies and IR fre-
quencies are equal, the IR spectra are used as a guideline and VCD is used as a sec-
ondary source of information. Band matching is then performed until consistency is
obtained, taking into account that no large shifts in frequencies should be used be-
tween theory and experiment. It is the manual assignment of the spectra that is used
to establish the AC of the molecule. In the next step, the numerical similarity measures
introduced above are calculated.
Proceeding to the similarity evaluation, we focus on two samples (1 and 5) to
illustrate our method. For 1 the AC can be trivially obtained manually, while for 5 the
AC could not be determined. Numerical results for these and the other compounds can
be found in Table 5.1. The AC determination of the other molecules can be found in
Appendix A.
The experimental and calculated VCD data for 1 are given in Figure 5.3. The VCD
spectrum obtained at the B3LYP/6-31G*-level matches the experimental spectrum
quite well and thus allows to establish the AC of (≠)-multiflorine as (7S,7aS,14S,14aR)-
1. However, the optimal scale factor (0.972) does not allow to align all bands perfectly.
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Figure 5.3: VCD spectra (≠)-multiflorine - experimental (below) and calculated
(7S,7aS,14S,14aR)-1 (upper). Bands are numbered in agreement with IR.
In particular calculated bands 1, 3 and 13 are shifted with respect to the experiment.
The similarity between the VCD spectra is 83.2% (see Table 5.1). Although this is a
quite high value, the magnitude of the value does not by itself establish the robustness
of the similarity value. We therefore generated 25000 random spectra by placing 37 (see
Table 5.1) bands with random signs, intensities and frequencies in the 1500-1000 cm≠1
wave number region. The earlier described randomization plot is generated (Figure 5.4)
showing indeed a quite tight distribution of the spectra. The actual computed similarity
where x corresponds to the computed spectrum, denoted by the red dot in Figure 5.4,
is clearly higher than that of any other point illustrating a robust match between the
experimental and computed spectra. The P -value (99.99%) shows that, regardless of
the residual bad alignment of a few absorption bands, the
---R (VCD)calc,exp----similarity with
respect to the experimental VCD spectrum of 1 is practically impossible to obtain at
random. The histogram of R (VCD)x,exp obtained for 1 (Figure 5.5) exhibits a clear normal
distribution and justifies the use of Eqs. (5.11) to (5.13).
The experimental and calculated VCD spectra for 5 are depicted in Figure 5.6.
Due to poor solubility of 5 in CDCl3, the VCD spectrum was recorded in DMSO≠d6.
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Figure 5.4: Randomization plot (≠)-multiflorine - R (VCD)x,exp versus R (VCD)x,calc scatter
diagram. Blue data points represent random spectra. The red datapoint represents the
calculated spectrum which has a 100% similarity with respect to itself and a similarity of
R (VCD)calc,exp with respect to the experiment. The black line is obtained by orthogonal regres-
sion. The area between the green lines contains 99% of the data points.
Figure 5.5: R (VCD)x,exp distribution (≠)-multiflorine - The histogram obtained for
R (VCD)x,exp (blue points). The range is divided in bins of 1%. The normal distribution ob-
tained from the mean and standard deviation is represented in red.
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This quite often leads to significant solvent-solute interactions making assignments
regularly more diÖcult. Figure 5.6 shows the large discrepancy between the theoretical
and experimental spectra. Since the noise levels of the experimental spectrum are low,
the quality of the VCD measurement can be ruled out as source for the disagreement.
Since for the non-bromated analogue (4) and the N-acetyl substituted derivative (12),
the B3LYP/6-31G* spectra matched the experimental ones quite well (see Table 5.1), it
is expected that DMSO≠d6 induces specific interactions that are not well described in
the theoretical spectra due to either shortcomings in the applied level of theory or the
lack in modeling of explicit interactions. On the other hand, the sample concentration
is very low and therefore small enantiomeric excess and/or other contaminations are
also reasonable causes for the large disagreement.
Figure 5.6: VCD spectra 3,5-dibromocytisine - experimental (below) and calculated
(1R,5S)-5 (upper).
The spectrum is nonetheless useful to illustrate how our method performs in these
circumstances. Figure 5.6 shows that some absorption bands are entirely absent in
the experiment with respect to the calculation. As a consequence, there is insuÖcient
reference signal to allow a coherent band numbering in the spectra and, hence, to
conduct a manual AC assignment. From Table 5.1, we see that R (VCD)calc,exp is extremely
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low (4.5%). The significance of this value P = 13.79% indicates, as expected, that this
value is entirely non-robust. This value was obtained using a set of 25000 spectra with
16 bands in the 1600-1100 cm≠1 wave length region. For each spectrum obtained by
randomly assigning a frequency and a diÄerential absorption to each band, the similarity
with respect to the original computed spectrum and the experimental spectrum is
computed and the entire set of these similarities is plotted - see Figure 5.7. The graph
exhibits a rather circular distribution of the data-points with many randomly generated
spectra having a higher similarity with respect to experiment. Any assignment based
on the computed spectrum is therefore considered highly non-robust.
Figure 5.7: Randomization plot 3,5-dibromocytisine - R (VCD)x,exp versus R
(VCD)
x,calc scat-
ter diagram. The same formatting was used as in Figure 5.4.
Note, that in Figure 5.8 a small deviation from normality is observed. This is caused
by the fact that there appears to be some homogenous negative absorption spread over
the range 1200-1600 cm≠1 in the experimental spectrum. As a result, there is always
some overlap in this region and hence a certain degree of similarity. The latter broadens
the distribution of R (VCD)x,exp and renders the P -value less accurate. Yet, since R
(VCD)
calc,exp is
very low, the error on P , which is caused by the deviation from normality, is considered
negligible. Between the straightforward assignment for 1 and the problematic one for
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Figure 5.8: R (VCD)x,exp distribution 3,5-dibromocytisine - The histogram obtained for
R (VCD)x,exp (blue points). The range is divided in bins of 1%. The normal distribution obtained
from the mean and standard deviation is represented in red.
5, there remains a wide range where intermediate similarities would be best checked
for their robustness. The similarity is rather not taken as a single number but attached
to it should be a randomization plot. If that testifies that the similarity is insuÖciently
robust, any further conclusions, or for that matter use of e.g., CompareVOA, becomes
problematic.
For all compounds 1-12, the mean of the normal distributions ÈR (VCD)x,exp Í deviates
no more than 0.2% from zero which makes the distribution well centered at the origin.
Table 5.1 includes the standard deviation s (VCD)x,exp of these distributions. Note that
depending on the compound, s (VCD)x,exp varies over a range of nearly 5%. If 3s
(VCD)
x,exp is taken
as the approximated 99% significance level then the same robustness is obtained for
similarities varying up to 15%. Larger variation is expected depending on the spectral
range or other molecules being considered. The latter illustrates that simple rules to
obtain significance levels are not transferable and can be misleading. It is therefore
important to address the robustness of the similarity for each spectrum individually.
As was stressed already above, it is important to note that an algorithm like Com-
pareVOA serves a diÄerent purpose than the robustness of the similarity as introduced
here. CompareVOA allows users of VCD to establish how good a VCD based assign-
ment is within a database of successful and confirmed correct assignments. To that end
it uses similarity measures albeit for both the supposedly correct assignment and the
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Table 5.1: Summary of numerical results and comparison with CompareVOA -
the CL-value is generated by CompareVOA, all other values are obtained with the present
routine. The used wavenumber range was 1500-1000 cm≠1, except for 5 where 1600-1100
cm≠1 was used.
Manual no ‡ R (IR)calc,exp R
(VCD)
calc,exp K sx,exp P CL
AC conf. (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
1 yes 9 0.972 91.9 83.2 37 20.6 99.99 99
2 yes 13 0.970 81.2 62.3 43 20.8 99.93 99
3 yes 13 0.968 88.1 64.3 46 19.1 99.98 99
4 yes 4 0.964 86.7 56.5 19 19.8 99.62 96
5 no 4 0.998 47.7 4.5 16 20.2 13.79 65
6 yes 4 0.978 91.9 67.2 22 21.3 99.39 99
7 yes 13 0.979 91.0 60.3 26 17.9 99.30 96
8 yes 11 0.974 88.1 70.4 29 18.2 99.94 99
9 yes 8 0.975 77.0 78.6 26 21.3 99.96 99
10 yes 4 0.980 93.1 76.1 21 22.3 99.83 99
11 yes 4 0.980 92.1 53.0 21 19.7 97.28 94
12 yes 4 0.980 91.3 78.4 20 21.5 99.95 99
wrong one. The present algorithm establishes whether the similarity is robust. There
does, however, appear a qualitative link. If the original computed spectrum clearly has
a higher similarity with the experimental spectrum than any of the random spectra, it
usually has a higher confidence level. Table 5.1 shows that the CL-values obtained from
CompareVOA and the presently calculated statistical significance P are indeed in qual-
itative agreement. The manual AC assignments presented here show that both methods
are consistent. A similar qualitative agreement of CompareVOA and statistical meth-
ods was reported by Shen and co-workers137 as well. Note in Table 5.1, however, that
there are some diÄerences between P and CL worth mentioning. For compounds 4 and
7 the CL-value equals 96%, whereas the robustness P exceeds 99%. From the latter one
concludes that less than 1 on every 100 random spectra would have a higher similarity
with respect to the experiment. The CL-value, however, indicates that according to the
CompareVOA database, insuÖcient correct assignments have been performed for the
obtained similarity values. Due to the database size dependency of CompareVOA, it is
recommended to determine the robustness as well.
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5.5 Conclusion and outlook
A new computational algorithm has been proposed to determine the robustness of vi-
brational circular dichroism (VCD) based absolute configuration (AC) assignments for
chiral molecules. Inspired by randomization tests, which are employed for model vali-
dation in quantitative structure-activity relationship studies, a 2D-plot is constructed
that illustrates how well the similarity between a computed and an experimental VCD
spectrum can be distinguished from the similarity obtained with random spectra. Based
on sound statistics, a measure for the robustness of a similarity value has been pro-
posed. The novel approach was tested on a set of quinolizidine alkaloids and has proven
to be supportive with respect to the identification of both correct and incorrect AC
assignments. The standard deviation of the normal distributions for these compounds
diÄers across the set of molecules and shows that the minimal similarity required to
reach a certain significance level is not transferable among spectra. In order to avoid
misinterpretation of similarity values it is thus recommended to address their robustness
for each experimental VCD spectrum individually as in the present study.
Our technique has several advantages. It is readily applicable to both rigid and flexi-
ble molecules and over any wavenumber range as long as the statistics can be expressed
using normal distributions. The method is in principle extendable to other chiropti-
cal techniques such as ECD, ROA or even dissymmetry factor spectra. The algorithm
does not require an experimental database unlike CompareVOA, yet serves a diÄerent
purpose. Whereas CompareVOA verifies wether or not correct AC assignments have
been performed for the same similarity values on other molecular systems within the
database, the present method addresses the robustness of the similarity value. As a
result, each approach can be used separately but they also complement one another.
When a similarity is found to be non-robust, a further CompareVOA analysis is deemed
unreliable. When, on the other hand, a similarity is highly robust, the absolute sim-
ilarity is usually quite high and should therefore lead to a high confidence level in
CompareVOA.
More challenging molecules with higher conformational flexibility will be addressed
in the near future in order to further validate and/or perhaps refine the technique.
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6AC validation for challenging
assignments
6.1 Introduction
Whereas the previous chapter served as an initial study on the validation for VCD-
assigned ACs by determining the robustness of similarity measures and by performing
a randomization test, the present chapter contains a more thorough analysis of the
method using more challenging molecules. In order to be useful in the VOA commu-
nity, the method should be applicable to flexible molecules of biological interest as well.
The piperidine ring is an abundant component in a large variety of biologically active
natural products,159,160 and therefore oÄers a representative test case. The quinolizide
alkaloids treated in the previous chapter contained at least 2 piperidine-moieties each,
yet the methylene bridge limited the flexibility of these molecules and drastically re-
duced the possible error on the calculated conformational geometries. The higher the
number of rotatable bonds and hence the number of stable conformers, the more dif-
ficult VCD analyses become as dissolved geometries may substantially diÄer from gas-
phase structures and the errors on the conformer populations inherent to approximate
DFT118,119 become more prominent. It is thus of interest to see whether the randomiza-
tion test is able to provide computational support for such challenging stereochemical
VCD characterizations as well. In the present chapter we address chiral molecules with
a piperidine moiety, yet with higher conformational degrees of freedom, thus represent-
ing a large family of pharmacologically interesting compounds. These molecules include
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(see Figure 6.1):
• (2S,3R)-1-benzyl-2-(4-methoxyphenyl)piperidin-3-yl acetate (13)
• (2S,3S)-1-benzyl-2-(4-methoxyphenyl)piperidin-3-yl acetate (14)
• (3S,5R)-1-benzyl-5-chloro-N,N-divinylpiperidin-3-amine (15)
• N-((3S,5R)-1-benzyl-5-chloropiperidin-3-yl)acetamide (16)
• tert-butyl ((3S,5R)-1-benzyl-5-chloropiperidin-3-yl)carbamate (17)
• (3R,5R)-1-benzyl-3-((tert-butyldimethylsilyl)oxy)-5-fluoropiperidine (18)
• (3R,5R)-1,3-dibenzyl-5-(benzyloxy)-3-fluoropiperidine (19)
• (3S,5R)-1,3-dibenzyl-5-(benzyloxy)-3-fluoropiperidine (20)
• (S)-1,3-dibenzyl-3-fluoropiperidine (21)
• (R)-1,3-dibenzyl-3-fluoroazepane (22)
The products are synthesized from optically active prolinol derivatives as outlined else-
where.161 The methodology employed is identical to the one employed in Section 5.2.
For these compounds, some calculations show large discrepancies with respect to the
measured VCD spectra. This will lead to robustness levels considerably below 100%.
A comparison will be done between the significance level P of the present routine and
the confidence level (CL) from CompareVOA128 on the one hand, and the manual AC
assignment on the other.
6.2 Experimental and computational details
IR and VCD spectra were recorded on a BioTools dual-PEM ChiralIR-2X spectrom-
eter. The PEMs were optimized for 1400 cm≠1 and a resolution of 4 cm≠1 was used
throughout. The path length of the cell equipped with BaF2 windows is 100 µm. The
piperidine-derivatives 13, 15 and 17-21 were investigated in solutions of ca. 4.1, 8.4,
4.6, 7.9, 7.5, 7.5 and 12.3 in 0.1 mL of CDCl3, respectively. Azepane-derivative 22 was
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Figure 6.1: Flexible structures - Molecules 13-21 are piperidine ring containing com-
pounds, 22 is an azepane derivative.
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measured in a solution of 8.4 mg in 0.1 mL CDCl3. Compounds 14 and 16 were mea-
sured in ca. 3.6 mg in 0.1 mL of CCl4 and ca. 4.1 mg in 0.1 mL of CD2Cl4. Baseline
corrections were introduced using the spectra of the solvent throughout.
Initial geometries for the conformations studied were obtained using the MMFF94,157
Sybyl162 and MMFF94S158 molecular mechanics force fields. Boltzmann weighted IR
and VCD spectra were computed using Gaussian09116 at the B3LYP/6-31G*, B3LYP/
PCM/ 6-31G*, and ÊB97XD/PCM/6-31G* levels, with PCM (Polarizable Continuum
Model) referring to the standard self-consistent reaction field model used to account
for solute-solvent interactions.163–165 Calculations at the B3PW91/6-31G* level are also
taken into account for 14, 16 and 21. For each geometry obtained, the nature of the
stationary point was confirmed by analyzing the number of imaginary frequencies. The
number of conformers included in the total Boltzmann weighted spectra is listed in
Tables 6.1 and 6.2.
As before, random VCD spectra are generated by randomly positioningK Lorentzian
broadened absorption bands (full width at half maximum of 10 cm≠1) with a random
sign and intensity within the wavenumber region of interest, namely 1500-1000 cm≠1.
The only parameter not chosen at random is the number of bands K, which is ex-
tracted from the computed spectra after scaling the absorption frequencies. The used
K is given for each compound in Tables 6.1 and 6.2.
6.3 Results and discussion
In order to analyze whether the computed statistical significance P is a valuable aid
for troublesome AC assignments, first a manual assignment is performed. The visual
agreement is divided into 3 classes. Class 1 refers to an indisputable match between
experiment and theory without significant discrepancies. The second class, on the other
hand, indicates that even though a few substantial anomalies occur, an AC assignment
is nonetheless deemed possible. The last and third class is used when no AC assignment
can be performed. The division in classes may rely to some extent on subjectivity, but
allows to illustrate how the VCD randomization test can aid with the AC assignment.
Obviously, most AC analyses will be assigned to class 2. For these cases particularly, a
robustness level is most needed. As a consequence, the best obtained VCD spectra are
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usually not presented here, since the ones with important diÄerences with respect to
the experiment are most enlightening.
For each analysis, no deviations from normality for the R (VCD)x,exp distribution were
observed. Disregarding small variations caused by the random process used for gener-
ating artificial spectra, the calculated statistical significance P is fully accurate. The
results are gathered in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. Note that the CL generated by the Com-
pareVOA algorithm is also provided. As the present routine and CompareVOA use
entirely diÄerent approaches, a comparison between them is particularly informative.
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Let us first consider the class 1 visual agreement (Tables 6.1 and 6.2). Here, no major
anomalies are observed and hence an unambiguous AC determination can be performed.
As expected, both P and CL values are consistent with the manual AC class, yielding
values equal or close to 100%. Compounds 13, 15 and 19 can be assigned using B3LYP
or B3LYP/PCM. In addition to these computational methods, the AC of molecules 18
and 20 can also be determined using ÊB97XD/PCM.
Class 2 is more interesting because even though most bands can be assigned, large
discrepancies are present. For such cases it is highly desirable to know how robust the
observed agreement is. A selection of cases that highlight the complementarity between
the present routine and CompareVOA will be presented.
Using the ÊB97XD/PCM spectrum (Figure 6.2), for example, the AC of compound
13 can be determined manually even though a few substantial diÄerences occur. A
major anomaly is the large peak inversion at 1260 cm≠1. The latter renders the AC
assignment disputable. P and CL values are 96.33 and 74%, respectively. The former
indicates that there is only a 3.67% chance of generating a better VCD spectrum than
ÊB97XD/PCM purely at random. The 74% confidence obtained from CompareVOA
points out that relatively few successful assignments in the database have been per-
formed for the same similarity values as the ones obtained here. The CL-value therefore
urges the user to carefully check the manual assignment. A similar conclusion can be
drawn from the randomization plot for ÊB97XD/PCM-13 (Table 6.3). Despite of the
band inversion, the remaining matching bands allow to assign the AC manually. The
significance P appears to support this conclusion suÖciently.
Compound 14 is the diastereomer of 13 and a comparison between the ÊB97XD/PCM
VCD spectrum and experiment is shown in Figure 6.3. Most characteristic features are
reproduced reasonably well, yet the experimental VCD spectrum of 14 exhibits noise
and raises the question whether the agreement is generated by random oscillations.
The P and CL confidence measures are 97.72 and 98%, respectively. Although both
indicate that an unambiguous AC-determination for 14 can be performed, they again
have diÄerent interpretations. Since the P -measure compares the performance of the
computed VCD spectrum with that of random VCD spectra, it also reflects whether
the obtained similarity is a product of noise (which has a random character). The high
P -value thus points out that the observed agreement is unlikely generated by chance.
The CL measure, on the other hand, merely verifies whether successful AC assignments
98
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have been performed for the same similarity values irrespective of whether the observed
agreement could arise from noise.
Figure 6.2: VCD spectra compound 13 - Experimental (below) and calculated
(2S,3R)-13 (upper) VCD spectra.
Whereas for 15 the visual agreement for the B3LYP and B3LYP/PCM calculations
was assigned to class 1, the ÊB97XD/PCM VCD spectrum (Figure 6.4) exhibits several
discrepancies. These occur in the 1425-1500 cm≠1, the 1180-1200 cm≠1 and the 1085-
1110 cm≠1 wavenumber regions. P and CL equal 96.84 and 99%, respectively. The
latter indicates that AC assignments in the database have been performed correctly
with the obtained similarity-values. The randomization plot (Table 6.3), however, shows
that randomly generated spectra are able to outperform the computed spectrum with
respect to the similarity with experiment. The significance level P thus appears very
valuable in addition to CompareVOA as it determines whether the similarity value and
hence also the CL-value are robust.
Important diÄerences can be observed between the results for P calculated using
the present routine and the CL measure from CompareVOA. Note that CL equals 71%
for the ÊB97XD/PCM spectrum of 19 (Figure 6.5) whereas the visual agreement is
assigned to class 3, hence not allowing to adequately determine the AC of the compound
99
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Figure 6.3: VCD spectra compound 14 - Experimental (below) and calculated (2S,3S)-
14 (upper) VCD spectra.
(no band numbering was performed). The R (VCD)calc,exp-value equals -6.2% and is considered
extremely low. Therefore, the value for CL seems overestimated, which may be caused
by an insuÖciently large database. Nonetheless, it seems illogical to extend the database
in such low-similarity regions because robust AC assignments based on such values
are very unlikely. In that sense, it is appropriate to determine the robustness of the
similarity prior to a CompareVOA-analysis. Indeed, the significance level P associated
with the R (VCD)calc,exp-value equals 21.90% rendering the CL-value unreliable. This also
becomes clear by considering that the CL-value for the ÊB97XD/PCM calculation of
13 belonging to class 2 equals 74% (see above) and is not so much diÄerent from the
CL obtained for the class 3 assignment of ÊB97XD/PCM-19. The robustness level P
seems to distinguish these cases more consistently with the manual AC assignments.
A final interesting case is the ÊB97XD/PCM calculation for 22 (Figure 6.6). As
one can see, there are very large discrepancies with respect to the measured spectrum,
comprising several peak inversions (at 1060, 1150, 1290 and 1455 cm≠1). Based on the
visual agreement, the quality would be assigned to either class 2 or 3. Giving the benefit
of the doubt as a researcher could naively proceed, the AC is eventually allocated
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Figure 6.4: VCD spectra compound 15 - Experimental (below) and calculated
(3S,5R)-15 (upper) VCD spectra.
Figure 6.5: VCD spectra compound 19 - Experimental (below) and calculated
(3R,5R)-19 (upper) VCD spectra.
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to class 2 (see Table 6.2). The confidence measures P and CL yield values equal to
78.97 and 67%, respectively. The former indicates that one on every 5 random spectra
would outperform the ÊB97XD/PCM spectrum with respect to the VCD measurement.
Whether an AC assignment can be performed based on this calculation is hence very
questionable. In this case, CL is consistent with the finding and is even less supportive
with respect to the AC.
Figure 6.6: VCD spectra compound 22 - Experimental (below) and calculated (R)-22
(upper) VCD spectra.
Randomization plots for all methods except B3PW91 are shown in Tables 6.3 to 6.5.
From these plots a clear diÄerentiation can be made between robust assignments where
none or few random spectra have higher similarity with respect to the experiment than
the computed VCD spectrum, and non-robust assignments where many random spectra
are better than the computed one. There is a gradational evolution between these two
extremes.
6.4 Conclusions
We found that the randomization test and statistical significance P can be success-
fully applied for the VCD spectra of conformationally flexible and biologically active
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molecules. The confidence level (CL) calculated by CompareVOA using a database of
AC assignments was found to be in qualitative agreement with P although substantial
diÄerences were also observed. The value of P appeared more consistent with the man-
ual AC assignments. Moreover, its applicability can be confirmed by verifying whether
the R (VCD)x,exp data set is normally distributed and hence has an internal check-up proce-
dure. For an experimental database as in CompareVOA, on the other hand, it is hard
to determine whether its size is suÖciently large in order to be generally applicable.
It is therefore recommended to first evaluate the robustness of the R (VCD)calc,exp-similarity
prior to a CompareVOA analysis.
The randomization plots were proven to be valuable with respect to visualizing the
robustness of VCD-based AC assignments.
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Table 6.3: Randomization plots for compounds 13-16. - Blue datapoints represent
random spectra. The red diamond represents the calculated spectrum, which has a 100%
similarity with respect to itself and a similarity of R (VCD)calc,exp with respect to the experiment.
The black line is obtained by orthogonal regression. The area between the green lines
contains 99% of the datapoints.
B3LYP/6-31G* B3LYP/PCM/6-31G* ÊB97XD/PCM/6-31G*
13
14
15
16
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Table 6.4: Randomization plots for compounds 17-20. - The same formatting is
used as in Table 6.3
B3LYP/6-31G* B3LYP/PCM/6-31G* ÊB97XD/PCM/6-31G*
17
18
19
20
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Table 6.5: Randomization plots for compounds 21-22. - The same formatting is
used as in Table 6.3
B3LYP/6-31G* B3LYP/PCM/6-31G* ÊB97XD/PCM/6-31G*
21
22
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Part III
Momentum Space
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7Theory of Momentum Space
The present chapter concerns the calculation of momentum space distributions. Even
though there is a large isomorphism between position and momentum spaces rendering
some expressions familiar, the actual density distributions are quite diÄerent. Therefore,
several momentum space properties are illustrated for the H2-molecule calculated at
the CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory. The bond length was set to 0.731 588 055 A˚.
7.1 Wavefunctions
In Section 2.1.1, it was discussed how electronic wavefunctions are obtained within
the Born-Oppenheimer approximation by solving the Schro¨dinger equation in position
(r) space. There are three ways for obtaining the momentum (p) space wavefunction
of which two are direct and one indirect. The first direct approach is to replace the
position operator x in the Hamiltonian by i”/”px and solve the resulting diÄerential
equation. This approach is very complicated because the potential energy needs to be
expressed in momentum operators as well. The H-atom, however, could be solved this
way.166 The second direct approach is to Fourier transform the Schro¨dinger equation
yielding an integral equation. The H and He atoms were solved using this method,46,47
but also polyatomic one-electron systems.48,49 Since computational methods are much
more advanced in r space, the most popular method for obtaining momentum space
wavefunctions is by using the indirect method, which is based on the Dirac-Jordan
statistical transformation theory.27,31 In this approach the p space wavefunction Ó is
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obtained from its r space analogue Ô using a Fourier transform:
Ó (y1,y2 . . .yN) = (2ﬁ)
≠ 3N2
⁄
Ô (x1,x2 . . .xN) e
≠i
#qN
k=1 pk·rk
$
dr1dr2 . . . drN (7.1)
Here, xk and yk represent the position-spin coordinates (rk,Êk) and the momentum-
spin coordinates (pk,Êk) of electron k, respectively. N is the number of electrons.
7.2 Electron densities
The r space first-order reduced density matrix is expressed as:
‰
!
x,x Õ
"
= N
⁄
Ôú (x,x2 . . .xN)Ô
!
x Õ,x2 . . .xN
"
dx2 . . . dxN (7.2)
Analogously in p space this becomes:
Î
!
y,y Õ
"
= N
⁄
Óú (y,y2 . . .yN)Ó
!
y Õ,y2 . . .yN
"
dy2 . . . dyN (7.3)
When the spin is not of interest it can be traced out yielding the following expressions
in r and p space respectively:92
‰
!
r, r Õ
"
= N
⁄
‰
!
x,x Õ
"
”
!
‡ ≠ ‡Õ" d‡d‡ Õ (7.4)
Î
!
p,p Õ
"
= N
⁄
Î
!
y,y Õ
"
”
!
‡ ≠ ‡Õ" d‡d‡ Õ (7.5)
These spin-traced first-order reduced densities are related by a six-dimensional Fourier
transform:
Î
!
p,p Õ
"
= (2ﬁ)≠3
⁄
‰
!
r, r Õ
"
e≠i(p·r≠p
Õ·r Õ)dr dr Õ (7.6)
The diagonals of Eqs. (7.4) and (7.5) correspond to physically meaningful probability
distributions. Hence, by setting r = r Õ in Eq. (7.4) one obtains the position space
electron charge density ﬂ(r):
ﬂ(r) = ‰ (r, r) = N
⁄
|Ô|2 d (r≠ r1) dx1dx2 . . . dxN (7.7)
Setting p = p Õ in Eq. (7.5) analogously yields the electron momentum density Î (p):
Î(p) = Î (p,p) = N
⁄
|Ó|2 d (p≠ p1) dy1dy2 . . . dyN (7.8)
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It must be stressed that these position and momentum densities (Eqs. (7.7) and (7.8))
are not related by a Fourier transformation. Even though the Hohenberg-Kohn theo-
rem167 declares that ﬂ(r) determines all properties of the ground state system (including
the Î(p)-distribution), there is no known route for obtaining Eq. (7.8) from Eq. (7.7).
As a result, both distributions provide complementary perspectives on electronic struc-
ture. Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that research is ongoing with respect to
obtaining electron momentum properties from the position density ﬂ(r).168
7.2.1 Properties
Within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the nuclei are at rest and are hence
located at fixed positions and have zero momentum. Consequently, Î(p) is an intrinsic
one-center distribution. Due to the micro-reversibility principle, the exact momentum
distribution of atoms and molecules for bound states must be symmetric under time
reversal. Because of its mono-centeredness, this results in inversion symmetry:29
Î(p) = Î(≠p) (7.9)
The inversion symmetry of electron momentum densities straightforwardly validates
the at-rest condition inherent to the Born-Oppenheimer approximation:
⁄
p Î(p)dp = 0 (7.10)
When the molecule exhibits inversion symmetry, ﬂ(r) and Î(p) will belong to the same
point group. If this is not the case and the symmetry of ﬂ(r) corresponds to the Gn
point group, then Î(p) will belong to Gn ¢ Ci.92
An example of the momentum density is shown for H2 in Figure 7.1. The distri-
bution clearly exhibits a vertical elongation and shows that electrons preferably move
perpendicular to the bond direction, which is aligned with the horizontal z-axis. The
H2 molecule therefore illustrates the bond directionality principle discussed in Sec-
tion 1.2.1. Figure 7.1 also exemplifies the bond oscillation principle.30 This means that
there are oscillations occurring in the direction of the bond at low densities. These
patterns relate to the geometry of the system, more specifically the H2 bond length.
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Figure 7.1: Î(p)-distribution for H2 - Contour plot for the py-pz plane containing
the origin. The bond coincides with the z-axis, which is oriented horizontally. Lines are
drawn for the following isovalues: 0.000001; 0.00001; 0.00005; 0.0001; 0.00025; 0.0005; 0.001;
0.0025; 0.00625; 0.0125; 0.025; 0.05; 0.1; 0.2; 0.4; 0.6; 0.8; 1.0; 1.1.
7.2.2 Computation
Using wavefunctions built from a one-particle basis set, the spectral expansion becomes:
‰
!
r, r Õ
"
=
ÿ
k
⁄kÂ
ú
k
!
r Õ
"
Âk (r) (7.11)
where ⁄k represents the occupation numbers of the natural orbitals Âk (r). Inserting
Eq. (7.11) in Eq. (7.6) and changing the order of the summation and the integration
yields:
Î
!
p,p Õ
"
=
ÿ
k
⁄k„
ú
k
!
p Õ
"
„k (p) (7.12)
in which the p space natural orbitals „k (p) are given by the Fourier transform of the
r space naturals:
„k (p) = (2ﬁ)
≠3/2
⁄
Âk (r) e≠ip·rdr (7.13)
Note that there is a clear isomorphism between the r and p space Eqs. (7.11) and (7.12).
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Expanding the r space natural orbitals in a limited basis set ‰1 (r) ,‰2 (r) . . .‰n (r)
with n the number of basis functions, one obtains:
Âk (r) =
nÿ
j=1
‰j (r)Cjk (7.14)
with Cjk the expansion coeÖcients. As Fourier transformation is a linear operation, the
p space naturals are obtained in an analogous fashion:
„k (p) =
nÿ
j=1
Êj (p)Cjk (7.15)
where Êj (p) represents the Fourier transformed ‰j (r) basis function:
Êj (p) = (2ﬁ)≠3/2
⁄
‰j (r) e≠ip·rdr (7.16)
The electron momentum density Î (p) is then obtained by inserting Eq. (7.15) into
Eq. (7.12) and by setting p = p Õ:
Î (p) =
nÿ
i,j
Pij Ê
ú
j (p)Êi (p) (7.17)
where Pij is an element of the real density matrix in the Ê basis:
Pij =
nÿ
k
⁄kCikC
ú
jk (7.18)
In the present work, Gaussian type orbitals were used. The r space basis function ‰j (r)
is thus expressed as a summation of Gaussian type primitives ÷s (r):
‰j (r) =
nprimÿ
s=1
÷s (r) bsj (7.19)
where bsj are the real expansion coeÖcients of the basis function in raw (non-normalized)
Gaussian type primitives and nprim is the number of primitives. Inserting Eq. (7.19)
in Eq. (7.16) and making use of the Fourier transformation being a linear operation
yields:
Êj (p) =
nprimÿ
s=1
÷ˆs (p) bsj (7.20)
where ÷ˆs (p) is the p space Gaussian type primitive:
÷ˆs (p) = (2ﬁ)≠3/2
⁄
÷j (r) e≠ip·rdr (7.21)
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The raw r space Gaussian type primitive ÷s (r) can be written as a product of three
one-dimensional raw primitives:
÷s (r) = (x≠Ax,s)m (y ≠Ay,s)n (z ≠Az,s)o e≠–||r≠As||2
= ÷s,x (x) .÷s,y (y) .÷s,z (z) (7.22)
As = {Ax,s, Ay,s, Az,s} represents the position vector to the point where the primitive
is centered. The integers m, n and o characterize the type of the Gaussian function
together with the real –-exponent. The p space primitive ÷ˆs (p) can then be rewritten
similar to r space by inserting Eq. (7.22) into Eq. (7.21):
÷ˆs (p) = ÷ˆs,x (px) .÷ˆs,y (py) .÷ˆs,z (pz) (7.23)
where the one-dimensional raw Gaussian type primitives are obtained as:
÷ˆs,x (px) = (2ﬁ)≠1/2
⁄
÷s,x (x) e≠ipx.xdx (7.24)
The raw one-dimensional position and momentum space primitives for type m = 0 to
4 are shown in Table 7.1. Note that the momentum space primitives can be imaginary
in contrast to their real r space counterparts.
Inserting Eq. (7.20) into Eq. (7.17) yields the momentum density expressed in primi-
tives:
Î (p) =
nprimÿ
s,t
Qst ÷ˆ
ú
s (p) ÷ˆt (p) (7.25)
where Qst is an element of the density matrix in the basis of primitives:
Qst =
nÿ
i,j
búsjPijbti (7.26)
Î (p) is a real distribution even though the primitives can be imaginary. This can be
shown as follows. First, the primitives are written with the exponential factor containing
the position vector of the primitive center explicitly:
÷ˆs (p) = Ÿs (p) e≠ip·As (7.27)
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Inserting the above expression into Eq. (7.25) yields:
Î (p) =
nprimÿ
s,t
Qst Ÿ
ú
s (p)Ÿt (p) e
≠ip·(As≠At) (7.28)
=
1
2
nprimÿ
s,t
Qst Ÿ
ú
s (p)Ÿt (p) e
≠ip·(As≠At)
+
1
2
nprimÿ
t,s
Qts Ÿ
ú
t (p)Ÿs (p) e
≠ip·(At≠As) (7.29)
=
1
2
nprimÿ
s,t
Qst
Ë
Ÿús (p)Ÿt (p) e
≠ip·(As≠At) + Ÿút (p)Ÿs (p) e
≠ip·(At≠As)
È
(7.30)
where the property of Q being a symmetric matrix has been used. The latter implies
that Qst = Qts. The primitive Ÿs (p) can be written as a general complex function:
Ÿs (p) = Re (Ÿs) + i Im (Ÿs)
Ÿús (p) = Re (Ÿs)≠ i Im (Ÿs)
and likewise for Ÿt (p). By using the Euler formula eix = cosx + i sinx, one can then
rewrite Eq. (7.30) as follows:
Î (p) =
nprimÿ
s,t
Qst
Ë
cos [p · (As ≠At)] (Re (Ÿs)Re (Ÿt) + Im (Ÿs) Im (Ÿt))
+ sin [p · (As ≠At)] (Im (Ÿs)Re (Ÿt)≠ Re (Ÿs) Im (Ÿt))
È
(7.31)
The above expression shows that the electron momentum density is indeed a real prop-
erty. Moreover, the overlap of p space Gaussian type primitives originating from diÄer-
ent position centers results in trigonometric functions. These cause a diÄraction pattern
parallel to the direction of the line connecting them and so reflect the origin of the bond
oscillation principle (see Section 7.2.1).
7.3 Isotropic momentum distributions
Often isotropic distributions are investigated because gas phase experiments yield re-
sults that are averaged over all orientations of the target molecule. Moreover, these
distributions relate to several momentum properties as well (see moments of momen-
tum, Section 7.5) and are compared to 3-dimensional distributions also easy to visualize.
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Table 7.1: Raw one-dimensional Gaussian type primitives in r and p space -
normalization has been omitted.
k ÷x (x) ÷ˆx (px)
0 e≠–(x≠Ax)
2
(2–)≠1/2 e≠p2x/4–≠ipx.Ax
1 (x≠Ax) e≠–(x≠Ax)2 ≠i (2–)≠3/2 pxe≠p2x/4–≠ipx.Ax
2 (x≠Ax)2 e≠–(x≠Ax)2 ≠12 (2–)≠3/2
1
p2x
– ≠ 2
2
e≠p2x/4–≠ipx.Ax
3 (x≠Ax)3 e≠–(x≠Ax)2 i2 (2–)≠5/2 px
1
p2x
– ≠ 6
2
e≠p2x/4–≠ipx.Ax
4 (x≠Ax)4 e≠–(x≠Ax)2 14 (2–)≠5/2
1
p4x
–2 ≠ 12p
2
x
– + 12
2
e≠p2x/4–≠ipx.Ax
The spherically averaged momentum density is expressed as:
Î0(p) =
1
4ﬁ
⁄ 2ﬁ
0
⁄ ﬁ
0
Î(p) sin ◊ d◊ d„ (7.32)
Calculation of Î0(p) in the present work was performed using home-written routines
and relies on the evaluation of spherical Bessel functions as outlined by Thakkar and
Sharma.169 A distribution closely related to Eq. (7.32) is the radial momentum density
I0(p):
I0(p) = (4ﬁ) p2Î0(p) (7.33)
Î0(p) and I0(p) are shown for H2 in Figure 7.2. Clearly, a significant amount of infor-
mation is lost with respect to the non-averaged Î(p) distribution in Figure 7.1.
The isotropic Compton profile J 0(q) is related to the above equations as:
J 0(q) =
1
2
⁄ Œ
|q|
p≠1I0(p)dp = 2ﬁ
⁄ Œ
|q|
p Î0(p)dp (7.34)
It can be extracted from gas phase Compton scattering experiments under the validity
of the impulse approximation. The latter assumes that the incident photon or particle
has a much higher energy than the binding energy of the target electron. Only then
does collision result in a clean momentum transfer with the target electron, allowing
to treat it as a free electron with the same momentum.
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Figure 7.2: Î0(p) and I0(p)-distributions for H2 - spherically averaged electron mo-
mentum density (blue) and radial momentum density (red).
7.4 Directional Compton profiles
In contrast to gas phase experiments, Compton scattering for solid state systems al-
lows to probe the anisotropic features of the full, 3-dimensional Î(p)-distribution. The
directional Compton profile parallel to the z-axis, for example, is expressed as:
Jz(pz) =
⁄
Î(px, py, pz)dpxdpy (7.35)
and analogously for Jx(px) and Jy(py). The momentum density is integrated over a
plane perpendicular to the scattering vector, which is parallel to the respective coor-
dinate axis. Even though information contained in the total Î(p)-distribution is also
lost upon cylindrical averaging, directional Compton profiles are far more valuable than
isotropic ones. This is reflected in Figure 7.3, showing the Jy(p) and Jz(p)-distributions
for H2. Even though diÄerences between such distributions can be subtle, they allow to
identify preferential directions in which electrons move. In Figure 7.4, for example, the
diÄerence is taken between two directional Compton profiles, namely Jy(p) and Jz(p).
Such diÄerences are known as Compton profile anisotropy distributions. The signature
of the distribution in Figure 7.4 suggests that there is a preference for momenta to
be perpendicular to the bond direction. The fact that the Î(p) distribution for H2
exhibits the bond directionality principle is therefore reflected in the Compton profile
anisotropy.
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Figure 7.3: Jy(p) and Jz(p)-distributions for H2 - two diÄerent directional Compton
profiles. Jy(p) is shown in blue, Jz(p) in red.
Figure 7.4: Jz(p)-Jy(p) Compton profile anisotropy for H2 - the diÄerence of the
two directional Compton profiles shown in Figure 7.3.
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7.5 Moments of momentum
Any probability distribution can be characterized using moments, the momentum space
density is no exception. The moments of the electronic momentum density measure the
amount of momentum density in diÄerent p space regions and are defined as:
ÈpkÍ =
⁄
pk Î (p) dp = 4ﬁ
⁄ Œ
0
pk+2 Î0 (p) dp (7.36)
with k ranging from -2 to 4.170 Èp≠2Í has no straightforward physical meaning, although
it has been proposed that half of its reciprocal value resembles a pseudo-kinetic energy.55
The first negative moment equals twice the value of the isotropic Compton Profile at
zero momentum J 0(0). Èp0Í equals the number of electrons due to the normalization
condition:
Èp0Í =
⁄
Î (p) dp = N (7.37)
The positive moments of momentum also relate to meaningful quantities. While the
first positive moment of momentum Èp+1Í corresponds to the expectation value of mo-
mentum magnitude, the second positive moment of momentum Èp+2Í equals twice the
kinetic energy of the molecular system. The fourth moment Èp+4Í is proportional to
the kinetic energy correction due to relativistic eÄects. The moments of momentum
obtained for H2 are gathered in Table 7.2. Note that these values do not provide infor-
mation regarding the anisotropy of Î (p).
7.6 (e,2e) spectroscopy
Electron momentum spectroscopy or binary (e,2e) spectroscopy60,171–175 involves the
binary (e,2e) reaction for a fast electron impact ionization of a bound electron from a
molecule M at large momentum transfer. Denoting the incident, the scattered and the
Table 7.2: Moments of momentum for the H2 molecule - The moments summarize
the shape of the electron momentum density.
Èp≠2Í Èp≠1Í Èp0Í Èp1Í Èp2Í Èp3Í Èp4Í
8.0221 3.0566 2.0000 1.8617 2.3596 4.1988 11.8524
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ejected electron by e0, e1 and e2, respectively, the reaction can be written as follows:176
M+ e0 (E0,p0) ≠æ M+ + e1 (E1,p1) + e2 (E2,p2) (7.38)
with (E0,p0), (E1,p1) and (E2,p2) the kinetic energy and the momentum of the re-
spective electrons. The reaction is shown schematically in Figure 7.5.176 Under the
conditions that the impacting electron has a high energy (E0 > IP, with IP the ioniza-
tion potential or electron binding energy), symmetric scattering (E1 = E2 and ◊1 = ◊2),
and a maximal momentum transfer, the plane wave impulse approximation (PWIA)
is generally valid: the reaction being a single collision between the incoming and the
target electron, leaving the ion as a mere spectator. In the PWIA, the momentum p of
the ejected electron prior to knock-out is given by:
p =
C1
2p1 cos ◊ ≠ p0
22
+
3
2p1 sin ◊ sin
Ï
2
42D1/2
(7.39)
where Ï is the azimuthal angle and ◊ = ◊1 = ◊2 is the polar angle. Because of the
symmetric non-coplanar set-up one may write:
p1 = p2 =

2E1 (7.40)
due to the relation between kinetic energy and momentum in atomic units. Within the
PWIA, the diÄerential cross-section (the probability that a particle is scattered in a
particular direction) for randomly oriented gas-phase molecules is given by:176–178
‡EMS = C
⁄
|gn (Ê,p)|2 d (7.41)
s
d denotes that the spherical average is taken to account for the random orientation
of the target gas molecules. C is a factor describing the electron scattering process and
is essentially constant within the symmetric non-coplanar geometry.176 Ê and p are the
spin and momentum of the target electron prior to knock-out. gn (Ê,p) is the Fourier
transform of the r space Dyson orbital, which is given by:
gn (x) =
Ô
N
⁄
ÔN≠1n (x1,x2 . . .xN-1)Ô
N
0 (x1,x2 . . .xN-1,x) dx1dx2 . . . dxN-1 (7.42)
ÔN0 and Ô
N≠1
n are the N and N≠1 electron wavefunctions of the initial ground and final
ionized state of the target molecule, respectively. In summary, the EMS cross-section
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is essentially proportional to the spherical average of the square of the Dyson orbital
in momentum space.
By introducing the so-called target Hartree-Fock approximation, Eq. (7.41) can be
simplified as follows:
‡EMS = C
⁄
d
---„HFi (p)---2 (7.43)
where „HFi (p) is the one-electron canonical momentum space Hartree-Fock orbital
wavefunction, which of course does not include dynamic electron correlation. Within
this approximation, (e,2e) spectroscopy allows to measure the spherical average of ac-
tual orbitals.59,60,62
Alternatively, using density functional theory (DFT), one may introduce the target
Kohn-Sham approximation as well,179 which yields a similar equation:
‡EMS = C
⁄
d
---„KSi (p)---2 (7.44)
Here, „KSi (p) represents the i’th momentum space Kohn-Sham orbital wavefunction
and includes initial ground state electron correlation by means of the DFT exchange
correlation potential. In this respect, Kohn-Sham orbitals are considered as an approx-
imation of the Dyson orbital. Note, however, that no theory has ever proved that such
formal relationship exists.180
The experimental procedure for obtaining momentum distributions using EMS can
be summarized as follows.177 Individual orbitals are selected according to their binding
or ionization energies. Binding energy spectra are collected at a series of azimuthal
angles Ï. Momentum distributions as a function of these angles are obtained by de-
convolution of the binding energy spectra using Gaussian functions located at each
ionization energy. For each ionization process, the area of the fitted peak is plotted
as a function of momentum p, which is calculated from Ï using Eq. (7.39). The set
of areas as a function of momentum for a specific binding energy is referred to as an
experimental momentum profile. In order to compare with simulated momentum pro-
files, the cross-sections that are calculated using Eqs. (7.41), (7.43) and (7.44) need to
incorporate the fact that the experimental profile is obtained using a finite instrumen-
tal angular (or momentum) resolution arising from a finite collision region as well as
instrumental acceptance angles and response functions. This can be achieved using res-
olution folding techniques such as the Gaussian-weighted planar grid method of DuÄy
and co-workers.177,181
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Figure 7.5: Symmetric non-coplanar kinematics for the binary (e,2e) reaction in
electron momentum spectroscopy. - schematic diagram illustrating the kinematics of
an (e,2e) collision. Under the validity of the PWIA, the colliding electrons can be considered
essentially free with the resulting ion acting purely as a spectator.
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8Performance of DFT methods in
Momentum Space
The quality of momentum space electron densities obtained from a large array
of density functionals is investigated through careful numerical comparison with the
density obtained using reference CCSD calculations. Using a test set of 68 closed-shell
molecules in their ground state, and 77 diÄerent computational methods, including cou-
pled cluster, MP2 perturbation theory, Hartree-Fock and a total of 74 DFT functionals,
including long range corrected functionals, we confirm that DFT momentum densities
generally show poorer agreement with the reference than MP2 densities. The perfor-
mance of DFT functionals varies significantly with only 8 DFT functionals outperform-
ing Hartree-Fock with respect to electron momentum densities and their spherically
averaged counterparts.
8.1 Introduction
Quantum mechanics has no preference for the basis in which the wave function is
expressed and as a consequence one can equivalently opt for either a position repre-
sentation or a momentum representation.27 Although both are equivalent, there is a
Reprinted (adapted) with permission from (Performance of DFT Methods in Momentum Space:
Quantum Similarity Measures versus Moments of Momentum, J. Vandenbussche, G. Acke, P. Bult-
inck, Journal of Chemical Theory and Computation, 2013, 9, 3908-3916.). Copyright (2013) American
Chemical Society.
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clear bias towards the position representation, especially among chemists. The reason
is the familiarity of the majority of chemists with concepts deeply rooted in a (Born-
Oppenheimer) context of conformations, chirality, regioselectivity etc. This leads to the
fact that, however numerous momentum space based quantum chemical work, the num-
ber of such studies perishes in front of the number of papers that rely on the position
representation. The degree of awareness of the equivalence of both position and mo-
mentum spaces and the consequent requirement of computational methods to perform
well in both of them still needs to grow among many chemists.
Of prime interest in quantum chemistry are the electron density and density matri-
ces, again mostly expressed in position space. The p space counterpart of the r space
electron charge density ﬂ(r) is the electron momentum density Î(p), obtained from the
momentum space wave function Ó (y1,y2, . . . ,yN ) through:92
Î (p) = N
⁄
|Ó (y1,y2 . . .yN)|2 ” (p≠ p1) dy1dy2 . . . dyN (8.1)
where yk represent the momentum-spin coordinates (pk,Êk) of electron k and N is the
number of electrons.
There are several ways to obtain the momentum space wave function Ó (y1,y2, . . . ,yN ).
The most common approach is to first compute the position space wave function
Ô (x1,x2, . . . ,xN ) (with xk = (rk,Êk), the position-spin coordinates) and then Fourier
transform it,27 although the direct solution of quantum chemical equations, such as the
Hartree-Fock (HF) equations in momentum space, has also become tractable.182 This
study uses the most common and indirect, Fourier transform, route given by:92
Ó (y1,y2 . . .yN) = (2ﬁ)
≠ 3N2
⁄
Ô (x1,x2 . . .xN) e
≠i
#qN
k=1 pk·rk
$
dr1dr2 . . . drN (8.2)
Whereas for many chemists, ﬂ(r) and related quantities oÄer immediate insight, for
instance for the regioselectivity of chemical reactions, Î(p) reveals diÄerent information
in an often less intuitive way. First and most important, this is due to the fact that
Î(p) is a monocentric distribution. The lack of a nuclear centered framework requires a
totally diÄerent chain of thought to approach/recognize molecules. Second, the micro-
reversibility principle is met through the presence of an inversion center:29
Î (p) = Î (≠p) (8.3)
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Consequently Î(p) is a highly symmetric distribution. Due to this “collapsed” charac-
ter,91 the only remaining meaningful position related feature is the sense of direction,
which is preserved throughout the Fourier transformation in Eq. (8.2). Nonetheless,
Î(p) shows significant chemically interesting features, even beyond Compton Scat-
tering experiments where Î(p) plays the key role.183 This is attested, among others,
through momentum space quantum similarity studies.74,75,77,184
The performance of diÄerent quantum chemical methods is often assessed in terms
of their agreement with experiment or in terms of the agreement between expectation
values obtained with some computational technique compared to those obtained with a
high level method. Some landmark papers studying the performance of ab initio tech-
niques in momentum space have appeared. These studies by e.g. Hart and Thakkar88
and Miquel and de la Vega89 mainly relied on the comparison of moments of momentum
between ab initio methods with some advanced level of theory as reference. Alterna-
tively, in what is known as quantum similarity,185 the electron densities are compared
directly. The aim of the present study is to examine the performance of DFT methods
for generating momentum space electron densities through direct comparison between
the densities themselves with respect to the density obtained using a high level ab initio
method. To that end, the set of functionals considered is extended from the few used
in the previous works to a set containing functionals of all types used nowadays such
that a more general conclusion can be drawn on the DFT performance.
The paper is organized as follows. First an overview of previous work is presented
together with the present methodology, followed by the results and their discussion.
8.2 Methodology
We first discuss briefly the previously used approaches70,88,89,186,187 for describing the
performance of quantum chemical methods in momentum space, with emphasis on the
work by Hart and Thakkar88 and the work by Miguel and de la Vega.89
The topological features of Î(p) generated using diÄerent ab initio methods and/or
basis sets for one and the same molecule have been investigated in relatively few stud-
ies.42,70,87,186 This has proven quite intricate, mainly due to the complexity of com-
paring three-dimensional monocentric distributions with subtle features and the wide
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plethora of computational methods that is currently available. Consequently, compar-
isons are more commonly based on the spherically averaged electron momentum distri-
bution Î0(p), the radial momentum distribution89 or the isotropic Compton profile,,186
which are easy to visualize but where a large part of the original anisotropy of Î(p) is
lost.
The original anisotropy of Î(p) is reflected in Compton profile anisotropies. In
contrast to gas phase Compton Scattering188 experiments, only permitting the mea-
surement of the isotropic Compton profile, solid-state experiments allow the determi-
nation of directional Compton profiles. By taking the diÄerence of directional Compton
profiles, the Compton profile anisotropy can be obtained both experimentally and com-
putationally.91,92,189,190 Through cylindrical averaging, weak features in Î(p) for large
systems may become even weaker in the Compton profile anisotropy.
A yet more common way to assess the performance of a method in p space is by
comparing its moments of momentum with respect to a reference (high level of theory
or experiment).88,89,186 The moments of the electronic momentum density measure the
amount of momentum density in diÄerent p space regions and are defined as:
ÈpkÍ =
⁄
pkÎ (p) dp = 4ﬁ
⁄ Œ
0
pk+2Î0 (p) dp (8.4)
with k ranging from -2 to 4.92 The performance of a method A is evaluated by calcu-
lating the absolute percentage error in moment with respect to a reference distribution
B as:88
%Ek = 100.
---ÈpkÍA ≠ ÈpkÍB---
ÈpkÍB
= 100.
N
ÈpkÍB
----⁄ pk (‡A (p)≠ ‡B (p)) dp---- (8.5)
which is equivalent to:
%Ek = 100.
4ﬁN
ÈpkÍB
----⁄ Œ
0
pk+2
1
‡0A (p)≠ ‡0B (p)
2
dp
---- (8.6)
where the momentum shape function(ref 14) ‡ (p) = Î (p) /N and its spherical
average ‡0 (p) have been introduced. Based on the quality of the moments of momenta,
the previous work by Hart and Thakkar found that DFT generally performs worse than
HF.88
The integrands in Eqs. (8.5) and (8.6) are not strictly positive and, hence, %Ek
can still be zero when ‡A (p) ”= ‡B (p) if the positive and negative regions in the inte-
grand cancel. There may be a high apparent similarity in a certain moment even when
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the overall electron momentum distributions diÄer significantly. Clearly, deviations in
moments of momentum do not provide all information about the resemblance in shape
between diÄerent methods.
In this work we mainly use the full Î (p)-distribution as source of information to
compare momentum densities of diÄerent origins but in a similar way as for the study
of the similarity between molecules.75 Intensive use will be made of the Euclidean
distance123 between momentum shape functions obtained using methods A and B:
DAB (k) =
Û⁄
(pk‡A (p)≠ pk‡B (p))2 dp (8.7)
Contrary to %Ek the integrand is always positive, so cancellation of error is impossible.
For Gaussian type orbitals one finds that DAB (k) is subject to a lower limit k ˇ ≠1.
In the field of quantum similarity, Eq. (8.7) is commonly written as:75
DAB (k) =
Ò
IAA (k) + IBB (k)≠ 2IAB (k) (8.8)
where IAB (k) represents the momentum space Quantum Similarity Measure or gener-
alized overlap:75
IAB (k) =
⁄
p2k‡A (p)‡B (p) dp (8.9)
The factor p2k in Eq. (8.9) is comparable to the factor pk for the moments of momentum
(Eq. (8.4)) and highlights diÄerent p space regions.
The above mentioned possibility of cancellation of error in %Ek can be investigated
through comparison of DAB (k) with %Ek for values of k permitting evaluation of both
quantities. As spherical averaged densities are quite often used, an obvious extension
can be made to diÄerences in spherically averaged electron momentum densities as:
D0AB (k) =
Ò
I0AA (k) + I
0
BB (k)≠ 2I0AB (k) (8.10)
I0AB (k) =
⁄ Œ
0
p2k‡0A (p)‡
0
B (p) dp (8.11)
Here, the lower limit is given by k ˇ 0. Note that a comparison with %Ek can be made
either with DAB (k) or with D0AB (k + 2). For k = ≠2, however, DAB (k) does not exist
(see above) and hence only D0AB (0) can be used to interpret %E≠2.
Of interest in the present study is how DFT performs in momentum space and par-
ticularly with respect to Hartree-Fock (HF). The interest in DFT derives from the fact
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that it makes quantum chemical calculations, including electron correlation, on large
systems computationally feasible within an acceptable time frame. This is particularly
convenient regarding the calculation of directional Compton profiles for solid-state sys-
tems. A recent study by Pisani and co-workers,91 however, showed that the experimental
directional Compton Profile of –-quartz is better reproduced by HF than by the DFT
methods tested: B3LYP, PBEPBE and LDA. Given the potential of DFT for comput-
ing data in the solid state, a better understanding of the performance of DFT methods
in momentum space is desirable.
In addition to the mentioned experimental comparison,91 other p space studies
also suggest that DFT does not reliably predict momentum space properties. From
these studies,88,89 it appears that approximate exchange-correlation functionals are
largely optimized for position densities and, as a result, it is not guaranteed that they
reproduce the electron momentum distribution well. This was also the conclusion made
by Ragot,187 who stated that approximate DFT can be - but not necessarily is - better
than HF with respect to p space properties. This raises the question whether there are
DFT functionals currently available that allow improvement over HF since the previous
studies only considered part of the wealth in approximate density functionals. Using
the calculations described below, we examine the performance of such a large set of
functionals.
8.3 Computational details
To examine the performance of DFT in momentum space, we use an extensive set of
small molecules and a wide set of theoretical methods and compute the moments of
momentum and generalized overlap measures described above. The generalized overlap
and the moments of momentum were calculated using home-developed programs. The
moments of momentum were obtained analytically from the spherically averaged elec-
tron momentum density using confluent hypergeometric functions.169 As validation of
the routines, we find that the numerical implementation and analytical implementa-
tion diÄer insignificantly (equality up to at least 7 digits) and moreover that reproduced
data coincide within numerical precision with those of Hart and Thakkar.88 Using an
extended strategy, we implemented a routine to calculate IAB(k) analytically as well.
In contrast to the moments of momentum, IAB(k) contain 4-center integrals. Note that
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the integrals have to be evaluated for every power k in Eq. (8.9) separately. For the
present study, where a large set of computational methods and molecules is used, the
analytical routine was not considered cost-eÄective. We therefore opted to obtain the
IAB(k) numerically using Gauss-Laguerre quadrature for the radial part of the integra-
tion and a Lebedev grid for the angular part. The diÄerent powers k are then easily
implemented without a significant additional computational cost. The order of the La-
guerre polynomials was 500 and the Lebedev grid contained 2030 points. Comparison
with our analytical program indicated that under these circumstances the numerical
integration for IAB(k) was correct up to at least 7 significant digits for ≠1 ˛ k ˛ 2.
For sake of having compatible results with the earlier study by Hart and Thakkar,88
we used the same test set of 68 molecules (see Appendix B) with the all-electron MP2/6-
311G* geometries taken from the NIST-database.191 The choice of the set of functionals
was made in order to contain many of the most popular ones192 and to represent diÄer-
ent types: L(S)DA, pure, Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA), hybrid, double
hybrid, long range corrected, dispersion corrected etc. A complete list of these func-
tionals with appropriate literature references can be found in Appendix B. Single point
calculations were performed using Gaussian-09.116 The Dunning augmented correlation
consistent aug-cc-pVTZ basis set was used throughout.193
Wiberg and co-workers194 have shown that QCISD density matrices obtained us-
ing either the Slater determinant expansion or the Z-vector method are very similar.
QCISD, however, can be regarded as an approximation of the CCSD method,195 hence
we opted to use CCSD Z-vector based density matrices, allowing a better comparison
also to the results by Hart and Thakkar, who also used CCSD reference densities.88
Note that the DFT based Î (p)-distributions rely on the Fourier transformation
of the position space density matrix since no universal density functional in p space
exists.50 This entails the use of the Kohn-Sham Slater determinant, which rather cor-
responds to a system of non-interacting electrons, albeit giving, in principle, the exact
charge density. Even if the exact functional were known, there is no direct route to
transform an electron density from r to p space, hence the need to return to the level
of the density matrix.
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8.4 Results and Discussion
As an illustration of the results obtained, we first report p space Euclidean distances
D0AB (0) for the N2-molecule calculated using diÄerent computational methods. The!
‡0A(p)≠ ‡0B(p)
"
-distribution with respect to B=CCSD for A=MP2, B972, B3LYP and
HF is plotted in Figure 1.a. The integral of these distributions corresponds to %E≠2
and is shown in Figure 1.b. together with D0AB (0)-values. We notice that for A=HF
the
!
‡0A(p)≠ ‡0B(p)
"
-distribution shows the largest diÄerence of all methods. However,
as for HF this diÄerence occurs with both signs over large areas, significant cancellation
of error occurs leading to an artificially low value for %E≠2. The Euclidean distance,
through the square in the integrand, better reflects the rather poor ‡0A(p) as is shown
in Figure 8.1.b. Figure 8.1 clearly shows how it may be deceptive to conclude that
DFT performs significantly worse than HF with respect to CCSD for Î (p) and one
must carefully distinguish between performance in generating a good quality Î (p) and
reproducing momentum moments.
Figure 8.1: Example of results - (a) The
!
‡0A(p)≠ ‡0B(p)
"
-distribution for N2 with
respect to B=CCSD and A being MP2 (short dashes), B972 (dots), B3LYP (full line) and
HF (long dashes). (b) The corresponding D0AB (0) (black dots) and %E≠2 (columns).
Turning to the larger set of molecules, due to the large amount of data, we discuss
only the performance for a few values of k and limit the presentation of numerical
data to the union of the 15 best performing methods for each value of k discussed
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Table 8.1: Performance of computational methods in momentum space - Mean
Euclidean distances for the selection of computational methods (see text). A color code
labels the performance of each method within each column separately.
10 
 
 
Figure 1.a. (left) The ൫𝜎஺଴(𝑝) − 𝜎஻଴(𝑝)൯-distribution for N2 with respect to B=CCSD and A being 
MP2 (short dashes), B972 (dots), B3LYP (full line) and HF (long dashes). Figure 1.b. (right) The 
corresponding 𝐷஺஻଴ (0) (black dots) and %𝐸ିଶ (columns).  
 
Table 1. Mean Euclidean distances for the selection of computational methods (see text). A color 
code labels the performance of each method within each column separately. 
Method 𝑫𝑨𝑩𝟎 (𝟎) 𝑫𝑨𝑩(−𝟏) 𝑫𝑨𝑩(𝟎) 𝑫𝑨𝑩(𝟏) 𝑫𝑨𝑩(𝟐) 
MP2 0.1047 0.3815 0.1403 0.1066 0.1500 
B972 0.1077 0.4018 0.1783 0.1944 0.3493 
M06 0.1051 0.3977 0.1844 0.2151 0.3885 
ωB97XD 0.1419 0.5110 0.1944 0.1925 0.3429 
τ-HCTH 0.1409 0.5311 0.1998 0.2126 0.3929 
mPW1PW91 0.1372 0.5015 0.2067 0.2052 0.3578 
TPSSh 0.1258 0.4675 0.2069 0.2195 0.3911 
B3PW91 0.1293 0.4741 0.2084 0.2143 0.3733 
mPW1PBE 0.1389 0.5077 0.2093 0.2076 0.3612 
B1B95 0.1406 0.5114 0.2102 0.2058 0.3563 
B3P86 0.1152 0.4239 0.2112 0.2225 0.3812 
HSE2PBE 0.1227 0.4500 0.2123 0.2137 0.3641 
BHandHLYP 0.1247 0.4567 0.2155 0.1958 0.3115 
τ-HCTHhyb 0.1509 0.5505 0.2220 0.2150 0.3738 
HCTH93 0.1906 0.7038 0.2320 0.2168 0.3891 
B2PLYP 0.1799 0.6546 0.2337 0.1770 0.2678 
B98 0.1599 0.5805 0.2358 0.2143 0.3579 
TPSSTPSS 0.1681 0.6189 0.2420 0.2358 0.4166 
mPW2PLYP 0.1904 0.6919 0.2433 0.1776 0.2639 
BMK 0.1321 0.4414 0.2445 0.2535 0.3533 
BVWN 0.1836 0.6696 0.2449 0.2323 0.4212 
LC-XαVWN 0.2190 0.7875 0.2489 0.1995 0.3705 
XαVWN 0.1858 0.6789 0.2572 0.2531 0.4680 
HF 0.1335 0.5037 0.2587 0.2534 0.4059 
ωB97X 0.2042 0.7281 0.2596 0.2117 0.3470 
LC-BVWN 0.2343 0.8374 0.2782 0.2133 0.3533 
LC-TPSSTPSS 0.2305 0.8233 0.2850 0.2237 0.3600 
O3LYP 0.2502 0.9075 0.2868 0.2202 0.3633 
LC-ωPBE 0.2651 0.9461 0.2898 0.2087 0.3430 
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(best performing=lowest Euclidean distance with respect to CCSD). Table 8.1 shows
the results for D0AB(0) and DAB(k) with k = ≠1, 0, 1, 2 for this union (MP2, B972,
M06, ÊB97XD, · -HCTH, mPW1PW91, TPSSh, B3PW91, mPW1PBE, B1B95, B3P86,
HSE2PBE, BHandHLYP, · -HCTHhyb, HCTH93, B2PLYP, B98, mPW2PLYP, BMK,
LC- X–VWN, HF, ÊB97X, LC-BVWN, LC-TPSSTPSS, O3LYP, LC-ÊPBE). A color
code is applied ranging from green for low values (high similarity) to red for high values
(low similarity) in each column separately and allows to compare how well a method
performs for either spherically averaged or non-averaged ‡ (p)-distributions and in low
or high momentum regions. All values correspond to averages over all molecules, hence
the shape function is used to avoid bias introduced by the diÄerent number of electrons
in the distances. LC denotes the inclusion of the long range correction introduced by
Iikura et al.196 In order to evaluate the eÄect of LC on the performance of a method,
the non-corrected functionals (BVWN, TPSSTPSS and X–VWN) were added for com-
parison. For the performance of the other functionals, the reader is referred to the
Appendix B.
Starting with the average Euclidean distances forD0AB(0) (Table 8.1), measuring the
similarity in ‡0(p) with respect to the reference, the color code in Table 8.1 reveals that
diÄerent functionals can perform very diÄerently (note again that many perform still
worse but are only shown in Appendix B). As outlined in the Methodology section and
illustrated in Figure 8.1.b., D0AB(0) is conceptually related to %E≠2. The underlying
Èp≠2Í has no straightforward physical meaning, although it has been proposed that
half of its reciprocal value resembles a pseudo-kinetic energy.55 Figure 8.2 depicts the
average D0AB(0) along with the average %E≠2 and shows that there generally is a
good correlation between both. As illustrated for N2 above, the methods for which
%E≠2 does not follow the trend of the mean Euclidean distance, reproduce the second
negative moment artificially well due to a cancellation of errors. This occurs among
others for M06, B972, HF and · -HCTH. On average, B972, M06 and HF reproduce
Èp≠2Í even better than MP2. The standard deviations for the error on this moment of
momentum, on the other hand, are 0.597, 0.583, 0.839 and 0.287 %, respectively. The
inadequacy of MP2 at reproducing Èp≠2Í was reported by Hart and Thakkar as well.88
Our results show that the underlying momentum distribution, however, is nonetheless
better reproduced by MP2 compared to all other computational methods. We may
conclude that the ‡0(p)-distributions calculated using the M06 and B972 functionals
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have near MP2-quality, yet the standard deviation on D0AB(0) for these functionals is
much larger (>0.2%) compared to MP2 (0.06%), hence making them less reliable in
general. The LC does not improve the agreement with the ‡0(p)-distribution calculated
at CCSD, which can be seen by the larger mean D0AB(0) and %E≠2 values for BVWN,
TPSSTPSS and X–VWN upon including LC. Based on the bar fillings in Figure 8.2
one can see that the ‡0(p) distributions derived from hybrid functionals are generally
superior to those from GGA’s.
Based on 2 atoms and 8 molecules and a limited set of GGA functionals, Miguel
and de la Vega89 concluded that the BVWN radial momentum distributions p≠2.‡0 (p)
are the best over all GGA’s considered by them but are still inferior to HF. Inspection
of our ‡0 (p)-similarity data confirms BVWN to be the best among their set of GGA’s.
Since the quality of the agreement of the p≠1.‡ (p)-distributions is very similar to
the one found for ‡0(p) (see Table 8.1), it will be discussed only briefly. Just as was
the case for the ‡0 (p)-distributions, the four best methods are MP2, M06, B972 and
B3P86 and the LC-functionals are again worse at reproducing the p≠1.‡ (p)-distribution
compared to their non-corrected counterparts. The mean distances DAB (≠1) found for
these distributions provide insight in %E≠1. The first negative moment equals twice the
value of the isotropic Compton Profile at zero momentum.92 Consistent with the mean
absolute percentage error on Èp≠2Í above, the error on Èp≠1Í is also artificially low for
M06, B972, HF and · -HCTH. The cancellation of errors, however, is not as large as
was the case for Èp≠2Í and hence MP2 is found most adequate to evaluate Èp≠1Í within
the considered selection of methods.
Let us now address the mean Euclidian distances DAB(0) for the ‡(p) distribution,
reflecting how well the normalized electron momentum distribution (without highlight-
ing momentum regions) is approximated. As before, DAB(0) is conceptually related
to %E0, which is zero because Èp0Í equals the number of electrons for each molecule
and for all methods. The obtained results are shown in Figure 8.3, where the standard
deviations for DAB(0) are represented by error bars for each method. Clearly, MP2 –
for which the mean DAB(0)-value and the corresponding standard deviation is mini-
mal – yields ‡(p) distributions most similar to CCSD. HF and the DFT methods, on
the other hand, exhibit a much larger standard deviation making them less reliable.
It is important to note that quite a few hybrid and GGA functionals perform better
than HF. The majority of hybrid functionals is more accurate than GGA functionals at
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Figure 8.2: Mean D0AB (0) and %E≠2. - The dots correspond to D
0
AB(0) (HF is marked
with a cross), the bars represent %E≠2. The bar filling reflects the kind of method: hybrids
(white), GGA’s (gray) and other methods (MP2, HF, the double hybrid methods) are
hatched.
reproducing ‡(p), with the exception of · -HCTH, which performs significantly better
than the other GGA’s. The double hybrid methods mPW2PLYP and B2PLYP do not
particularly improve over other DFT-methodologies. The three optimal functionals for
‡(p) calculations are B972, M06 and ÊB97XD. It is worth noting that ÊB97X per-
forms worse than ÊB97XD. The inclusion of atom-atom dispersion corrections clearly
improves the agreement with the CCSD calculations. Moreover, this observation holds
for the other values of k as well (see Table 8.1). Figure 8.3 shows that the LC long
range correction has a rather unpredictable eÄect. While the X–PW91 and X–VWN
momentum distributions show some improvement upon including it, the BVWN and
TPSSTPSS functionals exhibit opposite behavior.
The results for the BLYP, B1LYP, B3LYP, PBEPBE, PBE1PBE and LSDA func-
tionals, previously studied by Hart and Thakkar,88 are not included here due to not
belonging to the top-15 for any value of k or D0AB (0), can be accessed in Appendix
B. Apart from PBE1PBE, our results support their conclusions that these function-
als are inferior to HF for all Euclidean distances considered here. These findings are
also in line with the observations made by Pisani and co-workers,91 who found that
the experimental directional Compton Profile matches better with the HF calculation
than with those obtained using either B3LYP or PBEPBE. Note however, that there
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is no direct relation between the quality of ‡(p) of a method with respect to a high
level reference and the agreement in directional Compton profiles. Even though a high
quality ‡(p)-distribution naturally gives rise to a high quality directional Compton
profile, a poorer ‡(p) may also lead to good agreement for the directional Compton
Profile when mismatching regions cancel upon cylindrical averaging. The latter may be
detected, however, by inspecting Compton Profile anisotropies rather than the direc-
tional Compton profiles themselves.
Figure 8.3: Mean DAB (0) - The average DAB (0) (black dots) and standard deviation
(error bars) over all molecules with CCSD as reference. HF is marked with a cross. The
bars on the bottom merely serve as an aid to distinguish the nature of the method (see
Figure 8.2).
Compared to the ‡0(p)-distributions (Figure 8.2), we see that far more function-
als outperform HF at generating the full ‡(p)-counterparts. This observation is rooted
in the fact that for an individual molecule spherical averaging may either enhance or
deteriorate the similarity with respect to the reference and the degree to which de-
pends on the computational method considered. Considering a large set of molecules,
however, we found that the mean D0AB (0) is smaller than the mean DAB (0) for each
method and, thus, that due to the loss of anisotropy, the similarity is usually enhanced
with respect to the CCSD reference. The fact that the average degree of similarity
enhancement depends on the method under consideration has important implications.
As outlined above, for example, the ‡(p)-distribution is not reproduced particularly
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well by HF. On average, however, its spherical average ‡0(p) is relatively good. This is
illustrated in Figure 8.4, where the mean distances for the ‡(p) and ‡0(p) distributions
are plotted against one another with respect to HF for the selection of computational
methods. Whereas the average similarity enhancement is smallest for MP2, the eÄect
is very large in case of HF (the upper left quadrant in Figure 8.4 is empty). These re-
sults imply that electron correlation eÄects present in ‡(p) are largely wiped out upon
spherical averaging. The latter is consistent with the earlier findings of Kulkarni and
Gadre70 who reported that correlated ‡(p)-distributions merely have higher curvatures
and hence greater fall-oÄ and increase of electronic momenta compared to HF distribu-
tions. Furthermore, Crittenden and Bernard90 also reported that electron correlation
eÄects on ‡0(p) are fairly faint and maximally induce relative errors of 0.5%. We may
hence conclude that improvement over HF with respect to isotropic Compton profiles is
diÖcult. Whether this holds true for directional Compton profiles as well is a diÄerent
matter, yet it is possible that cylindrical averaging of ‡(p) has a similar eÄect.
As can be seen in Figure 8.4, the lower left quadrant contains only 11 DFT func-
tionals that on average outperform HF in p space, both at reproducing ‡(p) as well
as ‡0(p). The lower right quadrant contains computational methods that reproduce
‡(p) better than HF, but spherical averaging does not enhance the similarity with the
CCSD ‡0(p)-distribution as much as for HF. The upper right quadrant contains func-
tionals that (on average) are inferior to HF and one may hence argue whether Coulomb
correlation is adequately introduced by them in p space. In addition to Figure 8.4,
many popular DFT methods like B3LYP, CAM-B3LYP, M06-L and BHandH belong
to this region. We stress that the present study emphasizes only on the quality of the
‡(p) and ‡0(p) distributions and for example cannot predict the agreement between
Dyson orbitals and Kohn-Sham orbitals, which are employed in electron momentum
spectroscopy.
When higher momentum regions are emphasized - as in the p.‡(p) and p2.‡(p)
distributions - a rather diÄerent picture is found. In these regions of the electron mo-
mentum distribution, MP2 and the double hybrid methods are clearly superior. Many
DFT methodologies improve over HF in these p space regions, yet they have more or
less the same agreement with respect to the reference. Contrary to the low momentum
region, the inclusion of LC improves the p.‡(p) and p2.‡(p) distributions. This behavior
is unexpected considering the fact that the r and p spaces are reciprocal: what is far
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Figure 8.4: EÄect spherical averaging - The average Euclidean distance DAB (0) of the
momentum shape function with respect to the CCSD reference versus the average distance
D0AB (0) for their spherically averaged counterparts. The data points are plotted relative
to HF.
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from the nuclei in position space converts to close to the origin in momentum space.
As a consequence, an improvement of the valence region of ﬂ(r) should coincide with
a better description of the low momentum region of ‡(p). In case of LC, the opposite
is observed: we obtain an improvement of the higher momentum regions at cost of the
density at low momenta.
The mean values for DAB (1) and DAB (2) reflect how well the integrands of the
Èp+1Í and Èp+2Í moments (Eq. (8.5)) resemble the CCSD reference. While the first pos-
itive moment of momentum Èp+1Í corresponds to the expectation value of momentum
magnitude, the second positive moment of momentum equals twice the kinetic energy
of the molecular system.92 Figure 8.5 illustrates that many functionals have p2.‡(p)
distributions that on average are equally close to the reference, yet they diÄer signif-
icantly in shape and hence lead to a large variety of %E+2 values. Note how BVWN
reproduces Èp+2Í almost as accurate as MP2 ( %E+2 is 0.054 and 0.048%, respectively).
BVWN even has a lower standard deviation for %E+2: 0.027 versus 0.144%. This is
a consequence of a strikingly consistent cancellation of errors within the integral of
Eq. (8.5) and must be inherent to the BVWN functional over all molecules in our test
set. This feature is delicate, however, as can be seen by comparison with LC-BVWN.
The inclusion of LC ameliorates the p2.‡(p) distribution leading to a lower value for
DAB(2), yet coincides with a significantly higher error for the second positive moment.
This phenomenon occurs for the TPSSTPSS and X–VWN functionals when LC is
included as well.
Summarizing, the performance of density functionals, via a Kohn-Sham density ma-
trix, in momentum space depends significantly on the value k for both the moments of
momentum and the computed Euclidean distances. From this work, it is found that also
the diÄerences in moments of momentum may significantly diÄer from the agreement
in k-weighted density functions in p space. This is due to the possible cancellation of
error in computing %Ek values, which cannot occur in Euclidean distances.
In line with Ragot,187 approximate DFT can outperform HF in momentum space
even without the inclusion of self-interaction corrections, however much depends on the
functional used. Concerning the results of Pisani et al.,91 showing that HF corresponds
better with experimental directional Compton profiles than DFT, our results suggest
testing of the presently best performing functionals. One should be aware that the
cylindrical averaging, which is necessary to calculate directional Compton profiles, may
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Figure 8.5: Mean DAB (2) and %E+2. - The dots corresponds to the mean DAB (2)
(HF is marked with a cross), the bars represent %E+2. The bar filling serves as an aid to
distinguish the nature of the method (see Figure 8.2).
lead to similarity enhancement as well and may be more significant for some methods
than for others.
8.5 Conclusion
The performance of several computational methods in p space with respect to CCSD
was investigated. Our results show that the absolute percentage errors on the moments
of momentum are not fully adequate for comparing the accuracy of computational
methods since they are prone to cancellation of errors. The Euclidean distance between
momentum distributions highlighting diÄerent regions of the electron momentum den-
sity with respect to a reference, on the other hand, represents an unbiased measure for
the reliability of a computational method.
Our study shows that MP2 resembles the CCSD reference distributions better than
any DFT methodology for both low and high momentum regions. Only 8 DFT function-
als outperform HF on average both at approximating the momentum shape function as
well as its spherically averaged counterpart. These functionals are: M06, B972, B3P86,
HSE2PBE, BHandHLYP, TPSSh, B3PW91 and BMK. This implies that for HF the
similarity with respect to the CCSD reference is considerably enhanced upon spherical
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averaging, indicating that electron correlation eÄects are wiped out substantially due
to this procedure.
With respect to the development of DFT functionals and their application in mo-
mentum space, care should be taken with long range corrections. Our results show that
within the set of molecules considered, it improves the medium and high momentum
region at cost of the chemically important density at low momentum. This is intriguing,
because an improvement of the charge density at large distances is expected to corre-
spond with an improvement of the low momentum region of the electron momentum
density.
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9Atoms in molecules from a
momentum space perspective
Following up on a Hirshfeld partitioning of electron momentum densities (Balanarayan,
P. and Gadre, S., J. Chem. Phys. 2006, 124, 204113), the atom in the molecule (AIM)
is further investigated via momentum-space based self-consistent Hirshfeld procedures.
An alternative procedure is proposed for distinguishing symmetry unique atoms without
relying on basis set incompleteness. More important, the introduction of self-consistency
in the Hirshfeld-I procedure, strictly necessary to avoid arbitrary AIM’s, reveals that
Hirshfeld-like procedures do not lead to chemically acceptable momentum-space AIM.
9.1 Introduction
Quantum mechanics can be formulated equivalently in either configuration space or
momentum-space. Although momentum-space wave functions have been discussed as
early as 1929,28 the vast majority of chemical applications of quantum mechanics use
solely the wave function in configuration space. A first reason is the fact that the
Hamiltonian in momentum-space is often more complicated as it involves the Fourier
transform of the potential energy. Therefore, the direct solution of the Schro¨dinger
equation in momentum-space is much more diÖcult than in configuration space. An
alternative to the direct solution of the Schro¨dinger equation in momentum-space is to
approximately solve the Schro¨dinger equation in configuration space, and then obtain
the wave function in momentum-space through a Fourier transform. Although this is
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fairly straightforward, there is still relatively little interest in momentum-space quantum
chemistry because most of chemistry, and especially the majority of so-called chemical
concepts, are intimately related to the configuration of the nuclei in the molecular struc-
ture, although noteworthy exceptions are e.g., the description of electron momentum
spectroscopy cross spectra183 and molecular quantum similarity.72–76
The most enigmatic of the configuration space based chemical concepts are no
doubt the atom in the molecule (AIM) and the chemical bond (CB). Many methods
have been developed to describe these two concepts although most of them use the wave
function in configuration space. Investigations of the chemical bond from a momentum
space point of view derives from the studies by for example Coulson,33–35 Ramirez,51
Rozendaal and Baerends,57 Epstein and Tanner30 and Cooper and co-workers.52,53,55
Recently, the concept of AIM was also introduced in p space by Balanarayan et al.68
In the present chapter we wish to examine whether one can define the AIM in
momentum-space with the same rigor as in configuration space. More specifically, the
Hirshfeld based momentum-space AIM approach by Balanarayan et al.68 is examined
in detail.
9.2 Theoretical Background
Hirshfeld methods for the atom in the molecule were introduced already several decades
ago197 and the most obvious way to obtain the p space AIM would rely on a direct
transformation of the AIM density from r space to p space. Such transformation is
only possible for wave functions and density matrices, justifying the need for new AIM
methods for p space. Prior to describing in detail the momentum-space Hirshfeld tech-
nique used in the present paper, some features are presented that are common to the
Hirshfeld and Hirshfeld-I methods.197–199 In general, Hirshfeld-like methods rely on the
use of a weight function wA(r) to extract an AIM density ﬂA(r) for atom A from a
molecular density ﬂmol(r):
ﬂA(r) = wA(r)ﬂmol(r) (9.1)
Obviously, in order to make ﬂA(r) a proper electron density and to ensure that the sum
of all AIM densities equals the molecular density, one needs to have:ÿ
A
wA(r) = 1 (9.2)
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And for every atom:
0 ˛ wA(r) ˛ 1 (9.3)
In overlapping AIM methods a fuzzy division is used, where specifically for the Hirshfeld
technique the weight function is given by:197
wA(r) =
ﬂ0A(r, NA)q
B ﬂ
0
B(r, NB)
(9.4)
Here ﬂ0A(r, NA) is the density function of the isolated atom A with a population of
NA electrons positioned at exactly the same point in space as in the real molecule. In
Eq. (9.4) we make explicit reference to the dependence of the weight function on NA.
This dependence has often been overlooked and it has been customary in standard Hir-
shfeld to take it equal to the atomic number ZA of the atom involved. This, however,
leads to a set of serious problems, making the Hirshfeld method quite arbitrary.198–203
To overcome this problem, the Hirshfeld-I method has been introduced where an it-
erative scheme is implemented such that in the i’th step the population of atom A is
taken equal to that resulting from the AIM density in the (i≠ 1)’th step:198,199
wiA(r) =
ﬂ0A(r, N
i≠1
A )q
B ﬂ
0
B(r, N
i≠1
B )
(9.5)
N i≠1A =
⁄
ﬂi≠1A (r)dr (9.6)
The results of this self-consistent scheme have been shown to be independent of the
starting populations for the first iteration, and to lead to virtually basis set independent
results.198,199
Balanarayan et al.68 explored the use of the standard Hirshfeld method for the
partitioning of the electron momentum density Î(p) in the following way:
ÎA(p) = wA(p)Îmol(p) (9.7)
with the weight factor given as:
wA(p) =
Î0A(p, NA = ZA)q
B Î0B(p, NB = ZB)
(9.8)
An obvious problem is the monocentricity of momentum distributions. When starting
from a set of isolated neutral atoms where the electronic occupation equals the atomic
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number, every atom of the same element will have the same weight function value, and
this in every point in p space. This means that no distinction can be made between dif-
ferent atoms of the same element, whereas it is this diÄerence between atoms that plays
the key role in much of chemistry. Balanarayan et al.68 avoided this problem in a prag-
matic way by introducing in p space the diÄerence between atoms of the same element
through a counterpoise like approach. The isolated atoms have their Î0A(p, NA = ZA)
computed in the molecular basis set, meaning that the atom A is distinguished from
the equivalent ones through the use of the diÄerence in basis functions surrounding of
the atom. Such a reliance on a basis set, however, is highly undesirable since, in the
limit of a complete basis set, the distinction would disappear again. The problem of this
approach is thus twofold. First, neutral atoms are used in Eq. (9.8), possibly leading
to arbitrary results and second, incompleteness of the basis set is relied on.
In the present chapter these two problems are addressed in the following way. First
the Hirshfeld or self-consistent Hirshfeld-I method is carried out in r space, leading to
atomic populations NA that will in general diÄer for non-symmetry equivalent atoms.
Once these populations have been found, a density function is constructed for the
isolated atom in p space, but for exactly this population. This is done in the same
way as in r space Hirshfeld-I. Atomic densities are computed for the isolated atom
with integer numbers of electrons. As in r space, for an exact method there is a linear
relationship between the momentum density of an atom and the electronic occupancy
such that the momentum density can be computed from:
Î0A(p, NA) = Î
0
A(p, int (NA)) [int (NA) + 1≠NA]
+Î0A(p, int (NA) + 1) [NA ≠ int (NA)] (9.9)
For each integer electronic occupancy the momentum-space density is computed through
a Hartree-Fock calculation of the one particle density matrix, which is then Fourier
transformed to p space. The spherically averaged momentum-space electron densities
are computed using the formulae presented by Kaijser and Smith45 and by Thakkar
and Sharma.169 Once these data are available, both the standard Hirshfeld analysis and
the iterative scheme of Eqs. (9.5) and (9.6) but now in p space can be carried out. The
latter procedure, Hirshfeld-I in p space, now can distinguish atoms of the same species
since the diÄerent initial occupations are taken from a previous r space calculation.
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9.3 Computational details
A set of small molecules was used as a first test of the Hirshfeld procedures in momentum-
space. As level of theory RHF/6-311++G** calculations were used for the molecules
H2O, H2CO, NH3, H2S and methylacetate.
In order to examine diÄerent aspects of the use of Hirshfeld methods in r and p
space, we opted for the following types of calculations:
1. A standard (non-iterative) Hirshfeld analysis in r space and subsequent use of
the obtained AIM electronic populations for a standard Hirshfeld analysis in p
space.
2. A standard (non-iterative) Hirshfeld analysis in r space and subsequent use of
the obtained AIM electronic populations for Hirshfeld-I analysis in p space.
3. Hirshfeld-I analysis in r space and subsequent use of the obtained AIM electronic
populations for a standard Hirshfeld analysis in p space.
4. Hirshfeld-I analysis in r space and subsequent use of the obtained AIM electronic
populations for Hirshfeld-I analysis in p space.
Hartree-Fock calculations for the isolated atoms were performed for the lowest energy
spin state for electronic populations corresponding to Z ≠ 2, Z ≠ 1, Z, Z + 1 and
Z + 2 electrons, where Z is the atomic number. All calculations were performed using
Gaussian-09116 and transformations from r space to p space using expressions given
by Kaijser and Smith45 for the Fourier transforms of the basis functions. Spherical
averaging of momentum-space densities for the atoms was done using both numerical
methods as well as via analytical expressions similar to those presented by Thakkar
and Sharma.169 All transformations, averaging and Hirshfeld analyses in both spaces
were performed using own routines.
9.4 Results
The Hirshfeld and Hirshfeld-I schemes were carried out in r space together with the 4
diÄerent types of calculations introduced above for all molecules leading to the results
summarized in Table 9.1.
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Table 9.1: Atomic charges for r- and p-space Hirshfeld and Hirshfeld-I analyses
- Atomic charges for r space Hirshfeld and Hirshfeld-I analyses and the 4 diÄerent types
of p space Hirshfeld and Hirshfeld-I calculations for all molecules.
H2O H2S NH3 H2CO
r space Hirshfeld H +0.16 (+0.15) +0.05 +0.09 +0.05
X ≠0.32 (≠0.31) ≠0.11 ≠0.27 ≠0.27
C +0.17
Hirshfeld-I H +0.47 +0.12 +0.34 +0.02
X ≠0.93 ≠0.25 ≠0.27 ≠0.49
C +0.46
p space Type 1 H +0.29 (+0.13) +0.1 +0.2 +0.18
X ≠0.58 (≠0.26) ≠0.2 ≠0.6 ≠0.68
C +0.31
Type 2 H +1 +0.983 > +0.67 > +0.62
X ≠2 ≠1.966 < ≠2.00 < ≠2.00
C > +0.76
Type 3 H +0.55 +0.17 +0.42 +0.16
X ≠1.1 ≠0.34 ≠1.26 ≠0.88
C +0.57
Type 4 H +1 0.983 > +0.67 > +0.62
X ≠2 ≠1.966 < ≠2.00 < ≠2.00
C > +0.76
9.4.1 Type 1 calculations
This type of calculations is the most similar to those presented by Balanarayan et al.,68
except that we use a diÄerent strategy to initiate the Hirshfeld analysis in p space with
diÄerent isolated atoms for non-symmetry equivalent atoms. In case of Balanarayan et
al.,68 this is done using the fact that in an incomplete basis set, atoms with a diÄerent
surrounding have a diÄerent set of density matrices and therefore also a diÄerent mo-
mentum density distribution. In our case, we use as distinguishing feature the diÄerent
atomic electronic populations obtained from the Hirshfeld analysis in r space. Accord-
ing to Balanarayan et al.,68 one of the gratifying features of their technique was the fact
that the atomic charges resulting from the Hirshfeld analysis in p space seem chem-
ically acceptable, meaning that they are in line with electronegativity considerations.
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Table 9.1 shows that similar results are obtained using our present algorithm. Within
each molecule the trends are very similar to those in r space Hirshfeld. They are some-
what more outspoken than the results of Balanarayan et al.,68 which is a consequence
of the fact that the first (and here also the only) Hirshfeld step in momentum-space is
similar to a second iteration in Hirshfeld-I. Although the results within one molecule
are in line with chemical intuition, comparison among molecules tells a diÄerent story.
Both calculations in r space for instance give a more negative charge to the oxygen
atom in H2O compared to that in formaldehyde. The opposite is found in the type 1
calculations in p space. Based on the diÄerence in electronegativity, the r space results
do seem more intuitive. For the molecule H2O, an interesting diÄerence is found be-
tween the results of Balanarayan et al.68 and those in Table 9.1. The r space Hirshfeld
charges on the atoms are quite similar, but when going to p space the charges grow
smaller instead of the increase observed by Balanarayan et al.68 We also find an in-
crease in the charge. This points out that even the trends, when comparing between
r space and p space can be reversed, depending on the method used to perform the
Hirshfeld-type analyses in p space.
9.4.2 Type 2 calculations
The type 2 calculations start from a standard Hirshfeld procedure in r space followed
by the Hirshfeld-I procedure in p space. The interest in these calculations stems from
the possibility to investigate whether the Hirshfeld-I procedure also leads to a unique
solution in p space, but also from the fact that it allows to carry out a completely
self-consistent scheme in p space. As Table 9.1 shows, the results are quite dramatic.
Introduction of the self consistency step reveals that the atomic charges become very
large resulting in hydrogen atoms losing virtually all electrons in H2O and H2S. The
larger atoms very clearly have a dominant weight in virtually every point in p space.
Since a self-consistent scheme is to be preferred over the standard Hirshfeld scheme
(where the results of the analysis depend on the starting points) this implies that AIM
models in p space may have to be treated with care. This is further supported by the
finding that for NH3 and H2CO the charges become extreme and exceed the bounds of
the set of populations for which the isolated atomic calculations were carried out. The
latter calculations were limited to atomic electronic populations in the interval Z≠2 to
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Z+2. Especially for the molecules considered here, atomic charges above 2 in absolute
value are quite debatable.
9.4.3 Type 3 calculations
In these calculations, first a Hirshfeld-I type calculation is carried out in r space and
the electronic occupancies of the AIM used as a starting point for Hirshfeld analysis
in p space. The results of these types of calculations reveal, in line with what was
found for r space, that the choice of the set of starting points in a single-step standard
Hirshfeld calculation has a major eÄect. The charges obtained in p space are now much
more outspoken than in the type 1 calculations. This clearly shows that, as in r space,
the Hirshfeld analysis is inappropriate as it relies on a set of arbitrarily chosen starting
electronic populations.
9.4.4 Type 4 calculations
The results from these calculations show that, as in r space, building in the self con-
sistency requirement in Hirshfeld type of analyses results in a unique solution for the
atomic charges although as in the type 2 calculations the results may lie out of bounds
of what is available as starting atomic data. An interesting finding is that the popula-
tions on the oxygen and sulfur atoms in H2O and H2S are very similar. This is related
to the fact that in momentum-space the interest is focused on valence electron density,
and since this is expected to be fairly similar in these two molecules, similar populations
should result. However, such a conclusion cannot be drawn based on these limited data
and even if there is a relationship, the results are far from chemically intuitive within
the limits one usually considers for atomic charges in these types of molecules.
9.5 Discussion
The above results clearly show that the apparently interesting outcome for the Hirshfeld
method in p space is mainly a consequence of the fact that the standard Hirshfeld
method tends to lead to very small changes in population compared to the starting
set of (neutral) populations. So, when a chemically acceptable starting set of atomic
populations is used, the Hirshfeld procedure is likely to lead to a result that remains
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acceptable. This is what happens for types 1 and 3 in the calculations. However, the
results are very dependent on the starting point.
As an extra validation of the conclusions drawn, and to show that indeed diÄerent
p space Hirshfeld and Hirshfeld-I charges for non-symmetry equivalent atoms of the
same element are found, we also performed a calculation for methylacetate. By letting
the Hirshfeld procedures in p space start from diÄerent initial populations, through
a previous r space Hirshfeld or Hirshfeld-I run, the diÄerent carbon atoms indeed
converge to diÄerent AIM p space populations. However, as was also the case for the
molecules in Table 9.1, only p space Hirshfeld AIM populations are somewhat in line
with chemical expectations although for the carbonyl oxygen atom already the charge
is roughly ≠1.00, which is quite large compared to the r space Hirshfeld charge of
≠0.32 and Hirshfeld-I charge of ≠0.69. When carrying out the Hirshfeld-I procedure
in p space, the result is more dramatic with charges on the oxygen atoms going out
of the bounds of what is available as atomic data, i.e. resulting in oxygen atoms with
charges below ≠2. Balanarayan et al.68 also pointed out that the Hirshfeld charges in
p space seem numerically overestimated and this is now shown to be even worse when
requiring self-consistency.
In order to understand better the reason why the application of Hirshfeld methods
in momentum-space is problematic, one can consider the Iterated Stockholder Atoms
(ISA) introduced recently by Lillestolen and Wheatley.204,205 This is also an iterative
Hirshfeld method, although one where no isolated atomic densities are required and
where the variables in the iterative scheme are not the atomic populations but the
average population on each radius among a set of radii around the atom (see Lillestolen
and Wheatley204,205 and Bultinck et al.206 for details). In practice, in r space around
each atom a grid of radius values is defined. As a first weight in every point on the
shell of one of the radius values around a chosen nucleus, a weight equal to 1/N can be
used where N is the number of atoms. Then the average density of the AIM on that
spherical surface is computed. This is done for all atoms and all radii in the grid such
that in the next step one can construct a new weight function at some point r for atom
A as:
wA (r) =
+
ﬂ0A
,
|r≠RA|q
B
+
ﬂ0B
,
|r≠RB |
(9.10)
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where
+
ﬂ0A
,
|r≠RA| denotes the average electron density of atom A on a sphere with radius
corresponding to the distance between the point r and the position of the atom RA.
Application of such a formula in momentum-space can lead to two diÄerent outcomes,
neither of which corresponds to any chemically reasonable result. First, if such a formula
is used in p space and the ISA procedure starts from a weight equal for every atom at
every point and equal to 1/N , the weight of every atom in p space is equal and remains
equal because atoms are not localized on diÄerent centers in p space. As a result, the
occupancy on every atom is the same and amounts to equal sharing of the electrons,
which clearly does not agree with the usual perception of an atomic charge. In a second
scenario, one could start from e.g., the results of a Hirshfeld-I analysis in r space. Then
the atom with the largest momentum density for a given value of the radius p gets an
increasing share of the molecular momentum density until eventually for each radius p,
equivalent to |r≠RA| in r space, all density at this radius becomes attributed to one
single set of symmetry equivalent atoms.
9.6 Conclusion
Hirshfeld methods were previously introduced in momentum-space as those leading
to chemically intuitive atoms in molecules (AIM) and atomic charges. In the present
work, non-symmetry equivalent atoms of the same element were distinguished on the
basis of results of a preceding Hirshfeld or Hirshfeld-I analysis in configuration space
instead of the previously used method that replied on basis-set incompleteness. A single-
step Hirshfeld analysis revealed indeed that intuitive charges could be found. More
important, however, is that, as in configuration space, results of Hirshfeld analysis
depend quite significantly on the starting set of atoms. Introducing a self consistency
requirement led to significantly diÄerent results that no longer agree with chemically
intuitive atomic charges at all. In the examples considered, hydrogen atoms no longer
have any electrons attached to them anymore.
An alternative iterative Hirshfeld scheme leads to more drastic results. Using Iter-
ated Stockholder Atoms, depending on the starting point chosen, either equal sharing
of electrons is obtained or all electronic density on a spherical surface of given radius
in momentum-space is attributed to one single set of symmetry equivalent atoms.
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The present study therefore shows that the atom in the molecule in momentum-
space is a problematic concept when one attempts direct atomic partitioning of the
molecular momentum density. In our opinion, this points to the need of studying AIM
density-matrix techniques partitioning schemes, where this equivalence is automatically
built in. Recently, such an r space partitioning has been introduced.207
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Electron Momentum
Spectroscopy of 1-Butene
The results of experimental studies of the valence electronic structure of 1-butene by
means of Electron Momentum Spectroscopy (EMS) have been reinterpreted on the basis
of Molecular Dynamics simulations in conjunction with the classical MM3 force field.
The computed atomic trajectories demonstrate the importance of thermally induced
nuclear dynamics in the electronic neutral ground state, in the form of significant devia-
tions from stationary points on the potential energy surface and considerable variations
of the C-C-C-C dihedral angle. These motions are found to have a considerable influence
on the computed spectral bands and outer-valence electron momentum distributions.
Euclidean distances between spherically averaged electron momentum densities confirm
that thermally induced nuclear motions need to be fully taken into account for a con-
sistent interpretation of the results of EMS experiments on conformationally flexible
molecules.
Reprinted (adapted) with permission from (Electron Momentum Spectroscopy of 1-Butene: A
Theoretical Analysis Using Molecular Dynamics and Molecular Quantum Similarity, R.S.H. Shojaei, J.
Vandenbussche, M. Deleuze and P. Bultinck, Journal of Physical Chemistry A, 2013, 117, 8388-8398).
Copyright (2013) American Chemical Society.
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10.1 Introduction
1-butene is the simplest alkene able to possess conformational isomers due to hin-
dered rotations about the middle C-C bond. Indications of the existence of two almost
isoenergetic conformers have been found208–216 over many years in spectroscopies of
various types, including infrared, Raman, nuclear magnetic resonance, microwave and
femtosecond nonlinear spectroscopies. These structures, of Cs and C1 symmetry, are
characterized by C-C-C-C dihedral angles (·) of 0¶ and about ±120¶, and are most
commonly referred to as the cis (synplanar, or more simply syn) and gauche conform-
ers, respectively. The energy minima corresponding to these structures are separated
by energy barriers of the order of ≥1.8 and ≥1.2 kcal.mol≠1, relating to the so-called
skin (· ≥ 180¶) and skew (· ≥ 60¶) transition states, respectively. The most recent
theoretical estimates, of CCSD(T) [Coupled Cluster theory with single, double and
perturbative triple excitations] quality in conjunction with an asymptotically complete
basis set, indicate an energy diÄerence of 0.025 kcal.mol≠1 only (8.72 cm≠1) in favor of
the gauche (C1) conformer.217 In a recent study218,219 of the molecular and electronic
structure of 1-butene employing Electron Momentum Spectroscopy (EMS),171–175 a
powerful experimental orbital-imaging technique, a much larger Gibb’s free energy dif-
ference of 0.47 ± 0.20 kcal.mol≠1 (164 ± 70 cm≠1) was deduced in favor of the gauche
form from the experimentally obtained conformational weights.
With this spectroscopic approach, spherically averaged orbital momentum distribu-
tions are inferred from an angular analysis of ionization intensities obtained in coinci-
dence at specific electron binding energies (Áb) from (e,2e) electron impact ionization
experiments (M+ e–[E0+ Áb] ≠≠æ M++2 e–[E0/2 ]) at high kinetic energies (typically,
with E0 in the range 1.2 - 2.4 keV), using a non-coplanar symmetric kinematic setup for
maximizing the momentum transfer and ensuring therefore a clean “knock-out” (e,2e)
process. Since a pioneering study on n-butane,220 the archetype of conformationally
flexible molecules, it is well-established178,180,221–225 that conformational rearrange-
ments may leave strong fingerprints, throughout the inner- and outer-valence regions,
in the electron momentum distributions that can be experimentally obtained from EMS
experiments for specific orbitals, or sets of orbitals. The influence of the molecular
conformation on the computed momentum distributions is often strong enough to jus-
tify the idea of using Electron Momentum Spectroscopy for evaluating conformational
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abundances and conformer energy diÄerences, assuming thermal equilibrium between
energy minima. A weakness of this depiction, however, is that it does not account for the
fact that thermally induced nuclear motions may result into substantial deviations from
equilibrium structures corresponding to energy minima on the potential energy surface.
In a recent study on tetrahydrofuran,226 we have unraveled the outcome in EMS exper-
iments of internal pseudorotational motions and of their coupling with further internal
degrees of freedom, by resorting to the principles of simulations employing Molecular
Dynamics (MD).227,228 The main advantage of this approach is that, by virtue of the
ergodic principle, it enables a complete exploration of phase space, which is equivalent
to an ensemble average over all internal degrees of freedom, such as is computed in
Monte Carlo simulations. MD simulations therefore directly account for entropy ef-
fects, and complications such as hindered rotations. In the present work, we wish to
also employ the principles of MD simulations for reinterpreting the results of the EMS
studies by Chen et al.218,219 of the valence electronic structure of 1-butene. The main
motivation to this work stems from the observation that, in spite of all eÄorts made
so far for coping with complications such as hindered rotations by means of statistical
thermodynamics, and modeling electron momentum distributions as accurately as pos-
sible using benchmark Dyson orbitals,229 large discrepancies with experiment remain
in the latest theoretical study of these results.217 We also put forward the hypothesis
that these discrepancies may be the consequence of considering only contributions from
the minimum energy structures on the potential energy surface, thus excluding most
thermally induced structural variations. MD may obviously be used to address this
issue and to investigate the extent of structural deviations from energy minima as well
as their influence on electron momentum distributions. However, EMS spectroscopy re-
lies on momentum densities and these are not so trivially linked to structural variation
as position and momentum spaces are quite diÄerent. Using the principles of so-called
molecular quantum similarity,185 we therefore computed for all structures in the MD
run geometrical distances in spherically averaged momentum densities with respect to
the minima on the potential energy surface. Applications of molecular quantum simi-
larity in momentum space are relatively few with respect to position space, but have
been shown to reflect diÄerent similarities compared to position space.73,75–77 Given
the already mentioned relationship between EMS spectroscopy and momentum space,
momentum space based similarity can shed light on the importance of the suspected
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eÄects of thermally induced nuclear motions in the electronic neutral ground state. As
will be shown from the quantum similarity data, thermally induced deviations from the
minimum energy structures need to be fully taken into account for consistent insights
into the experimentally obtained (e,2e) electron momentum profiles.
10.2 Theory and Computational Details
All MD calculations presented in this work have been performed using the 4.2 version
of the TINKER package of programs230 in conjunction with the classical MM3 force
field,231–233 which has been especially designed for computing conformational energies
and rotational barriers in cyclic and cage compounds.234–236 Compared with the results
of temperature-dependent nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) measurements, this force
field was found to yield consistent insights into complex molecular motions, such as the
circumrotations of benzylic amide catenanes.237 The accuracy of the MM3 force field
has been also verified in a detailed study of the torsional characteristics of trans-stilbene
and comparison with benchmark quantum mechanical data.238 A temperature of 298
K has been used in the MD//MM3 simulations through coupling of the system with an
external bath using the Groningen method.239 The atom trajectories have been calcu-
lated using the modified Beeman algorithm,240 along with the following inputs for the
MD computations: an integration time step of 1 fs along with punching of nuclear coor-
dinates at every 10 ps, for a total run time of 20 ns, resulting in the generation of 2000
essentially independent and properly thermalized structures. The initial structure used
in these simulations was inferred from combined ab initio predictions and microwave
data.241
All molecular structures produced by the MD//MM3 simulations were used as input
geometries in single point calculations employing Density Functional Theory (DFT)
along with the Becke-3-parameters-Lee-Yang-Parr (B3LYP) functional,242,243 or the
dispersion corrected ÊB97XD exchange-correlation functional244 and Dunning’s aug-
mented correlation consistent polarized valence basis set of double zeta quality (aug-cc-
pVDZ).245,246 Homemade C-shell scripts have been developed to automatically convert
the molecular coordinates output of the MD//MM3 runs into input for B3LYP/aug-cc-
pVDZ and ÊB97XD/aug-cc-pVDZ calculations of the electronic wave function, using
the Gaussian09 package of programs,247 and to combine results for further analysis.
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Specifically, the results of these B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ and ÊB97XD/aug-cc-pVDZ cal-
culations were used in turn to compute thermally averaged ionization spectra and (e,2e)
electron momentum distributions.
For a consistent analysis of electron momentum distributions of conformationally
flexible molecules inferred from the angular dependence of (e,2e) ionization cross sec-
tions at specific ionization energies, it is essential180,220 to account for the influence
of the molecular conformation on the energy order and relative distribution of ioniza-
tion lines, and determine in particular to which ionization band each ionization line
contributes. Given the computational cost of accurate one-electron ionization energies,
especially for a large number of structures without any particular symmetry, we opted
to obtain one-electron ionization energies of OVGF248,249 (Outer Valence Green’s Func-
tion) quality from Kohn-Sham B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ occupied orbital energies. For 10
randomly chosen structures produced in the course of the MD//MM3 simulations, the
Kohn-Sham B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ occupied orbital energies were computed and com-
pared with OVGF/aug-cc-pVTZ valence one-electron ionization energies. The following
regression equation was found to optimally reproduce the latter ionization energies (y)
from the Kohn-Sham B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ occupied orbital energies (x):
y = ≠1.7606◊10≠4 x6 + 0.0113 x5 ≠ 0.2969 x4
+ 4.0816 x3 ≠ 30.9878 x2 + 124.3439 x≠ 198.9417 (10.1)
This equation shows that the linear term has clearly the largest coeÖcient and in-
deed, a simple linear regression between both sets of energies leads to R2 = 0.9989.
Nevertheless, in what follows, the above sixth-order regression equation is used for all
practical purposes as it has a still slightly higher regression coeÖcient (R2 = 0.9993)
and allows avoiding the need for massive numbers of OVGF calculations. Although a
standard view expressed in the literature250 is that Kohn-Sham orbital energies have no
definite physical meaning, an extension of Koopmans’s theorem to DFT demonstrates
that these energies represent approximations to relaxed ionization energies.251 The
fact that the proposed regression between B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ Kohn-Sham orbital
energies and OVGF/aug-cc-pVDZ ionization energies is almost linear (Figure 10.1) is
in line with the view252 that there exist simple scaling relationships between Kohn-
Sham orbital energies and ionization energies. Another sixth-order regression equation
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Figure 10.1: Correlation between OVGF/aug-cc-pVTZ ionization and
B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ occupied orbital energies. - Data yielding Eq. (10.1) upon
regression analysis. All energy values are in eV.
(R2 = 0.9993) similar to Eq. (10.1) was used to obtain one-electron ionization ener-
gies of OVGF/aug-cc-pVTZ quality (y) from Kohn-Sham omegaB97XD/aug-cc-pVTZ
orbital energies (x).
y = ≠1.3676◊10≠4 x6 + 0.0106 x5 ≠ 0.3401 x4
+ 5.7254 x3 ≠ 53.5527 x2 + 265.1119 x≠ 536.7154 (10.2)
OVGF pole strengths were found to be larger than 0.85 at binding energies ranging
from 9 to 19 eV, indicating253–255 that in the investigated energy range, the one-electron
picture of ionization256 prevails. According to CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ results, the ver-
tical double ionization energy thresholds of the gauche and cis conformers of 1-butene
are located at ≥26.9 and 27.0 eV, respectively. Shake-oÄ bands are therefore unlikely
to play any role in the investigated binding energy range.
Theoretical ionization spectra have been constructed by convoluting the rescaled
B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ occupied orbital energies, assuming that all ionization lines have
the same spectroscopic strength (‰ = 1), and using as convolution function a Voigt pro-
file combining a Gaussian and a Lorentzian function with equal weight and a constant
full width at half-maximum (FWHM) parameter of 0.2 eV or 0.8 eV. These parameters
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have been chosen to allow meaningful comparisons with available ultraviolet He I pho-
toelectron or EMS measurements, respectively, taking into account the corresponding
experimental resolution as well as the average natural line width. We note that the vi-
brational contribution to band broadening is accounted for by virtue of the MD//MM3
simulations.
Spherically averaged orbital momentum distributions have been generated for each
resolved ionization band from single point B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ and ÊB97XD/aug-cc-
pVDZ calculations, using the MOMAP program by Brion and co-workers,257 and home-
made interfaces. The B3LYP exchange-correlation functional was selected, because it
is known to yield spherically averaged electron momentum distributions approaching
the results of benchmark Dyson orbital calculations.258,259 In order to enable physically
meaningful comparisons with the latest experimental momentum profiles by Chen et
al.,218 the theoretical spherically averaged momentum distributions have been convo-
luted with the experimental momentum resolution, using Monte Carlo methods,260
and according to an experimental angular resolution of 0.84¶ and 0.57¶ on azimuthal
and polar angles, respectively. The theoretical electron momentum distributions have
been recast onto the relative intensity scales defined by the (e,2e) experimental elec-
tron counts measured by Chen et al in their EMS study of 1-butene,218 using a global
rescaling factor obtained from a least-squares fit between the experimental and theo-
retical (e,2e) ionization intensities for all valence ionization lines, up to electron binding
energies of 18.69 eV.
Lacking the original numerical data, experimental (e,2e) ionization cross sections
were obtained by digitizing the experimental momentum distributions presented in
ref.,218 as a function of the target electron momentum, by means of the so-called “Get-
Data Graph Digitizer” package.261
The dependence of (e,2e) momentum distributions associated to specific ionization
bands onto the molecular conformation and further thermal distortions (bond stretch-
ing, angle bending, etc.) of the molecular structure is quantified by means of Euclidean
distances that were computed between spherically averaged electron momentum densi-
ties (SAEMDs), according to the following definitions:
DAB =

ZAA + ZBB ≠ 2ZAB (10.3)
ZAB =
⁄ Œ
0
ﬁ0A(p)ﬁ
0
B(p) (10.4)
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In the above equations, A and B denote specifically two diÄerent conformations of
the target molecule (1-butene) for which the relevant SAEMDs are represented as
pi0A(p) and pi
0
B(p). The latter are obtained from the Fourier transforms of partial one-
electron density matrices corresponding to the Kohn-Sham orbitals that contribute to
the ionization band of interest:
ﬂA
!
r, r Õ
"
=
ÿ
iœ–
„úi (r)„i
!
r Õ
"
(10.5)
where – represents the set of (Kohn-Sham) orbitals that possess an estimated ioniza-
tion energy in the required electron binding energy range (see “results and discussion”
section for numerical details), according to the 6th order regression of Eq. (10.1).
The Fourier transformation of the density matrix in Eq. (10.5) yields:
ﬁA
!
p,p Õ
"
= (2ﬁ)≠3
⁄
ﬂA
!
r, r Õ
"
e≠i(p·r≠p
Õ·r Õ)drdr Õ (10.6)
This implies using Fourier transformation of the basis, after which the momentum
density is obtained by setting p = p Õ in Eq. (10.6) followed by spherical averaging:
ﬁ0A (p) =
1
4ﬁ
⁄ 2ﬁ
0
⁄ ﬁ
0
ﬁA (p,p) sin ◊ d◊dÏ (10.7)
As is clear from the above, our method implies the Fourier transformation of (partial)
one-electron density matrices obtained from Kohn-Sham orbitals. These are, however,
based on a system of non-interacting electrons and even if the exact functional would
be known, there is no guarantee that the (total) one-electron density in momentum
space would also be exact.262 The momentum density from Kohn-Sham DFT has been
compared to one-electron momentum densities obtained from (post-)Hartree-Fock com-
putations, showing that for the limited set of functionals tested, DFT does not per se
perform better than Hartree-Fock theory.88,89 On the other hand, Ragot argued that
DFT momentum densities are not per se worse than Hartree-Fock ones.187 For the
sake of consistency with our analysis of (e,2e) momentum distributions, we choose to
compute Euclidean distances between (partial) B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ Kohn-Sham mo-
mentum densities. In EMS, (e,2e) ionization cross sections relate to structure factors
obtained as the square of the Fourier Transform to momentum space of Dyson or-
bitals,171 to which Hartree-Fock orbitals are poor approximations. Indeed, compared
with the results of EMS experiments, Hartree-Fock orbitals rather often lead severe un-
derestimations of orbital momentum densities at low electron momenta (see e.g. ref.258).
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In contrast, Kohn-Sham orbitals are known to be suitable approximations to Dyson or-
bitals,263 and have been widely used therefore for interpreting EMS experiments.
Since the employed momentum profiles in Eq. (10.4) are spherically averaged and
electron momentum densities are mono-centric distributions with a common origin
(unlike their position space counterparts), an additional step involving the structural
alignment of A and B is conveniently avoided. The integrals (Eq. (10.4)) were evaluated
numerically using Laguerre quadrature for a polynomial order of 250. Spherical aver-
aging was performed using confluent hypergeometric functions, as outlined in ref..169
We note that the index DAB obtained from Eq. (10.3) provides an eÄective mea-
sure of momentum-space quantum similarity between structures A and B. Because
Eq. (10.3) is consistent with:
D2AB =
⁄ Œ
0
Ë
ﬁ0A(p)≠ ﬁ0B(p)
È2
dp (10.8)
it follows that DAB satisfies all requirements associated with a true distance measure:
DAB œ R+0
DAA = 0
DAB = DBA
DAB ˛ DAC +DCB
DAB identically vanishes in case of a perfect match between ﬁ0A(p) and ﬁ
0
B(p). The more
these two momentum-space density functions diÄer, the smaller will be the value of the
quantum similarity index ZAB, and the larger will be the value of the Euclidian distance
DAB. In the forthcoming discussion, we will consider Euclidean distances computed at
the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ level by comparing the SAEMDs of all structures dumped
from the MD//MM3 trajectories with the SAEMDs of the cis (Cs) and gauche (C1)
energy minimum forms, for the purpose of quantifying the global eÄect of thermally
induced nuclear motions on these momentum distributions. In order to more specifically
evaluate the eÄect of changes of the molecular conformation on the computed SAEMDs,
comparison will be made with Euclidean distances obtained with respect to the cis and
gauche energy minima from structures obtained by systematically varying the C-C-
C-C dihedral angle (·) in steps of 10¶ from -180¶ to +180¶, and by re-optimizing
subsequently at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level all other structural parameters. For the
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sake of conciseness in the analysis, this second subset of (37) structures will in the
following be referred to as the “model conformational ensemble” (MCE), whereas the
set of (2000) structures dumped from the MD//MM3 trajectories will be referred to as
the “model thermal ensemble” (MTE).
10.3 Results and discussion
Prior to deciphering the ionization spectra and electron momentum distributions of 1-
butene on MD grounds, it is useful to note first that MM3 results enable us to investigate
the conformational energy diÄerences of 1-butene at a level of accuracy approaching that
of a CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ treatment. In line with benchmark theoretical data,217
both approaches describe the gauche (C1) conformer as being the most stable one. The
MM3 force field locates the cis (Cs) conformer, the skin and the skew transition state
structures at 0.38, 2.23, and 5.29 kcal.mol≠1 above the gauche conformer, respectively.
At the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory, the cis (Cs) conformer, the skin and the
skew transition states are located correspondingly at 0.26, 2.04, and 4.62 kcal.mol≠1
above the gauche conformer. The accuracy of the MM3 force field is therefore suÖcient
for the purpose of generating reliable enough conformer distributions from molecular
dynamics simulations, coping explicitly with further complications like entropy eÄects
and hindered rotations.
The reader is referred to Figure 10.2 for a distribution of all molecular structures
dumped from the MD//MM3 simulations defining our model thermal ensemble (MTE)
as a function of the internal C-C-C-C dihedral angle (·). In line with their lower en-
ergy, gauche structures are found to dominate the ensemble at room temperature. The
widths of the peaks around (·≥0¶) and (|· |≥120¶) in the histogram of Figure 10.2
demonstrate nevertheless the importance of thermally induced nuclear dynamics in
the neutral electronic ground state, in the form of significant deviations of numerous
structures extracted from the MD atomic trajectories from the structure of the cis-
and gauche-energy minimum forms. Such deviations must therefore be taken into ac-
count for a suÖciently consistent discussion of the influence of the temperature on the
ionization spectra and electron momentum distributions of 1-butene. In Figure 10.3
and Table 10.1, we compare the He I ultra-violet photoelectron spectrum of 1-butene
recorded by White et al. (Figure 10.3.a)264 with convoluted densities of states that are
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Figure 10.2: Distribution of molecular structures. - Distribution of the molecular
structures dumped from the MD//MM3 trajectories as a function of the internal C-C-C-C
dihedral angle (step size of 5¶).
the results (Figure 10.3.b) of calculations based on MD//MM3 simulations, and thermal
averaging therefore over 2000 structures, using B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ orbital energies
that were rescaled according to Eq. (10.1). In spite of the neglect of photoionization
cross sections, the main features of the experimental spectrum are correctly reproduced
by our simulations, within an overall accuracy of 0.4 eV on the location of bands, which
is in line with the standard expectation for a calculation of OVGF quality.
The (e,2e) ionization spectrum recorded by Chen et al.218 at an azimuthal angle
(Ï) of 9¶ is compared in Figure 10.4 with the results of the MD//MM3 simulations,
in conjunction with B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ single-point calculations of rescaled orbital
energies (Eq. (10.1)) and of the electron momentum densities measuring at this az-
imuthal angle the relative (e,2e) ionization intensities of each occupied orbital. The
experimental (e, 2e) ionization spectrum is displayed along with (Figure 10.4.a) the
six Gaussian bands used by Chen et al.218 for convoluting their EMS measurements.
We correspondingly display in Figure 10.5 the theoretically predicted (e,2e) ionization
spectrum of 1-butene, obtained after integrating the momentum-energy density map
on Ï, starting from 0¶ to 10¶ in steps of 2¶. Our MD//MM3 simulations (Figure 10.4.b,
Figure 10.5) indicate at first glance that at electron binding energies ranging from 8
to 20 eV, the EMS measurements by Chen et al.218 for 1-butene can be analyzed in
terms of six ionization bands (A, B, C, D, E, F). However, severe overlaps due to the
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Figure 10.3: Comparison of simulated and experimental photoelectron spectra
1-butene - Comparison of the (a) He I photoelectron spectrum of 1-butene by White et
al.264 with (b) thermally averaged MD//MM3 simulations of OVGF/aug-cc-pVTZ quality
(see text for explanation, FWHM=0.2 eV).
Table 10.1: Comparison of Theoretical OVGF Ionization Spectra with Experi-
mental Data. - Electron binding energies are in eV. Superscript (a) relates to the present
work. Superscript (b) for ref.264 and (c) for ref.218
level Theoretical UPSa He I (21.22 eV)b Theoretical EMSa Experimental EMS
(E0=1200 eV)c
1 I (9.6) I (9.9) A (9.64) A (10.0)
2 II (11.9) II (12.0) B (12.04) B (12.0)
3 III (13.2) III (13.4) C (13.18) C (13.4)
4 IV (14.5) IV (14.8) D (14.98) D (14.8)
5 V (14.9) V (15.4)
6 VI (15.8) VI (16.0) E (15.68) E (15.9)
7 VII (18.3) VII (17.9) F (18.28) F (18.3)
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limited energy resolution prevent meaningful experimental reconstructions of orbital
momentum profiles from separate angular analyses of the (e,2e) ionization intensities
characterizing bands B, C, D and E. In line with the analysis by Chen et al.,218 the ex-
perimental (e,2e) momentum profiles corresponding to the outer-valence energy region
[8-20 eV] of 1-butene will therefore be interpreted in terms of four resolved ionization
bands only (A, B+C, D+E, F), corresponding to ionization lines in the following elec-
tron binding energy ranges: 9.00 to 10.66 eV, 10.66 to 14.06 eV, 14.06 to 17.06 eV,
and 17.06 to 19.00 eV, respectively. These energy ranges define the sets of orbitals (–)
used in Eqs. (10.3), (10.4) and (10.7) for computing quantum similarity indices and
Euclidean distances between the SAEMDs associated to bands A, B+C, D+E and F.
The experimental electron momentum profiles inferred by Chen et al.218 from an angu-
lar analysis of the (e,2e) ionization intensities characterizing these four ionization bands
are compared with various theoretical simulations in Figures 10.6 to 10.9 (upper panel
(a)). These figures comprise of three parts. The first is the Dyson orbital ADC(3)/cc-
pVDZ++ and Kohn-Sham orbital B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ momentum profiles obtained
in ref.217 from a thermostatistical model assuming thermal equilibrium between the
cis and gauche energy minimum forms. Secondly, they contain thermally averaged
B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ momentum profiles obtained from the model conformational en-
semble (MCE). At last, they also incorporate thermally averaged B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ
and ÊB97XD/aug-cc-pVDZ momentum profiles obtained from the 2000 structures ex-
tracted from the MD//MM3 simulations, defining our model thermal ensemble (MTE).
We correspondingly display in Figures 10.6 to 10.9 (middle (b) and lower (c) panels)
plots of the Euclidean distances that were computed with respect to the gauche (C1)
and cis (Cs) energy minimum forms for all structures, contributing to these model en-
sembles as a function of the C-C-C-C dihedral angle (·). Upon examining Figures 10.6
to 10.9 (upper panel (a)), it is clear that the ÊB97XD/aug-cc-pVDZ and B3LYP/aug-
cc-pVDZ electronic wave functions yield essentially the same thermally averaged and
resolution folded SAEMDs. Also, thermally averaged and resolution folded SAEMDs
obtained from the model thermal and conformational ensembles are very similar, in-
dicating at first glance that the molecular conformation is the factor that dictates the
shape of the experimentally inferred electron momentum profiles. Compared with the
results obtained previously217 by considering the cis and gauche conformers only, ac-
counting for thermally induced nuclear motions by averaging SAEMDs over the MTE
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Figure 10.4: Experimental and simulated ionization spectra 1-butene. - (a) Ex-
perimental218 and simulated (this work) binary (e, 2e) ionization spectra of 1-butene at
an azimuthal angle (Ï) of 9¶, in (b) their convolved form and in (c) in the form of the
underlying spike spectrum.
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Figure 10.5: Simulation of the integrated (e,2e) ionization spectrum of 1-
butene. - Reproduction of the integrated (e, 2e) ionization spectrum of 1-butene.
and MCE enables us to reproduce more faithfully the experimental electron momen-
tum profiles characterizing bands A and D+E (Figure 10.6.a,Figure 10.8.a). For band
F (Figure 10.9.a), there is almost no diÄerence. In contrast, a poorer agreement with
experiment is observed for band B+C (Figure 10.7.a).
Since the HOMO relates essentially to the ﬁ-orbital associated with the double C=C
bond, the corresponding momentum distribution (Figure 10.6.a) is typically of the p-
type. The MD//MM3 simulations for this energy level fail to reproduce a very strong
turn-up of (e,2e) ionization intensities at electron momenta p smaller than 0.25 a.u.,
which has been tentatively ascribed by Chen et al.218 to distorted wave eÄects. In line
with experiment, band (B+C) is found to produce a mixed s-p type momentum profile
(Figure 10.7.a), characterized by two maxima, among which one at p = 0 a.u. The
MD//MM3 simulations indicate that bands (D+E) and F possess a p-type momentum
profile (Figure 10.8.a and Figure 10.9.a), characterized by one minimum at p ≥ 0 a.u.
and one maximum at around p≥0.5 a.u. We note that for band F, all models so far fail
to reproduce a significant turn-up in the experimental (e,2e) ionization intensities at
p < 0.25 a.u.
The middle (b) and lower panels (c) in Figures 10.6 to 10.9 show for each of the
four identified ionization bands (A, B+C, D+E, F) the Euclidean distances between the
corresponding SAEMDs of every structure in the MTE and MCE on the one hand and
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Figure 10.6: Results ionization band A - (a) Comparison between experimental and
theoretical electron momentum distributions inferred at an electron impact energy of 1.2
keV (+ binding energy) for ionization lines at binding energies comprised between 9.00
and 10.64 eV (ionization band A); (b) analysis as a function of the C-C-C-C dihedral
angle of the Euclidean distances between the SAEMDs obtained correspondingly from the
model thermal ensemble (blue dots) and model conformational ensemble (red curve) with
respect to the gauche (C1) energy minimum form; (c) analysis as a function of the C-C-C-C
dihedral angle of the Euclidean distances between the SAEMDs obtained correspondingly
from the model thermal ensemble (blue dots) and model conformational ensemble (red
curve) with respect to the cis (Cs) energy minimum form.
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Figure 10.7: Results ionization bands B+C - (a) Comparison between experimental
and theoretical electron momentum distributions inferred at an electron impact energy of
1.2 keV (+ binding energy) for ionization lines at binding energies comprised between 10.64
and 14.06 eV (ionization bands B+C); (b) and (c) are analogous to Figure 10.8
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Figure 10.8: Results ionization bands D+E - (a) Comparison between experimental
and theoretical electron momentum distributions inferred at an electron impact energy
of 1.2 keV (+ binding energy) for ionization lines at binding energies comprised between
14.06 and 17.06 eV (ionization bands D+E); (b) analysis as a function of the C-C-C-C
dihedral angle of the Euclidean distances between the SAEMDs obtained correspondingly
from the model thermal ensemble (blue dots) and model conformational ensemble (red
curve) with respect to the gauche (C1) energy minimum form; (c) analysis as a function
of the C-C-C-C dihedral angle of the Euclidean distances between the SAEMDs obtained
correspondingly from the model thermal ensemble (blue dots) and model conformational
ensemble (red curve) with respect to the cis (Cs) energy minimum form.
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Figure 10.9: Results ionization band F - (a) Comparison between experimental and
theoretical electron momentum distributions inferred at an electron impact energy of 1.2
keV (+ binding energy) for ionization lines at binding energies comprised between 17.06
and 19.00 eV (ionization band F); (b) and (c) are analogous to Figure 10.8
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those of the gauche (C1) and cis (Cs) energy minima of 1-butene on the other. As was
to be expected for quantum dissimilarity indices, these Euclidean distances sensitively
reflect alterations of the molecular structure. Upon comparing from these figures results
obtained from the MTE and MCE, it is clear that the molecular conformation is the
factor that overall dominates the variability of the SAEMDs. Indeed, the distributions
of Euclidean distances obtained from the MTE rather faithfully follow the curves ob-
tained from the MCE. In particular, with both sets of data, Euclidean distances with
respect to the gauche (C1) conformer (Figures 10.6 to 10.9.b) tend towards a minimum
and a maximum when · ≥ ±120¶ and · ≥ 0¶, respectively. In contrast, Euclidean
distances with respect to the cis (Cs) conformer (Figures 10.6 to 10.9.c) tend towards
a minimum and a maximum when · ≥ 0¶ and · ≥ ±90¶ (band A) or · ≥ ±180¶
(bands B+C, D+E, F). Changes in the C-C-C-C dihedral angle and alterations of the
molecular conformation alone do not explain the distribution of Euclidean distances
that is obtained for the model thermal ensemble: these quantum dissimilarity indices
also undoubtedly reflect further alterations of the molecular structure due to thermally
induced nuclear motions, such as bond stretching, angle bending, methyl rotations, ...
. Interestingly, The middle (b) and lower panels (c) in Figures 10.6 to 10.9 also reveal
another phenomenon. The root mean square diÄerences (RMS) supplied in these fig-
ures quantify the diÄerences observed between the MTE (MD//MM3) and MCE sets
of data. In these figures we also supply RMS data, which were rescaled on the average
MTE value (d¯) obtained for the Euclidean distances. For a given value of the dihedral
angle, the MTE and MCE SAEMD distances with either of the two minima may diÄer
significantly. Recalling that in the MCE all geometric parameters except the dihedral
angle are optimized, this shows that in the MD run there are also significant changes
in the other geometrical parameters. These data therefore substantiate the observa-
tion that all internal degrees of freedom need to be taken into account for a complete
and consistent analysis of the results of EMS experiments on a conformationally flexible
molecule. From these figures, and in line with the trends emerging from the Figures 10.6
to 10.9.a, it is clear that the momentum profile for band A is the one most strongly
aÄected by thermal eÄects beyond changes in the dihedral angle, which corroborates a
high RMS/d¯ index. In contrast, the very low RMS/d¯ index computed for the momen-
tum profile characterizing band F substantiates the extremely limited sensitivity of this
profile to thermal eÄects. Bands B+C and D yield intermediate values for the RMS/d¯
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index, and the influence of thermal motions on the associated momentum profiles is
therefore moderate.
10.4 Conclusions
In the present study, we have exploited the principles underlying molecular dynamics
simulations for the purpose of unraveling the influence of thermally induced nuclear
motions onto the ionization bands and (e,2e) electron momentum distributions of a
conformationally flexible molecule: 1-butene. The results of experiments employing He
I photoelectron spectroscopy as well as Electron Momentum Spectroscopy (EMS) on
this compound have been re-interpreted on the basis of Molecular Dynamical (MD)
simulations in conjunction with the classical MM3 force field. An analysis of the struc-
tures dumped from the atomic trajectories demonstrates the importance of thermal
deviations from stationary points on the potential energy surface, in the form of con-
siderable variations of the C-C-C-C dihedral angle. These deviations are found to have
a considerable influence on the computed spectral bands and outer-valence electron mo-
mentum distributions. Taking molecular dynamics into account enables us overall to
more faithfully reproduce the experimentally inferred momentum distributions, with
the exception of the momentum profile corresponding to the second ionization band
(B+C) at ≥12 eV. The computation of Euclidean distances between the spherically
averaged electron momentum densities characterizing the energy minimum structures
and the structures extracted from the MD trajectories substantiates the conclusion
that thermally induced nuclear motions involving all internal degrees of freedom in the
electronic ground state need to be taken into account for a consistent interpretation
of the results of EMS experiments on a conformationally flexible molecule. Indeed, the
extreme variability in these quantum dissimilarity indices cannot be explained only by
taking into account changes of the dihedral angle.
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Summary
The present work is devoted to two very distinct research areas. One is called Vibra-
tional Circular Dichroism (VCD) and the other momentum (p) space. Both can be
probed using experimental techniques that diÄer considerably in nature. In VCD, cir-
cularly polarized light with wavelengths in the near infrared region are focussed on a
sample, inducing vibrational excitations. Momentum space, on the other hand, is in-
vestigated from an experimental perspective by Compton scattering of high-energetic
photons or electrons. Another technique is to use high-energy electron impact ionization
reactions, which is referred to as Electron Momentum Spectroscopy (EMS). Logically,
these two fields serve a completely diÄerent purpose. VCD intends a stereo-specific
characterization of chemical compounds, while momentum spectroscopy - as the name
suggests - investigates the velocity or rather the momentum of electrons in a molecule.
The most crucial diÄerence between these two areas can be summarized in a single
word: chirality. This geometrical property indicates that an object is not superimpos-
able by its mirror image. Chirality is a highly important concept from a chemical point
of view, because a chiral molecule and its mirror image (the enantiomer) have diÄerent
reactivities in a chiral environment such as e.g. the human body. The enantiomers are
said to have an opposite absolute configuration (AC), which is generally a set of R
and S labels that characterize the stereogenic atoms in the molecule (see Cahn Ingold
Prelog priority rules). Several experimental techniques exist for the determination of
the AC of a chiral compound, such as X-ray diÄraction, NMR with e.g. chiral shift
reagents, optical rotation or electronic circular dichroism. A final method, which was
employed in the present work, is VCD. It has various advantages compared to the
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alternative methods: it is applicable in solution, it yields a lot of reference signals to
compare with simulations, and it can handle a wide variety of molecules. In addition,
many pharmaceutically interesting compounds can be analyzed with VCD rendering
the method increasingly popular. Its growing popularity ignited with the approval of the
US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to use VCD as a tool for the stereochemical
characterization of new drugs.
Momentum space seems to be entirely opposite to VCD. The reason is that the
electron momentum density (EMD), which gives the probability that an electron in
the molecule has a particular momentum, is a single-centered distribution of which the
origin corresponds to an inversion center. As a consequence, the EMDs of enantiomers
are superimposable and therefore achiral. The latter explains the title of the present
work of which the results are divided into two main parts: Part II for VCD and Part III
for momentum space.
Let us first consider Part II, covering Chapters 2 to 6. The first two of these chap-
ters outline the theoretical and experimental background of VCD, respectively. The
principle of this experimental technique is summarized as follows. Circular polarized
light interacts diÄerently with each enantiomer of a chiral molecule. By measuring the
diÄerence between left and right circularly polarized light for a single enantiomer, a
spectrum is obtained containing both positive and negative bands. This spectrum is
identical to the one of the other enantiomer but has an opposite sign. In order to
identify the AC of the chiral sample, the VCD spectrum of one of the enantiomers
is simulated using computational methods (usually density functional theory (DFT)).
When the experimental and the simulated VCD spectrum agree suÖciently well in both
band positions, intensity and sign, they are considered to have an identical AC. When
the signs are opposite, on the other hand, so are the AC’s. For people unfamiliar with
chiral spectroscopy, the agreement between theory and calculation that is seen by a
trained eye may not be so apparent. In order to convince others that the matching of
bands is not biased by personal interpretation (patternicity - observing resemblance
that is not really there), similarity values can be presented. There are several possible
ways to define similarity numerically. These measures were subject to critical analysis
in Chapter 4, and lead to the conclusion that the Carbó-index Rfg is most appropriate
for the spectral similarity evaluation between an experimental and a computed VCD
spectrum. The reason is that Rfg considers only relative intensity and not absolute
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intensity diÄerences, as is the case for the Tanimoto- and Hodgkin-Richards indices.
When the sample concentration is not known precisely, there is uncertainty on the ab-
solute intensity of the experimental absorptivity. The latter renders an intensity scale
independent index like Rfg convenient. If, on the other hand, the similarity is calculated
between computational spectra, absolute intensity diÄerences are more valuable justi-
fying the use of either the Tanimoto or the Hodgkin-Richards index. In this case, one
may also omit the normalization condition and use the Euclidean distance between the
spectra directly. Such approach distinguishes the spectra even stronger, yet one should
be aware that with respect to AC assignments, the Euclidean distance with respect to
the inverted spectrum should be considered as well. Moreover, since the Euclidean dis-
tance does not have an upper limit, it is harder to interpret the results than a degree of
similarity on a scale from -100 to +100%. A value of +100% indicates that the spectra
match perfectly and that the sample and the simulated structure haven an identical
AC. A similarity index of -100%, signifies that the spectra would match perfectly if one
of them would be inverted, showing that they have opposite AC’s. A value of 0% rep-
resents the case where the spectra are statistically uncorrelated. It is clear that for the
latter, the AC of the sample cannot be determined. The straightforward interpretation
renders normalized indices usually the preferred choice for quantifying the agreement
between spectra.
Whereas very high similarity values (close to ±100%) and very low values (close to
0%) allow to easily draw the respective conclusions that an AC assignment is possi-
ble and impossible, intermediate values (such as ±50%) are much harder to interpret.
Unfortunately, such values occur quite often. This is due to the fact that spectrum
simulation using quantum chemical computations has important limitations. Usually,
the harmonic approximation is employed and the spectrum is calculated in vacuum and
not in solution. In order for the spectrum generation to be computationally feasible, it
is also necessary to reside to limited basis sets and an approximate treatment of elec-
tron correlation. Consequently, there is an inescapable discrepancy between theory and
experiment rendering very high similarity values a rare experience. Moreover, similarity
values depend on the wavenumber range considered and the quality of the experimental
spectrum. Therefore, it is indeed hard to determine whether a ±50%-similarity allows
to conduct an AC assignment as it is case specific. Hence, a level of significance (or
robustness) is desired to express how good a particular similarity values actually is.
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This was the subject of Chapter 5, which addresses the significance issue on a statisti-
cal basis. Using the analogy with quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR)
studies, where a predictive model is validated using e.g. randomization tests, a new
method was developed in order to validate AC assignments in VCD. The derived VCD
randomization plots enable to verify to what extent the obtained similarity could be
reproduced by chance. It was shown that this chance could also be expressed numeri-
cally, namely using the AC robustness level P . The study hence bridges a large gap in
spectral similarity calculations. The method was first successfully applied to a set of
quinolizidine alkaloids having limited conformational flexibility. So it was proven that
the approach oÄers a valuable aid during AC assignments and subsequent reporting.
Chapter 6 is a follow-up study of Chapter 5 and applies the AC-validation method
for VCD to piperidine derivatives (and one azepane derivative) with higher conforma-
tional degrees of freedom. The randomization plots and the robustness level P were
proven to be a valuable aid for these challenging AC assignments. Instead of stating
that an AC determination is correct or incorrect, it is now possible to provide a realistic
and unbiased level of robustness. Logically, the presented method does not restrict itself
to VCD. In principle it can also be applied to other diÄerential spectroscopic meth-
ods such as electronic circular dichroism, Raman optical activity, dissymmetry factor
spectra, etc.
As an outlook towards the future with respect to VCD, it may prove valuable to
extend the present approach to dissymmetry factor spectra. These are obtained by
dividing the VCD by the IR absorption intensity as:
q(‹¯) =
ÂÁ(‹¯)
Á(‹¯)
(11.1)
and can be obtained both computationally and experimentally. They have the advan-
tage of emphasizing robust wavenumber regions, in the sense that areas that are easily
influenced by experimental conditions have very small q(‹¯)-intensities. It’s main virtue,
however, is that both IR and VCD are considered simultaneously when comparing dis-
symmetry factor spectra. This is in contrary to the present work, where e.g. the optimal
frequency scale factor can be derived for both the IR and VCD spectra oÄering diÄerent
possibilities. Implementation of an analogous approach as the one outlined in Chap-
ters 5 and 6 can be challenging, because tolerance levels should be applied in order to
account for division by zero in Eq. (11.1).
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Let us now consider the momentum space results in Part III, covered by Chapters 7
to 10. The first chapter (Chapter 7) covers the theoretical background on momentum
space. In Chapter 8, the potential of many presently available DFT methods with
respect to momentum space properties was thoroughly analyzed by comparing them
with those obtained with high level of theory (CCSD) calculations and for a large set
of molecules. In contrast to previous methods, the present approach considers the full
anisotropy of the electron momentum density (EMD) by using quantum similarity mea-
sures. In contrary to the earlier application of similarity in VCD (see Part II), computed
distributions are being compared. Therefore, the highly sensitive Euclidean distance was
used as dissimilarity measure to quantify the performance of computational methods. It
was shown that momentum properties that do not reflect the anisotropy of the system
such as the moments of momentum or spherically averaged momentum densities, can
be misleading with respect to the performance of a method. Absolute percentage errors
on the moments of momentum, for example, can be artificially low due to cancellation
of errors. On average, spherical averaging of momentum densities, on the other hand,
enhances the agreement with respect to the reference CCSD method. The degree of
enhancement depends on the method being considered. It was shown that the Hartree-
Fock method appears to yield fairly good spherically averaged momentum densities,
even though the original 3-dimensional densities are far less adequate. This finding
implies that it is hard to improve over Hartree-Fock using DFT methods with respect
to isotropic momentum distributions. Nonetheless, on average 8 DFT functionals were
found to improve over Hartree-Fock both at reproducing the total EMD as its spherical
average. None of these methods, however, is able to reach the superior quality of MP2
perturbation theory calculations in a consistent manner.
In Chapter 9 the chemical concept of atoms-in-molecules was explored from a mo-
mentum space perspective. Balanarayan and co-workers68 introduced the concept in
momentum space and was based on a normal Hirshfeld partitioning of the EMD. Defin-
ing this concept in momentum space, however, is not an easy task. This is because, with
respect to Hirshfeld partitioning, one usually starts from the promolecular EMD, con-
sisting of the neutral atomic EMDs. In position space, the atomic densities are located
on the nuclear centers, allowing to distinguish atoms of the same element based on
their location. In momentum space, on the other hand, the atomic EMDs are centered
on the same origin because they are all monocentric distributions. As a result, atoms of
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the same element cannot be distinguished within the promolecular EMD. Such atoms
are said to be symmetry-equivalent. If this equivalence is not broken, a Hirshfeld proce-
dure would yield the same charge for these atoms, even if they have other surroundings.
Obviously, such charges are chemically counterintuitive. Balanarayan and co-workers
broke the symmetry-equivalency using a counter-poise technique used by crystallogra-
phers and obtained sensible charges. Normal Hirshfeld partitioning, however, depends
on the starting point or more specifically: the choice of promolecular density. Moreover,
the approach is not extendable to infinite basis sets, where the problem of symmetry-
equivalency would reoccur. In this chapter, it was therefore opted to use an iterative
Hirshfeld technique (Hirshfeld-I), which is known to be independent of the starting point
in position space. In addition, the symmetry-equivalency was broken by first performing
one or more iterative Hirshfeld partitioning steps in position space before proceeding
to momentum space. Such approach, however, yielded spurious results, where in par-
ticular, the most electronegative atoms absorb all charge in the distribution and render
the least electronegative atoms unpopulated. It was nonetheless shown that these re-
sults are independent of the starting population, which suggests that the seemingly
acceptable charges obtained by Balanarayan and co-workers are merely a result of in-
cluding only a single step in the Hirshfeld procedure. They may hence still be intuitive
because the charges will be close to the starting populations, even though they are not
robust. The problem of defining momentum space AIM is unfortunate, because a par-
titioning of the electron momentum density would be highly valuable considering the
absence of a nuclear centered framework. These results point to the need of studying
AIM density-matrix partitioning schemes, where the equivalence between position and
momentum space is inherently present. Recently, such an r space partitioning has been
introduced.207 The r space atomic and bond partitions of the density-matrix can be
transformed to p space using a six-dimensional Fourier transform (see Chapter 7) and
in a next step allow to obtain a partitioning of the electron momentum distribution. As
a future perspective, this partitioning scheme can further advance the interpretation of
molecular electron momentum distributions.
Chapter 10 employs molecular dynamical simulations in order to analyze the in-
fluence of thermally induced nuclear motions on the ionization bands and (e,2e) elec-
tron momentum distributions of the 1-butene molecule. An analysis of the structures
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dumped from the atomic trajectories (using the MM3 force field) demonstrates the im-
portance of thermal deviations from stationary points on the potential energy surface in
the form of considerable variations of the C-C-C-C dihedral angle. These deviations were
found to have a substantial influence on the computed spectral bands and outer-valence
electron momentum distributions. Taking molecular dynamics into account enabled to
more closely reproduce all experimentally obtained momentum distributions except for
one. The computation of Euclidean distances between the spherically averaged EMDs
of structures extracted from Molecular Dynamical simulations with respect to the two
most stable conformers of 1-butene, supports the conclusion that thermally induced
nuclear motions involving all internal degrees of freedom in the electronic ground state
have to be taken into account for a consistent interpretation of the results of EMS
experiments on a conformationally flexible molecule. The extreme variability in these
quantum dissimilarity indices could not be explained by considering changes of the
dihedral angle alone.
Generally, prospects with respect to p space are looking bright. Even though ad-
vances are made slowly compared to r space, the field is pushing forward gradually.
The equivalence between both r and p spaces is becoming more and more recognized.
Advances in momentum space take place at various frontiers. It stands without doubt
that momentum distributions contain significant chemical information that can be sen-
sitively probed using experimental techniques. There is hence much left to explore in
this abstract world.
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Samenvatting
12.1 Introductie
Het huidige werk beslaat twee verschillende onderzoeksgebieden. Het ene heet Vibra-
tioneel Circulair Dichro¨ısme (VCD) en het andere impuls (p) ruimte. Beide kunnen
experimenteel getoetst worden aan de hand van spectroscopische technieken. De basis
van deze technieken is evenwel compleet verschillend. In het geval van VCD wordt cir-
culair gepolariseerde straling met golflengtes in het nabije infrarood (IR) gebied op een
monster ingestuurd waarbij vibrationele excitaties veroorzaakt worden. Impuls ruimte
daarentegen, baseert zich vanuit experimenteel perspectief enerzijds op Compton ver-
strooiing van hoog-energetisch fotonen of elektronen, en anderzijds op hoog-energetisch
elektron-impact reacties ((e,2e)-spectroscopie). Het spreekt voor zich dat deze twee ge-
bieden een compleet andere doelstelling hebben. VCD wordt namelijk gebruikt voor de
stereo-specifieke karakterisering van de moleculaire geometrie. Impuls ruimte daaren-
tegen, heeft betrekking tot - zoals de naam al laat vermoeden - de snelheid of eerder
de impuls van elektronen in chemische substanties. Het meest kenmerkende verschil
tussen VCD en impuls ruimte is evenwel samen te vatten in e´e´n enkel woord, name-
lijk: chiraliteit. Chiraliteit is een geometrische eigenschap gerelateerd aan de inversie
symmetrie-operatie of simpelweg puntspiegeling. Wanneer een object nadat het gespie-
geld werd niet meer zo georie¨nteerd kan worden zodat het identiek is aan het object
vóórdat het gespiegeld werd, dan is het object chiraal. Objecten die deze eigenschap
niet hebben worden achiraal genoemd. Chiraliteit is alomtegenwoordig in de chemische
wereld en is daardoor een uiterst belangrijk concept. Het spiegelbeeld van een chirale
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molecule heeft veel identieke eigenschappen (smeltpunt, kookpunt, reactiviteit tegen-
over achirale molecules, IR en NMR spectra ...), maar reageert verschillend met andere
chirale moleculen wat vanzelfsprekend implicaties heeft met betrekking tot de ontwik-
keling van medicijnen. De chirale molecule en zijn spiegelbeeld heten enantiomeren en
hebben een tegengestelde absolute configuratie (AC). Chemici omschrijven de AC aan
de hand van het R/S systeem. Hierbij worden chirale centra gelabeld met R of S door
aan de substituenten prioriteiten toe te kennen met behulp van de Cahn Ingold Prelog
regels. Chirale moleculen kunnen jammer genoeg niet simpelweg met een microscoop
bekeken worden om te identificeren welke labels kunnen toegekend worden. Hiervoor
bestaan verschillende technieken: X-straal diÄractie op e´e´n-kristallen, NMR met chi-
rale shift-reagentia, optische rotatie of elektronisch circulair dichro¨ısme. Een laatste
techniek, die in het huidige werk gehanteerd werd is VCD. VCD heeft een aantal voor-
delen in vergelijking met de alternatieve methoden: het is toepasbaar in de oplossing,
er is veel signaal als referentie en het is toepasbaar op een grote waaier aan moleculen.
Veel vanuit farmaceutisch standpunt interessante moleculen kunnen eveneens met VCD
geanalyseerd worden. Dit wordt hoe langer, hoe meer ook eÄectief gedaan nu dat de
Amerikaanse Food and Drug Administration VCD toegelaten heeft als stereo-specifieke
karakteriseringsmethode bij de aangifte van nieuwe geneesmiddelen.
Impuls ruimte is in dit opzicht een complete tegenhanger van VCD. De reden is dat
de elektronen momentum densiteit (EMD) die de probabiliteit weergeeft dat een elek-
tron in de molecule een bepaalde impuls heeft een e´e´n-centrum-distributie is met een
inversie-centrum in de oorsprong. Hierdoor is het mogelijk dat de EMD’s van verschil-
lende enantiomeren wel zo georie¨nteerd kunnen worden zodat ze identiek aan elkaar
zijn. Met andere woorden, EMD’s zijn achiraal. Vandaar ook de titel van dit proef-
schrift: “Doorheen chirale en achirale werelden: een statistische validatie in VCD en
exploraties in impuls ruimte”.
12.2 Vibrationeel Circulair Dichro¨ısme
VCD is een spectroscopische techniek die stereo-chemische gevoeligheid combineert met
structurele specificiteit van infraroodspectroscopie. De meetmethode is trouwens zeer
analoog aan deze van IR en heeft daardoor relatief lage eisen met betrekking tot het
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monster. VCD spectra worden tevens doorgaans (maar niet uitsluitend) in oplossing
opgemeten.
VCD is een diÄerentie¨le spectroscopische techniek wat inhoudt dat het verschil
tussen de intensiteiten van links en recht circulair gepolariseerd licht wordt gemeten.
Hierdoor bestaan de spectra uit zowel positieve als negatieve absorptie-banden. De
VCD spectra van twee enantiomeren zijn identiek, maar tegengesteld in teken. Het
teken van een VCD absorptie-band voor een bepaalde vibratie hangt af van de flux
van elektronen tijdens de transitie en kan niet via empirische regels gerationaliseerd
worden. Het is daarom van belang dat er een VCD spectrum gesimuleerd wordt voor
een bepaald enantiomeer aan de hand van kwantumchemische methoden. Wanneer de
absorptiebanden gelijk zijn in teken tussen het experimentele en het berekende VCD
spectrum, dan is de AC van het monster identiek aan dat van het berekende. Zijn
daarentegen de tekens tegengesteld, dan zijn de AC’s dat ook. De karakterisering van
AC’s aan de hand van VCD is pas doorgebroken met de mogelijkheid om spectra te
simuleren via densiteitsfunctionaaltheorie (DFT). Deze computationele methode laat
toe de VCD spectra te berekenen van vrij grote moleculen over een relatief beperkte
tijdspanne.
12.3 Impuls ruimte
De golÄunctie bevat alle informatie over het moleculaire systeem en is een centrale
entiteit binnen de kwantummechanica. Het wordt verkregen door het oplossen van de
Schro¨dinger vergelijking. Vanwege het Heisenberg principe is het niet mogelijk om te-
gelijk de positie en de impuls van een elektron te kennen. Dit is een gevolg van het feit
dat de operatoren positie xˆ en impuls pˆx niet commuteren. Hierdoor kan de Schro¨dinger
vergelijking uitgedrukt worden in ofwel posities (en tijd) ófwel in momenta (en tijd).
De oplossing van deze vergelijkingen levert dan een golÄunctie op in positie r ruimte of
in impuls p ruimte. Deze twee golÄuncties zijn volledig equivalent, zijn gerelateerd via
een Fourier transformatie (Dirac-theorie) en bevatten dus even veel informatie over het
systeem. De amplitudes van deze golÄuncties zijn probabiliteitsdistributies of elektron-
densiteiten: ﬂ(r) en Î(p). De ﬂ(r) distributie geeft aan wat de kans is om een elektron
op een bepaalde plaats in de molecule aan te treÄen. De Î(p) densiteit geeft ander-
zijds aan wat de kans is dat een elektron een bepaalde impuls heeft. In tegenstelling
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tot de golÄuncties, geven deze elektrondensiteiten verschillende informatie. Ze zijn met
andere woorden complementair. Wanneer de kans gekend is dat een elektron zich op
een bepaalde plaats bevindt, dan kan de kans dat het een zekere impuls heeft niet
meer bepaald worden. Er bestaat daarentegen wel een kwalitatieve richtlijn. Valentie-
elektronen zijn veel trager dan elektronen dicht bij de kern. Hierdoor wordt de valentie
dus beschreven door lage densiteiten ver van de kernen in ﬂ(r) en door hoge densi-
teiten bij lage momenta in Î(p). Er is dus een nadruk op de valentie-elektronen in
impuls-ruimte in tegenstelling tot positie ruimte. Dit verklaart meteen ook waarom het
chemisch gezien van belang is om deze ruimte te onderzoeken, want valentie-elektronen
bepalen nu eenmaal grotendeels de reactiviteit.
12.4 Doelstellingen
Er is e´e´n raakvlak tussen VCD en impuls-ruimte. In beide worden overvloedig spec-
tra, functies, profielen en distributies gehanteerd. Het spreekt voor zich dat spec-
tra/distributies met elkaar vergeleken worden om trends vast te stellen die ons chemisch
inzicht kunnen verdiepen. Visuele vergelijking is echter intensief en neemt veel tijd en
beslag. Bovendien zijn overeenkomsten soms schijn, persoonlijk bevooroordeeld en dus
subjectief. Dit komt vanwege apofenie, het verschijnsel waarbij mensen patronen her-
kennen in willekeurige gegevens en er een betekenis in zien die er in feite niet is. Om een
persoonlijke interpretatie van de overeenkomst tussen twee spectra/distributies uit te
sluiten worden doorgaans objectieve similariteitsmaten berekend. We zeggen maten in
het meervoud, want er zijn meerdere mogelijkheden om de overeenkomst numeriek uit
te drukken. Deze maten vinden hun oorsprong in kwantum-similariteitsstudies, maar
kunnen in feite voor om het eender welke twee functies gebruikt worden.
Met betrekking tot VCD, waarbij de AC van een molecule achterhaald dient te
worden, zijn similariteitsberekeningen een zeer gegeerd hulpmiddel. Door verscheidene
benaderingen die ge¨ıntroduceerd werden in de berekeningen, zijn er altijd verschillen
tussen een gesimuleerd en een experimenteel VCD spectrum. Hierdoor neemt het risico
op het herkennen van gelijkenissen die er eigenlijk niet zijn toe. Een verkeerde toewij-
zing van de AC van een molecule kan ernstige gevolgen hebben en daarom is het van
cruciaal belang dat de overeenkomsten in spectra objectief gestaafd worden. De vraag
stelt zich welke similariteitsmaat het best kan toegepast worden? Hoofdstuk 4, heeft als
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doel deze verschillende definities (Carbó, Hodgkin-Richards en Tanimoto-similariteit)
kritisch te analyseren. Een similariteitsmaat drukt dan de gelijkenis uit in een percen-
tage: 100% betekent dat de spectra volledig gelijk zijn, 0% toont aan dat ze volledig
verschillend zijn. Dergelijke waarden zijn dus heel e´e´nvoudig te interpreteren als zeer
goed en zeer slecht. Bij tussenliggende waarden zoals bv. 50% similariteit, dringt zich
een probleem op. Met oog op het toewijzen van de molecule is het moeilijk te bepa-
len of dit resultaat de visuele overeenkomst steunt of juist andersom. Er is met andere
woorden nood aan een statistisch significantieniveau dat aan een similariteitswaarde ge-
koppeld kan worden. Dit is de doelstelling van Hoofdstuk 5, waarin een oplossing voor
het significatie-probleem voorgesteld wordt die gebaseerd is op randomisatie-test vali-
datie van kwantitatieve structuur-activiteit verhouding (QSAR) modellen. De methode
werd getest voor een set van 12 relatief starre chinolizidine alkalo¨ıden. In Hoofdstuk 6
wordt een diepere validatie van de methode uitgevoerd op een set flexibele piperidine
derivaten en e´e´n azepaan-derivaat. Deze laatste 10 moleculen zijn veel uitdagender om
een AC toewijzing op te doen vanwege de grotere conformationele vrijheid.
In impuls-ruimte kunnen er op basis van de elektron momentum densiteit Î(p),
verschillende eigenschappen vanuit impuls ruimte gedefinieerd worden, nl. sferisch uit-
gemiddelde EMD’s, radiale momentum densiteiten, isotrope Compton profielen, di-
rectionele Compton profielen en momenten van momentum. Deze laatste drie kunnen
experimenteel bepaald worden. Om de onderliggende chemie te begrijpen is het dus
van belang om deze experimenten te simuleren aan de hand van computationele me-
thoden zodat de oorsprong van bepaalde waarnemingen achterhaald kan worden. Een
zeer gegeerde methode is DFT omdat het elektron-gecorreleerde berekeningen toelaat
voor een relatief lage computationele kost. Uit eerdere studies is jammer genoeg ge-
bleken dat DFT niet in staat is om impuls eigenschappen zoals radiale densiteiten en
momenten van momentum adequaat te beschrijven en zelfs slechtere resultaten boekt
dan de Hartree-Fock methode die geen Coulomb-correlatie in rekening brengt. In ze-
kere zin is dit ook niet verrassend omdat DFT geoptimaliseerd is voor positie-ruimte
berekeningen en daarom niet noodzakelijk goed hoeft te presteren in impuls-ruimte.
Computationele technieken zijn evenwel veel geavanceerder in positie- dan in impuls-
ruimte. Hierdoor is er een zekere noodzaak is om dergelijke methoden toch te gebruiken
wegens het ontbreken van een beter alternatief. Er dient anderzijds ook opgemerkt te
worden dat de onderzochte impuls-kenmerken die DFT als slecht bestempelen berusten
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op een sferische óf een cilindrische uitmiddeling van Î(p). Er is niet nagegaan of der-
gelijke operaties een goede of een slechte invloed hebben ten opzichte van de referentie
(experiment of een hoog niveau van theorie). Het is met andere woorden mogelijk dat
een computationele methode een zeer slechte Î(p)-distributie oplevert, terwijl dat de
sferische densiteiten of momenten toch zeer goed overeenkomen met het experiment.
Er is dus nog niet onderzocht of de waargenomen gelijkenis eÄectief aantoont dat een
bepaalde methode goed werkt. Het is de bedoeling van Hoofdstuk 8 om deze leegte in te
vullen. Bovendien werden slechts een handvol DFT functionalen getest in voorgaande
studies en wil dit hoofdstuk een algemeen uitsluitsel bieden over DFT in impuls-ruimte.
Vooral voor vaste-stof onderzoeken in impuls-ruimte heeft DFT een groot potentieel en
daarom wordt ook een grootschalige studie uitgevoerd naar functionalen die de Î(p)-
distributie beter beschrijven dan Hartree-Fock.
In Hoofdstuk 9 wordt het chemisch concept van atomen-in-de-molecule onderzocht
vanuit een impuls-ruimte perspectief. Een voorgaande studie gebruikte een Hirshfeld-
achtige opsplitsing van Î(p) en leverde schijnbaar chemisch acceptabele atoomladingen
op. In dit hoofdstuk wordt dit concept dieper onderzocht door het introduceren van een
zelf-consistente iteratieve procedure die analoog is aan Hirshfeld-I in positie-ruimte.
In Hoofdstuk 10 worden similariteitsmaten andermaal, maar op een vernieuwende
manier gehanteerd. Ze worden namelijk gebruikt om te onderzoeken of thermisch ge-
ı¨nduceerde nucleaire bewegingen een invloed hebben op de (e,2e)-spectra verkregen aan
de hand van elektron momentum spectroscopie.
12.5 Resultaten en Conclusies
In Hoofdstuk 4 werden verschillende similariteitsdefinities kritisch onderzocht. Het
bleek dat naargelang de toepassing een andere similariteitsmaat gebruikt kan wor-
den. Als bijvoorbeeld de gelijkenis tussen een gesimuleerd en een experimenteel VCD
spectrum (f en g) dient berekend te worden dan is het aangeraden om de Carbó-
similariteitsuitdrukking Rfg te gebruiken. De reden is dat de concentratie in het sam-
ple onvoldoende gekend is waardoor er een grote onzekerheid is betreÄende de absolute
intensiteitsverschillen tussen theorie en experiment. De Carbó-index is in dit opzicht
geschikt omdat het enkel relatieve intensiteitsverschillen beschouwt. Wanneer de simi-
lariteit dient berekend te worden tussen berekende spectra onderling, dan is er geen
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onzekerheid op het absolute intensiteitsverschillen en kan men een gevoeligere maat
gebruiken zoals de Tanimoto-index. Men kan zelfs de normalisatie-conditie achterwege
laten en rechtstreeks de Euclidische afstand berekenen tussen de VCD spectra. Het
nadeel van zo’n methode is wel dat de afstandswaarde minder eenvoudig te interpre-
teren is dan een percentage-waarde tussen 0 en 100%. Bovendien moet men er ook
rekening mee houden dat de Euclidische afstand eveneens berekend kan worden met
het ge¨ınverteerde spectrum. Er moet evenwel ook opgemerkt te worden dat naast de
Carbó-index er nog een similariteitsmaat bestaat die enkel de relatieve intensiteitsver-
schillen beschouwt, nl. de enantiomerische similariteitsindex (ESI). Er werd aangetoond
dat deze maat als een benadering van de Carbó-index kan beschouwd worden. Wan-
neer de VCD spectra driehoekig gewogen worden blijkt tevens dat de ESI incorrecte
limietwaarden krijgt waardoor de Carbó-similariteitsmaat te verkiezen is. Deze laatste
is bovendien ook eenvoudiger te berekenen dan de ESI, want deze laatste vereist dat
de VCD spectra opgesplitst worden in positief en negatief definiete delen.
In Hoofdstuk 5 werd een methode ge¨ıntroduceerd voor het bepalen van de statisti-
sche significatie van een similariteitswaarde. Het berust op de randomisatie-test die ont-
wikkeld werd in het gebied van QSAR. Het komt erop neer dat nagegaan wordt wat de
kans is dat een willekeurig VCD spectrum een minstens even grote similariteit vertoont
met het experiment als het gesimuleerde spectrum. Om deze kans te bepalen wordt
eerst nagegaan hoe de similariteitsdistributie R (VCD)x,exp ten opzichte van het experiment
eruit ziet. Daartoe wordt een collectie van 25000 willekeurige spectra x gegenereerd
door absorptiebanden op een willekeurige frequentie te plaatsen met een willekeurige
intensiteit en teken. Het aantal absorptiebanden voor deze artificie¨le spectra wordt ge-
lijk gesteld aan het aantal absorptiebanden in het gesimuleerde VCD spectrum voor
hetzelfde golfgetalleninterval. De distributie R (VCD)x,exp is gewoonlijk normaal verdeeld en
laat toe om een significantie P van de similariteit R (VCD)calc,exp te berekenen. De methode
heeft het voordeel dat voor om het even welk experimenteel spectrum een dergelijke
distributie kan berekend worden. De significantieniveaus kunnen dus rechtstreeks be-
paald worden, waardoor men niet hoeft te berusten op empirische regels om R (VCD)calc,exp
te interpreteren. Zoals in dit hoofdstuk ge¨ıllustreerd wordt, kunnen deze laatste na-
melijk misleidend zijn. De correctheid van P kan trouwens geverifieerd worden door
na te gaan of R (VCD)x,exp eÄectief normaal verdeeld is, en daardoor beschikt de methode
over een interne validatie-controle. De methode werd succesvol toegepast op 12 starre
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chinolizidine alkalo¨ıden en maakte een duidelijk onderscheid tussen correcte en incor-
recte AC toewijzingen. Bovendien waren de resultaten in overeenkomst met manuele
piek-tot-piek toewijzingen die voor deze moleculen zeer voor de hand liggend waren.
De resultaten van de randomisatie-test zijn eenvoudig grafisch weer te geven en laten
een vlotte rapportering van de kwaliteit van AC toewijzingen toe.
Hoofdstuk 6 is een vervolgstudie op Hoofdstuk 5 en past de AC validatie-methode
voor VCD toe op piperidine derivaten met grotere conformationele vrijheid. De sta-
tistische maat P blijkt een handig hulpmiddel bij deze uitdagende toewijzingen. In
plaats van een toewijzing als correct of incorrect te bestempelen, kan nu een realistisch
en onbevooroordeeld significantieniveau toegekend worden. Het spreekt voor zich dat
de toepassing van de beschreven methode zich niet enkel beperkt tot VCD, maar in
principe ook kan veralgemeend worden naar andere diÄerentie¨le spectroscopische tech-
nieken zoals elektronisch circulair dichro¨ısme, Raman optische activiteit, dissymmetrie
spectra, etc.
Hoofdstuk 8 omvat een studie van de prestatie van 74 DFT functionalen met betrek-
king tot het bepalen van de moleculaire elektron momentum densiteit Î(p) en daarvan
afgeleide impuls eigenschappen voor 68 moleculen. De prestatie werd nagegaan door de
dissimilariteit (de Euclidische afstand) te berekenen ten opzichte van een referentie. Als
referentie werd de coupled cluster methode met enkele en dubbele excitaties (CCSD)
gekozen. De studie toont aan dat het achterwege laten van de originele anisotropie
van Î(p) een drastische invloed kan hebben op de perceptie van de kwaliteit van een
computationele techniek. Door sferisch uit te middelen blijkt Hartree-Fock het bijvoor-
beeld veel beter te doen dan als men zich baseert op Î(p) zelf. Het gevolg hiervan is
dat DFT het moeilijk beter kan presteren dan Hartree-Fock met betrekking tot sferisch
uitgemiddelde densiteiten omdat de opheÖng van fouten in de Î(p) distributie door
sferisch uit te middelen niet even bevorderlijk is. Daarnaast werden ook de momenten
van momentum onderzocht. Deze geven weer hoeveel densiteit er in verschillende im-
puls regio’s aanwezig is. Er bestaan 7 dergelijke momenten die de impuls distributie
beschrijven. De procentuele fouten op de momenten worden vaak gebruikt om de pres-
tatie van een computationele methode in impuls-ruimte uit te drukken. De studie in
Hoofdstuk 8 toont evenwel aan dat deze aanpak misleidend kan zijn opnieuw omdat de
momenten niet de anisotropie van Î(p) weergeven. Er wordt daarentegen wel aange-
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toond dat 8 DFT functionalen gemiddeld gezien toch beter presteren dan Hartree-Fock
met betrekking tot het simuleren van zowel Î(p) als zijn sferisch uitgemiddelde.
In Hoofdstuk 9 wordt het atomen-in-de-molecule (AIM) concept onderzocht van-
uit het standpunt van impuls-ruimte. Balanarayan et al. introduceerden het concept
in impuls-ruimte aan de hand van een normale Hirshfeld of “aandeelhoudersopsplit-
sing”van de Î(p)-distributie. De definitie van dit concept ligt evenwel niet voor de
hand omdat men doorgaans van een pro-moleculaire densiteit start die opgebouwd is
uit de vrije, neutrale atomaire densiteiten. In impuls-ruimte liggen deze densiteiten
evenwel op e´e´nzelfde oorsprong, want de locatie van de atomen binnen de molecule is
er verloren. Hierdoor krijgen de AIM van hetzelfde element tijdens de Hirshfeld op-
splitsing telkens dezelfde lading toegekend wat vanuit chemisch standpunt onmogelijk
is. Balanarayan et al. corrigeerden in hun methode hiervoor door te berusten op de
verschillende omringing van basisfuncties voor de AIM van hetzelfde atoom-type en
baseert zich op een strategie in de kristallografie. Een dergelijke methode kan daaren-
tegen niet werken in het geval van een volledige basis set, waarvoor zich hetzelfde pro-
bleem van symmetrie-equivalentie opnieuw zou stellen. In dit hoofdstuk wordt daarom
een alternatieve oplossing gekozen waarbij eerst e´e´n of meerdere Hirshfeld(-I) opsplit-
singsstappen uitgevoerd worden op de positie-densiteit ﬂ(r) en daarna gebruikmakende
van de verkregen atomaire ladingen, verder overgegaan wordt op een of meerdere op-
splitsingsstappen in impuls-ruimte. De verkregen atomaire ladingen in impuls-ruimte
zijn chemisch gezien niet acceptabel en tonen daarom aan dat de eerdere methode
van Balanarayan et al. naar alle waarschijnlijkheid enkel ladingen oplevert die dit bij
toeval toch zijn. Er wordt daarom aangeraden om eerder de niet-gereduceerde, eerste
orde densiteit ﬂ(r, r Õ) op te splitsen in AIM aangezien deze volledig evenwaardig is aan
Î(p,p Õ) en daar het symmetrie-equivalentie probleem zich niet opdringt. Recent werd
een dergelijke opsplitsingsmethode voor ﬂ(r, r Õ) voorgesteld door Vanfleteren et al.
In Hoofdstuk 10 werden moleculair dynamische simulaties benut voor het ontrafelen
van de invloed van thermisch ge¨ınduceerde nucleaire bewegingen op de ionisatie banden
en de (e,2e)-elektron momentum distributies van de conformationeel flexibele 1-buteen
molecule. De resultaten van He I foto-elektronspectroscopie en Elektron Momentum
Spectroscopie (EMS) experimenten op deze verbinding werden geherinterpreteerd op
basis van moleculaire Dynamische (MD) simulaties in combinatie met het klassieke
MM3 krachtveld. Een analyse van de structuren die gedumpt werden langs atomaire
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trajecten, toont het belang van de thermische afwijkingen uit stationaire punten op
het potentie¨le-energie-oppervlak in de vorm van aanzienlijke variaties van de C-C-C-C
dihedrale hoek. Deze afwijkingen worden ervan verdacht een aanzienlijke invloed te
hebben op de berekende spectrale banden en de buitenste-valentie EMD’s. Het in re-
kening brengen van de moleculaire dynamiek stelt ons in staat om het overgrote deel
van de experimenteel afgeleide EMD’s dichter te benaderen. De berekening van de
Euclidische afstanden tussen de sferisch uitgemiddelde EMD’s van de stabiele confor-
meren en de structuren verkregen van de MD trajecten onderbouwt de conclusie dat
voor thermisch ge¨ınduceerde nucleaire bewegingen alle interne vrijheidsgraden van de
elektronische grondtoestand in rekening moeten gebracht worden voor een consistente
interpretatie van de resultaten van EMS experimenten op een conformationeel flexibele
molecule. De extreme variabiliteit in deze kwantum dissimilariteitsindices kunnen in-
derdaad niet alleen verklaard worden door enkel rekening te houden met veranderingen
van de dihedrale hoek.
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A.
Figure A.1: IR spectra (+)-sparteine - Compound 2, experimental (below) and cal-
culated (7R,7aR,14R,14aS)-2 (upper) IR spectra. Bands are numbered in correspondence
with Figure A.2.
Figure A.2: VCD spectra (+)-sparteine - Compound 2, experimental (below) and
calculated (7R,7aR,14R,14aS)-2 (upper) VCD spectra. Bands are numbered in correspon-
dence with Figure A.1.
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Figure A.3: IR spectra (≠)-lupanine - Compound 3, experimental (below) and cal-
culated (7R,7aR,14R,14aS)-3 (upper) IR spectra. Bands are numbered in correspondence
with Figure A.4.
Figure A.4: VCD spectra (≠)-lupanine - Compound 3, experimental (below) and
calculated (7R,7aR,14R,14aS)-3 (upper) VCD spectra. Bands are numbered in correspon-
dence with Figure A.3.
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A.
Figure A.5: IR spectra (≠)-cytisine - Compound 4, experimental (below) and cal-
culated (1R,5S)-4 (upper) IR spectra. Bands are numbered in correspondence with Fig-
ure A.6.
Figure A.6: VCD spectra (≠)-cytisine - Compound 4, experimental (below) and cal-
culated (1R,5S)-4 (upper) VCD spectra. Bands are numbered in correspondence with Fig-
ure A.5.
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Figure A.7: IR spectra (≠)-N-acetylcytisine - Compound 6, experimental (below)
and calculated (1R,5S)-6 (upper) IR spectra. Bands are numbered in correspondence with
Figure A.8.
Figure A.8: VCD spectra (≠)-N-acetylcytisine - Compound 6, experimental (below)
and calculated (1R,5S)-6 (upper) VCD spectra. Bands are numbered in correspondence
with Figure A.7.
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Figure A.9: IR spectra N-propionylcytisine - Compound 7, experimental (below)
and calculated (1R,5S)-7 (upper) IR spectra. Bands are numbered in correspondence with
Figure A.10.
Figure A.10: VCD spectra N-propionylcytisine - Compound 7, experimental (below)
and calculated (1R,5S)-7 (upper) VCD spectra. Bands are numbered in correspondence
with Figure A.9.
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Figure A.11: IR spectra N-benzylcytisine - Compound 8, experimental (below) and
calculated (1R,5S)-8 (upper) IR spectra. Bands are numbered in correspondence with
Figure A.12.
Figure A.12: VCD spectra N-benzylcytisine - Compound 8, experimental (below)
and calculated (1R,5S)-8 (upper) VCD spectra. Bands are numbered in correspondence
with Figure A.11.
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A.
Figure A.13: IR spectra N-benzoylcytisine - Compound 9, experimental (below)
and calculated (1R,5S)-9 (upper) IR spectra. Bands are numbered in correspondence with
Figure A.14.
Figure A.14: VCD spectra N-benzoylcytisine - Compound 9, experimental (below)
and calculated (1R,5S)-9 (upper) VCD spectra. Bands are numbered in correspondence
with Figure A.13.
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Figure A.15: IR spectra 3-bromo-N-acetylcytisine - Compound 10, experimental
(below) and calculated (1R,5S)-10 (upper) IR spectra. Bands are numbered in correspon-
dence with Figure A.16.
Figure A.16: VCD spectra 3-bromo-N-acetylcytisine - Compound 10, experimental
(below) and calculated (1R,5S)-10 (upper) VCD spectra. Bands are numbered in corre-
spondence with Figure A.15.
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A.
Figure A.17: IR spectra 5-bromo-N-acetylcytisine - Compound 11, experimental
(below) and calculated (1R,5S)-11 (upper) IR spectra. Bands are numbered in correspon-
dence with Figure A.18.
Figure A.18: VCD spectra 5-bromo-N-acetylcytisine - Compound 11, experimental
(below) and calculated (1R,5S)-11 (upper) VCD spectra. Bands are numbered in corre-
spondence with Figure A.17.
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Figure A.19: IR spectra 3,5-dibromo-N-acetylcytisine - Compound 12, experimen-
tal (below) and calculated (1R,5S)-12 (upper) IR spectra. Bands are numbered in corre-
spondence with Figure A.20.
Figure A.20: VCD spectra 3,5-dibromo-N-acetylcytisine - Compound 12, experi-
mental (below) and calculated (1R,5S)-12 (upper) VCD spectra. Bands are numbered in
correspondence with Figure A.19.
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moleculen included in the test set: C2F4, C2H2O2, C2H2, C2H4, C2H6, C2N2, C2,
C3H3N, C3H4, C3H6, C3O2, C4N2, CF2CH2, CF2O, CF2, CF3CN, CF4, CH2CCH2,
CH2CF2, CH2CHF, CH2CO, CH2F2, CH2NH, CH3CH2OH, CH3CHO, CH3CN, CH3COOH,
CH3F, CH3NH2, CH3OCH3, CH3OH, CH3ONO, CH4, CHF3, CO2, CO, E≠N2F2,
F2O, F2, F3NO, FNO3, FNO, H2CO, H2F2, H2O2, H2O, H2, HCF, HCN, HCOOCH3,
HCOOH, HF, HNCO, HNO2, HNO3, HNO, HOF, N2H4, N2O3, N2O4, N2O, N2, NF3,
NH2CONH2, NH2OH, NH3, O3, Z≠N2F2.
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